The Air Force says that it has no PHYSICAL EVIDENCE (physical meaning 'something you can touch') that such things even
exist. In the words of Capt. Edward J, Ruppelt, retired, who served three 'years at Wright Field , Dayton, Ohio, as Chief Investigator for Project Bluebook WHAT CONSTITtJ'TES PROOF?? - Does a UFO have to land at the River Entrance to the Pentagon,
near the Joint Chiefs of Staff offices? Or is it proof enough when a ground Radar Station detects a UFO, sends a Jet up to mtercept
it, the pilot sees it, and locks on with his Radar, only to have the UFO streak away at a phenomenal rate of speed? Which is PROOF?
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1960 - BEGINNING A DECADE OF DESTINY
The new decade has been popularly named
liTHE SOARING SIXTIES II . A title which we believe at S.P.A.C.E. headquarters, to be very
appropos.
HHh this decade should come true space
travel by the inhabitants of the Ilprison
planet ll • (Prison because we have been unable
to leave it.) Before 1970, earth space-travelers should visit other planets of our solar
sys tem - and return.
~:Iinds will be stretched, and with it
should come increased compassion and understanding. This will come equally as fast in
the fields of philosophy and theology as in
the field of the physical sciences.
He have always felt that it was the respons ibility of the Religions of the World to
inform earthmen, as to the eventual meeting
and ' the proper behavior at the time of meeting, intelligent beings from other planets
of the Universe. This is a r10ral responsibility as well as a political one. Perhaps,
even more sol
In the first decade after l\enneth Arnold
and June 1947, religion vIaS strangely silent..
Apparently adopting a wait ' and see attitude.
True enough George Adamski, after his claim
in 1952, was sent a questionaire from the
Vatican in Rome.
However, no announcement Has made regarding any opinions drawn therefrom. Which is
perhaps as it should be. One man's testimony Hith a lack of physical evidence to
prove his story is not sufficient to make
any world-wide absolute announcement.
Yet in 1959, less than a decade later,
the Vatican officially announced its position
regarding the exploration of space, and its
complete acceptance of the possibility of intelligent beings living on other worlds.
"Beings possibly closer to the Infinite
Father than we are Ii. (See Hay , 1959 issue,

Bulletin No. 37

article THE VATICAN AND SPACE CONQUEST).
NOw, at a timely speech in Baltimore, Md.,
another Christian leader, a Methodist Bishop
voices his opinion in like manner. These are
signs of the times, the hand'Hriting on the
wall. A sample of the thinking of Theologians during the Decade of Destiny which is
upon us.
BISHOP ENVISIONS CONQUEST OF SPACE
Baltimore, Md.--(UPI) Bishop G. Bromley
Oxnam, of Washington, D. C., in a sermon here
concluding the week-long 175th anniversary of
the Methodist Church in America, said Sunday
we Hill come to knoi-l the people who populat e
the great planets of the universe before another 175 years have passed.
liThe future will at least be a period of
stretched mind, Hith fundalilental readjustment
in the realm of philosophy, and, of course,
theology, II he said.
IIBefore another 175 years have passed, He
will have conquered space and come to knoH
the thinking, the culture, the dreams, the
problems, the limitations of the people Hho
populate the great planets of the universe. II
liThe next 175 years II , he concluded, IImust
be characterized by an intellect big enough
to speak out a new philosophy, to use new
power to create and maintain peace. It must
be mind and heart and Hill, full of light,
that in leisure can lift mankind to the practice of love. (Credit fliami HERALD, Jan. 4,
1960) •
WELCOME TO THE FOLD, CAPE CANAVERAL
We sincerely Helcome to the fold of
S.P.A.C.E. subscribers a certain Office at
the Missile Test Center, PA'I'RICK AIR FORCE
BASE, FLORIDA. Your subscription is appreciated, we hope you like our approach, our
findings, and our evaluation of the UFO reports. We do not expect you to agree with

all conc~usions, but we .do hope you will find
them interesting. We hope S.P.A.C.E. will be
an asset to your files. Once again, WELCOMEJ
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print that might have been that of a Yeti.
(Cincinnati ENQUIRER, Dec. 21, 1959, Credit
Dorothy Lefler, Cincinnati, Ohio.)

OBERTH BELIEVES FOUR RUSSIANS DIED IN
SPACE ATTEMPTS
NUERNBERG, Germany, Dec. 13 - (AP) --Prof. Herman Oberth, German space scientist,
said today he believes published reports that
four Soviet astronauts have died in attempts
to put man into space .
"I know from American intelligence reports
that one attempt at the end of 1957 or beginning of 1959 failed", Oberth said. "I believe
that the Russians have made several other
at'cempts. "
He was commenting on the reports published
by the Italian news agency, Continentale,
that reliable informants in Prague said the
Russians have made four vain attempts to get
man-in one case a woman-into space.
In Washington, the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration had no comment on
the report. (The LO~IDON FREE PRESS, Dec. 14,
1959, Credit Gene Duplant ier, Toronto, Canada)

STONEHENGE LINK TO DRUIDS DENIED
LONDON, Dec. 13, 1959 - A Government pamphlet just published states emphatically that
the Druids did not build Stonehenge, the
group of huge weathered stones standing on
the Salisbury Plain.
Prof. Atkinson, Archaeologist at University College, Cardiff, writes: "Unfortunately, there is no foundation for this belief at
all. The Druids were a Celtic priesthood
which flourished in Britain only during the
few centuries before the Roman conquest."
"It is very unlikely that there were any
Druids in the islands before 250 B.C., and by
that time Stonehenge had been built for more
than 1,000 years and may already have been
11
partly in ruins.
Prof. Atkinson says there is no evidence
that human sacrifice was ever practiced at
Stonehenge. (New Yorlc TUlliS, Dec. 14, 1959,
Credit Dorothy Lefler).
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SIn 0DMUND HILLARY TO HUNT ABOMINABLE SNOWMAN
UFO PACES CAR IN NEVI ZEALAND
I~T~ANDU, Nepal; Dec. 20, 1959 - (UPI) -OTATARA, New Zealand, Nov. 6, 1959. An
Sir 'Edmund Hillary, Conqueror of Mount EverInvercargill mechanic \Tho was returning to
. est, today received a goverrune nt permit to
his home on Friday night had the uncanny exsearch for the legendary Abominable Snowman of
perience of driving along the road with an
the Himalayas.
unidentified object lceeping pace in the sky.
ll
The Nepalese foreign office said the New
"The edges of it were clearly enough defined
Zealand beekeeper-turned-mountaineer was auhe said, "but I could tell that there was
thorized to lead a 14 man scientific expedisome darker unlit shape ' in the center of it.
tion from Sept. 1960 to June 1961, to hunt for
There was a depth there, but I couldn't tell
the Yeti - Nepalese for the Snowman - and for
the exact shape of the rest of it. II As his
more routine scientific research.
car neared an airport, the UFO wheeled and
Hillary, who- le-f t Katmandtt teday- af-ter- a - - moved behil'lcLa row of trees. _The mechanic
one-i-reek stay to arrange nec es sary documents,
gave chase, following the UFO for some time
said he wanted to try to climb 27,790-foot
as it moved slowly along. (Southland DAILY
flount Makalu without oxygen. His team vJ111
NEWS, New Zealand N6v. 9, 1959, Credit
also make a glaciological survey.
Richard Hall, NICAP, Hashington, D. C.)
"One group of our team Hill also look for
--------- ..
the Yeti in the area", he said.
(Ed. Note - This case is very much like the
In his search for the Yeti , Hillary will
UFO that ' chased a car near Statesville, N.
be following in the footstep s of American,
Carolina, just thre e days earlier, on Nov. 3.
Japanese and Russian explore rs who have sought
See BALL OF LIGHT CHASES CAR ON LONELY ROAD I
in vain for the snowman VJhich Nepalese mounin December issue of S.P.A.C.E.
tain dwellers are sure ex ists on the snow* * * * *
bound peaks.
NEW INTEREST IN VENUS
A six-man expedition led by three Japanese
The recent discovery of Hatervapor in the
has been searching for several months and reatmosphere of the planet Venus has led to reported recently that they had found a footnewed speculation about the possibility of
S.P.A.C.E. is edited and published monthly by Norbert F. Gariety, 267 Alhambra Circle, Coral
Gables, Florida. Subscription rate is $3.00 per year. Mail in any interes ting ne1.<Ts-clippings
of UFO reports, or other interesting items for future issues of S.p.A.e. E.
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life on the mystery planet. The presence of
water is a requirement for life as we know it.
Comdr. Malcom D. Ross, veteran Navy balloonist l piloted the balloon in the first of a new
series of trips above most of the earth's atmosphere to get a better look at astronomical
objects.
Charles B. Moore, scientist on the staff
of Arthur D. Little, Inc., Cambridge, Mass.,
took spectroscopic readings of Venus with
very little interference from the earth's atmosphere. Next day he announced the discovery of water vapor. The amount of water present on Venus has not yet been determined,
but the new findings suggest the possibility
of life.
The fact that Venus is nOH being considered seriously as a possible abode of life is
interesting in itself. In the past, most
scientific speculation has considered it unlikely that any other planets in the solar
system could support life. Some went so far
as to use this as an argument against UFOs,
suggesting that space travellers would have
to come across vast distances of space from
other star systems, and this was considered
very unlikely.
Also of interest, is the fact that Charles
B. l<Io6re, scientist who conducted the recent
tests, was the man who tracked a UFO through
atheodolite near Arrey, New Mexico in 1949.
Moore later suggested that the government
ought to set up a 24-hour skywatch until the
UFOs were identified. At that time he was an
aeronaut~cal engineer in charge of balloon
operatibns 'for General Mills, Inc. and many
G.111 • . balloon tracking pers onne 1 had sighted
UFOs. His sighting, in which a white, discshaped object flashed across the path of a
balloon at a .computed speed of 18,000 mph,
was described in TRUE, March 1950, in an article "written by Commander R. B. McLaughlin,
.an Annapolis graduate and a Regular Navy Officer.
Moore's present views on the subject of
UFOs are unknown. Perhaps it was his own
sighting which spurred him on to make the hazardous journey to the edge of space in an attempt to discover whether water vapor - hence
possible life - was present on Venus. At any
rate, he is to be congratulated for his discovery of what may prove to be one of the
most significant facts of the Space Age.
(Credit Richard Hall, Staff of NICAP, Washington, D. C.)
Ed. Note
It is no accident that millions
of dollars are currently being spent from
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Government funds to build bigger and better
radio telescopes.
The most recent plans along this line include the worlds most powerful radar station
to be built near Arecibo, Puerto Rico, with
!J-t million dollars in U. S. Defense Department
funds. The radar will be used by Cornell
University scientists to probe the secrets of
space.
A prime target will be the planet Jupiter,
some 400 million miles from the earth. The
fartherest man has ever reached to date is
30 million miles - (the planet Venus). The
radar dish will be 1,000 feet wide with a
600-foot tripod to support the antenna feed.
This radar station is to be built on
earth -- but the NASA is planning much more
than this. It has plans to erect an astronomical observatory on THE MOON!, as per the
following item which appeared in the Cincinnati ENQUIRER, on Dec. 20, 1959.
SCIENTISTS TO SEEK RADIO SIGNAL OF
COHERENCE FROII1 PLANETS
WASHINGTON, Dec. 19 - (UPI) - Scientific
man is hunting confidently for evidence of
intelligent life on the planets of other suns.
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration plans to erect on the moon an astronomical observatol~ of sufficient range to
see planetary systems of at least the nearer
stars.
But this will take 10-20 years to do, if
not longer. In the meanwhile, other scientists are about to try other ways of testing
their belief that highly developed beings
exist on other worlds.
This attempt, Project Ozma, is being
undertaken by Dr. Frank Drake and his colleagues of the National Radio Astronomy Observatory at Green Bank, W. Va. It is an .attempt to spot radio signals from space of
possibly intelligent origin. The project Has
named for Ozma, Queen of the Land of Oz in.
the WIZARD OF OZ stories by Frank Baum.Oz,
as Drake points out, was "a land far away
populated by strange and exotic beings. II
Another, more prosaic name, fashioned for
those who shy away from romance, is "Search
Transmissions for Extraterrestrial Coherent ".
Starting early next year, if equipment ''not!
being installed is ready by then, Drake will
keep a record of signals from a couple of
nearby stars, IITwins of the Sunil, and from
other radio sources in space.
Some of the signals might have been transmitted by intelligent beings. Drake believes
10 to 20 stars within range of Green Bank's
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85-foot radio telescope have planetary systems capable of supporting life at least the
equal of Earth's. Earth scientists, 50 years
after the discovery of radio, have finally
developed receivers sensitive enough to record
signals from deep space and discriminate bet1-leen "noise II and IIcommerce II.
They have not, however, perfected the radio
art to the point where they have felt competent to attempt two-way communications over
interStellar distances with ot her planets.
So, Drake said, if the Green Bank astronomers pick up any signals coherent enough to
indicate intelligent rather than natural origin, they would have persuasive evidence that
creatures exist elsewhere vTht'l are considerably more advanced technologically than the
inhabitants of earth.
It is conceivable, Drake told UPI, that
someone somewhere in space might be trying to
send television pictures to ne ighboring
worlds. Pictures, he said constitute a universal language.
Mo s t astronomers believe on the evidence
of the solar system that hundreds of millions
of other suns in the univers e must possess
families of planets. IVJany millions of these
planets, they believe, must be at least as
hos pitable to life as the earth. Some of the
older ones may harbor inhabitants who have
attained an understanding and mastery of nature far exceeding man's. (Cincinnati
ENQUIRER, Dec. 20, 1959, Credit Dorothy
Lefler, the Athenaeum of Cincinnati.)
Ed. Note - It is very interesting that
Dr. Drake told the UPI, "That someone, somewhere may be trying to send t elevision pictures to neighboring worlds. II
This ti~s ln with a theory that your Editor has maintained since the beginning of the
modern UFO sightings. If advanced intelligences can send TV Signals across interstellar space, they would also have perfected
receiving equipment capable of picking up TV
signals from those same interstellar distances.
r~ theory has been that the UFO's started
showing up in increased numbers in 1947, becaus e that 1s about the time they started
picking up our TV Signals coming across space
to them. Therefore, they became extremely
interested in the intelligence transmitting,
and t hen started explorations to follow and
investigate the planet of origin.
Remember that TV signals t r avel in straight
lines , unlike radio waves, and we can only
gue s s how many millions of miles out into
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space our TV signals carry .
Prior to World tllar II, there were only a
few experimental TV transmitting stations.
The experiments continued at a slow pace during the war, with only t he possible military
use, which was limited , as a stimulant. Then
aft er the war ended, TV s tat ions started to
spring up allover the U. S., and then in turn
allover the World. Imagine the interest that
this would ar ouse, in ot her parts of the Universe, when signals star t coming in regularly
from a previous ly "s ilent planet ll •
Naturally the intelligences out in space,
would decide to investigate this planet with
the "growing pains II. And after an investigation, observing the inhabitants, being chased
by our jets, being fired upon by these same
jets, and even hunt ers and small youths with
shotguns, up would go the II quarantine signs".
And they would read s omething like this.
"INVESTIGATE, OBSERVE, TAI\E SPECIMENS WHEN
NECESSARY, TAKE SAMPLES OF THE PLANT AND ANIMAL LIFE --- BUT BY NO ~illANS FRATERNIZE WITH
THE NATIVES -- THEY ARE DANGEROUS".
--r~~
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DR. THORNTON PREDICTS RASH OF SIGHTINGS

Dr. Spencer Thornton, psychic predictor,
announced on the NBC Jack Paar TV Show on Dec.
16th that there would be a rash of UFO sightings in the northeastern and the southwestern
sections of the U.S. star ting about January 15
1960. Inasmuch as he had previously predicted that the Hawaiian volcano was going to
erupt, it will be interes ting to see how this
prediction fares.
By the time you get this issue, the wave
should be starting, if Dr. Thornton is correct
again. However, this may not be too hard a
prediction to make. The peaks of Sighting
seem ' to occur about every six months these
days, and we are about due for another one
anyway.

BRITISH SHIP FINDS STRANGE JELLYFISH
LONDON, Dec. 8 - A british deep-sea research ship has caught a e iant jellyfish said
to be unlike any other known to science.
The animal i s plum-colored and, instead of
tentacles, has four II arms II or fOOri -sweeping
organs and when fully extended they measure
about seven f eet from t ip t o tip.
But the mo s t remarkable t hing about it is
that instead of producing young in the normal
but complicated manner of egg -laying jellyfish, which go through var ious larval stages ,
the new specimen is vivipar ous . It produces
its young alive and f ully f ormed.
This means that zoo l og i sts will have to
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establish an entirely new frunily group for
the specimen within the catalogue of nature.
In the current issue of the British science journal "Nature", Dr. F. S. Russell,
director of the Plymouth Marine Laboratories)
report.s that he ' has named the animal Stygiomedusa fabulosa, meaning the "abominable
jellyfish from the depths. II
It was caught about seven weeks ago when
the research ship Sarsia was trawling deep in
the Bay of Biscay about 1)-0 miles north of
Santander, Spain. The trawl was at the end of
10,000 feet of steel cable. (New York TIMES,
Dec. 13, 1959, Credit Dorothy Lefler, Cincinnati.
AVERAGE LIFE SPAN OF UFO PUBLICATIONS
It is with regret that we learn that one
of our reliable sources of UFO information
from Brazil is closing up shop. J. Escobar
Faria, a Government attorney of Sao Paulo,
Brazil has been in the business of publishing
nOI1 for three years and has been a valuable
asset in getting news and opinions from his
country to the U.S.A.
He did much to inform the interested
people in the U.S.A. of the Saturn shaped UFO
photographed over the island of Trinidad in
January of 1958.
At best editing a UFO publication is a
thankless task. It is linpossible to please
all factions of interest in this controversial
field. YOur Editor has now reached the three
year mark, this issue being number 37, and in
spite of the problems involved and under\-Jri'Ging •the deficit in the treasury, I plan
to continue, until this mystery is far more
settXed than it is to begin the year of 1960.
Financial difficulties are the reason for
most decisions to stop publishing. However,
your Editor realized that situation at the
outset, and planned to publish in spite of it
which is the reason you have read very little
in the way of financial complaints in this
bulletin.
Faria1s American Editor is Richard Hall
who .J.salso working with Major Keyhoe in publishing ~ICAP's bulletin. He and Attorney
Faria, . still plan on I'emaining active in the
UFO field and are going to publish periodical
booklets on various phases of the UFO mystery.
In his final issue of the UFO-Critical
Bulletin, Richard Hall expressed his views of
the inhabitants of the Saucer's, which we will
produce here in its entirety, as we feel it
to be very thought provoking: Richard Hall's
HYPOTHESIS OF EXTRATERRESTRIAL VISITORS
There has been a great deal of debate,
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about which, if any, of the "contact" reports
in UFO literature are true. The two most
common types of "creatures II reported have
been idealized human types a la Adamski, and
the more grotesque Illittle men" which have
been humanoid in broad features. In thinking
about the problem of recognizing extraterrestrials, if they have actually made an appearance on earth, it has occurred to me (as it
has to all others) that there is no reason
why extraterrestrials would have to be humanoid at all. Between the types mentioned above, the "little men" reports are the more
believeable, because of the circumstances in
which they were made. Even though these reports may be true, is it not possible that
other space visitors might take such strange
forms that we would not recognize them for
what they were if we confine ourselves to
human analogues?
Almost without excep t ion, even among a
typical creature report, the creatures have
been pictures as capable of locomotion along
the surface of the earth. But if '-Ie assume
that intelligent beings could evolve in an
environment devoid of surfaces (e.g., a fluid
environment), we are faced with a new possibility. If this typ e of intelligent being
were to master space travel somehow and visit
the earth for exploratory purposes, the beings would find us to be strange creatures
living on solid surfaces, only able to travel
off of these surfaces by means of complex
mechanical contrivances. Their environment
might equip them to be able to move through
fluid regions such as the earth's atmosphere
without the aid of any machines.
As I speculated about these possibilities,
I wondered if anywhere in the data on UFO's
there were a consistent body of evidence w
which might be interpreted in this way. Because my time is so limited, however, I have
not been able to do any detailed research.
On the basis of preliminary research, though,
I think it is an idea worth looking into.
Presumably even creatures of the type under
discussion would need some sort of conveyances to travel through interplanetary space,
but once in our atmosphere, they might be
able to maneuver at will outsi¢e their craft.
This brings to mind the so-called "mothership" reports with satellite objects. Heretofore, the smaller satellite objects have
been considered to be smaller mechanical
craft, but they might instead be actual extraterrestrials themselves.
Another body of reports which would be
consistent with this idea is cases of
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when it was about 20 degrees southeast of here.
He said it appeared "extremelY high, much
brighter than the stars, was about the size of
my two fists and gave off a light similar to
a white diamond."
Chief of Police Edwin Kelly was with
Lantzer and said the object appeared to him
to be elevated at about 60 degrees. Lantzer
said the object was too bright to determine
its shape and was too high to estimate its
motion.
The balloon was discovered in Mississippi
before the last sighting of the Winnefield
UFO was reported. The UFO vlaS tracked by the
radar unit at England AFB for a while, but
air traffic became so heavy that the military
unit had to abandon the tracking.
Texas stations reported balloon sightings
in the San Antonio area yesterday, but none of
the Texas balloons were believed to have had
sufficient time to have moved from Winnfield
in time for the Texas sightings. (This clipping was sent in late in December with a Munroe, La. postmark, but no further information
as to the date, the nevISpaper, or the name of
the kind person forwarding the clipping.
Please remember to include the name of the
newspaper, and the date of publication, also
your name if you wish credit for the article.)
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apparently amorphous objects, and some cases
in which UFOs have reportedly changed shape.
This notion would also tie in with "space animals" theories, except they would be intelligent animals.
One desireable feature of this hypothesis
is that it provides a good explanation for the
lack of definitely established intelligent
communication with extraterrestrials. We
might not have even humanoid characteristics
in common, much less vocal means of communication. The more difference between the extraterrestrials and humans, the more difficult
it would be to make contact other than displaying their presence. The repeated instances of "UFOs" following cars and airplanes
might be the visitors from space themselves,
operating out of an interplanetary carrier,
putting themselVes on display so that future
contact without fear could be made.
In short, some of the glo'.-Ting "objects II
and "blobs of light" which have been reported
as UFOs might be intelligent space creatures
maneuvering through our atmosphere without any
mechanical aids, observing the strange forms
and activities of human beings. Maybe it was
one of these creatures that Lt. George Gorman
had a "dogfight" with in 19LJ·8 . Maybe we have
come face to face with intelligent space visitors without realizing it.
This hypothesis does not rule out the possibility that there may be more than one type
of extraterrestrial Visitor, including humanoid "little men" or larger human-like creatures. Perhaps its greatest merit is in providing a framework of explanation for some of
the data which has been difficult to account
for previously. (Credit Richard Hall, NICAP,
Washington, D. C.)
UFO SIGHTING KTw INNFTEIJr STILL MYSTERY
vIINNFIELD, La. A new case of an Unidentified Flying Object cropped up here yesterday
when several citizens saw a bright object in
the skies. Reports came in for three hours
from persons who saw the phenomenon.
At first it was believed that the bright
object - said by some to be brighter than a
star - was a weather balloon released earlier
this week in Sioux Falls, S.D., by the Navy
to test infrared radiation. But this balloon
was found in the woods near Fulton, Miss.,
later in the day.
The object was picked up on radar by England AF Base at Alexandria, but it was not
intercepted.
Benny Lantzer, city police radio operator
in Hinnfield, said that he spotted the object

LOCAL STIR RAISED BY UNIDENTIFIED
OBJECT IN SKIES
BOSTON, Mass., Jan. 2, 1960. - An unidentified flying object described as showing "blue
and yellow lights" was sighted over Greater
Boston at 8:40 last night by residents of several suburbs.
Observers said the lights were "above the
horizon" and that they seemed to move toward
Boston from the south and then turn west and
travel for a few seconds before disappearing.
The Boston Weather Bureau reported that it
received many calls about the phenomenon but
was unable to provide an explanation. The
lights were not observed by any of the bureau1s staff. (Boston HERALD, Jan. 2, 1960,
Credit Lorna Donovon, West Newton, Mass.)
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LIFE ON MARS ---- REDS BELIEVE
The contention that life exists-on-the
planet Mars has been further supported by N.
I. Kucherov, well-known Soviet Scientist.
He reports that the observed color of the
dark spots or "seas" on the planet changes
according to the time of the year: blue-green
in the spring, brown in the fall. In certain
years, the Martian "seas" change in outline
and size, thus refuting the conclusion that
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they are geological formations. Many scientists reason that i f the "seas" were tremendous accumulations of mineral salts, changing
color according to the humidity, they would
have been covered up by dust and sand during
the frequent sand storms occurring on Mars.
Only relatively tall vegetation could withstand the drifts of sand and the accumulation
of dust.
G. A. Tikhov, Soviet astrophysicist demonstrated that the spectral curves of the "seas"
of Mars coincide with the same curves for
Earth plants growing in severe climatic conditions, particularly in the Pamirs and in
Tien Sha.n.
A band in the far ihfrared range on the
3. L!--micron wave length, inherent in many terrestrial plants, was recently discovered on
the Mars spectrum by the American scientist
Sinton.
The Soviets plan further study of Mars at
the new Planetary Division to be opened at the
Pulkovo Observatory. (Credit Missiles &
Rockets, Jan. 18, 1960.)
******-l,*
FLYING POTS, FALLING PICTURES, PANIC
BALTIMORE FAMILY
BALTIMORE - (AP) - Strange things are happening at the Jones house on Meridene Drive.
Flower pots leaping through windOw panes,
l.Jall pictures crashing to the floor, pottery
exploding and plants jumping out of their
holders.
Its been going on for four days, according
to f!Ir. & Mrs. Edgar G. Jones. "1 1 11 tell you,
it's got us crazy", says Mrs. Jones. "We're
scared to death. I've got so frightened I
don't know what to dO."
No one in the family has seen the objects
move. "We hear the crashes but we've never
been around when they happen" said Jones.
Eiremen, police and utility men have been
called in to investigate. All are at a loss
for an explanation. (Miami HERALD, Jan. 19,
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No, no one has an explanation, and they
never shall get one from POLICE, FIREMEN OR
UTILITY MEN. Better that they should ask the
opinion of Dr. J. B. Rhine of Duke University.
Dr. Rhine spent several days in Miami,
visiting the University of Miami during January. In an interview vrith the press, Dr.
Rhine came as close as anyune can to the
ans"l.Jer. He said, "ltJheh we understand better
the pO"l.Jers of the mind, extra-sensory perception, and mental telepathy, we may be able to
understand an explain the ghost stories and

the f6lk-tales of past generations."
No, by all means do not call the POLICE,
THE FIREMEN OR THE UTILITY MEN! We might just
end up with another 1732 SALEM WITCHCRAFT hunt
on our hands.
LECTURE
For those readers in the'Miami area who may
be interested, Betty McCain, a nationally
known clairvoyant, author and lecturer will be
in Miami for a lecture at the Junior Mechanics
Hall, 1501 NW 28 St., on Feb. 20, 8:00 p.m.
Her topic will be, liTHE GREAT NEED FOR MAN I S
SELF AltlARENESS". Voluntary donation. If interested take it from here.
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EISENHOWER, KHRUSCHEV AND ORBITING H-BOMB
Twenty-seven months ago the Russians
launched the first man-made satellite Sputnik
I into orbit.
Immediately Pres. EisenhO'ller went on radio
and television to calm down an apprehensive
American Public. One of his statements was
that the Russian feat was a great scientific
achievement, but it did not have any MILITARY
SIGNIFICANCE!
At that time this writer took issue with
the President of the United States. In
S.P.A.C.E., on Radio and in public lectures I
told audiences of the many milit~ry advantages
of a satellite program.
As one of the potentials of an orbiting
satellite I mentioned that satellites could be
launched with nuclear warheads, capable of being brought down out of orbit at will and
guided to any spot on Earth!
Surely, our Military leaders could see
this! Surely a former five-star General turned President could see this. To believe that
our President had so little foresight, ~nd was
so ill-advised would be to place us in an
abominable situation.
The reason must have been a complete lack
of confidence in the bravery and stability of
the American people. Are we such juveniles
that we have to be treated like infants, tucked into our beds and given the assurance that
Uncle knows all, that we should sleep peacefully, and no wolves will ever come near our
door!
Was this the treatment given the peoples of
Great Britian, by Sir "Hnston Churchili, and
Air Marshal Lord Dowding during the Blitz?
No, of course not!
They did not try to pamper the citizens
with side-stepping the facts. No, but with
BLOOD, SWEAT AND TEARS, they Here told to face
their adVersities.
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Today the World is up against an even more
cunning and crafty adversary than with the mad
paperhanger. If the American people are lackadaisical and are fooled by the subterfuge of
Nikita and Co., then the responsibility rests
upon the shoulders of the top' echelon, which
did not take the American people into its
confidence.
And once again we have lost another psychological battle because of it. An orbital HBomb, capable of recall at Hill and directed
against a specific target vlOuld be the worlds
greatest psychological weapon. An ICBM missile fired from Siberia and aimed at any great
City of the world would do just as much damage . But this would be direct HOT WAR, which
Russia does not want.
But suppose that just before the coming
Summit Conference, the Russians fired into
orbit a- "l-aL"ge"!nf1.9:tra:bJ:ea;lloon-type sa el~
lite . The balloon to be inflated by an accompanying tank of gas upon reaching orbit.
A balloon 500 or more feet in diameter, visible from the Earth, visible even in the daytime, moving overhead, seen at least once per
week by every inhabitant of the planet.
There would not necessarUy have to be an
H-Bomb inside. But an announcement from the
Kremlin, that there was -- and it was capable
of recall upon a given signal by Soviet Scientists, would be the greatest psychological
weapon that this war-torn planet has ever
knovm.
There is only one ray of hope in this bleak
picture. Even if it did happen, the Russians
may fall short of the psychological impact
they desire upon the United States, because
they may overestimate the mental reaction of
the average American Citizen.

Unlike the citizen of Europe, this generation of Americans has not felt the horror of
TJJar in our own homeland. vJe would undoubtedly take an orbiting H-Domb in our stride,
look up at it and laugh, saying, "THOSE RUSSIANS WOULDN'T DARE PULL THE STRING". The
Russian who takes everything in such matters
seriously may be dissapPointed completely in
our failure to panic in the face of the ultimate psychological Heapon.
Who was the wise sage, who once said,
IT PAYS TO BE IGNORANTl ?
***~~*i~~~*

There are times in this UFO publishing
business that one \wnders if he has accomplished anything worthHhile. Now and then
information comes back vrhich makes it all
seem worthwhile.
During the summer of 1958 many of us all
over the country in a semi-organized effort
all wrote our Senators and Representatives
urging them to investigate the UFO situation,
with the goal of a Congressional investigation of the situation.
This writer received an answer from Senator Smathers, with the statement that "FLYING
SAUCERS ARE A SUBJECT IN vJHICH WE ALL SHARE
A GREAT INTEREST". I subsequently received
permission from Senator Smathers to publish
his letter with that stat ement in S.P.A.C.E.
This was done, copies of his letter and statement were sent to all editors and publishers of UFO information in this country and
allover the world. On July 15, 1959 Senator
Smathers statement ifas duly entered into the
Congressional Record in VIashington, D. C. On
that date, the Hon. Edgar H. Hiestand, representative from the State of Calif , ITade a
speech in the House urging an inquiry into
the UFO situation.

The Air Force says that it has no PHYSICAL EVIDENCE (physical meaning 'something you ca n touch') that such things even
exist. In the words of Capt. Edward J. Ruppelt, retired, who served three years at Wright Field, Dayton, Ohio. as Chief Investigator for Project Bluebook WHAT CONSTITUTES PROOF?? - Does a UFO have to land at the River Entrance to the ~entagon,
near the Joint Chiefs of Staff offices? Or is it proof enough when a ground Radar StatIOn detects a UFO, sends a Jet up to Intercept
it, the pilot sees it, and locks on with his Radar, only to have the UFO streak away at a phenomenal rate of speed? Which is PROOF?
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After the predictions by Spencer Thornton,
on the Jack Paar TV Shoi-l, of a cycle of UFO
reports to start in the middle of January, it
was interesting and possibly more than a coincidence to see several well documented reports follow within days of his predicted
time.
First to reach S.P.A.C.E. headquarters
came from the twin cities of Ninneapolis and
st. Paul. An object the size of a two-story
house hovered over a lake in central Minnesota, witnessed by five s tat e Highway Patrol
Squads and over 200 local citizens. The following accounts appeared in the Twin-City
newspapers:
HUGE DISC SEEN IN SKY AT CROSBY
CROSBY, Minn. - (UPI) - Jan. 18, 1960.
Minnesota authorities Sunday reported seeing
a huge unidentified object hovering for eight
hours over Lake Mille Lacs near Crosby Saturday night and early Sunday.
The object was gone when daylight came.
Highway patrolman John Hogan said five state
highway patrol squads, sheriff's deputies
from three counties and about 200 curious
spectators witnessed a flying object, which
had nine flashing lights of amber, green and
red.
Hogan estimated the size of the object at
about the same as a two-story house. He said
it appeared to move up and down slowly between altitudes of 500 and 1,000 feet.
The SAGE installation at Duluth said it
didn't pick up anything on its radar tracking
screen. (Was it turned ON?? - Ed.) (st. Paul
Pioneer Press, January 18, 1960, Credit Elmer
O. Dahl, st. Paul, Minn.)

* * * * * * * *
The Minneapolis MORNING TRIBUNE, ran their
story also, on the same date; with the follovring report:

Bullet in No. 38

LAKE LIT UP BY MYSTERIOUS, COLORFUL LIGHTS
BRAINERD, Minn. - (AP) - Mysterious light s
that shone on big Lake Mille Lacs "Uke a
Christmas Tree" were reported Sunday by law
officers and area r esidents.
"They would come on for a while and then
disappear", said Deputy Sheriff Bud Kisskeys
of Crow Wing County. "I watched them for
more than an hour. The lights were red,
white, blue, orange and green. I couldn't
figure it out. I still can't."
Kisskeys drove to the lakeshore near Garrison 25 miles east of here late Saturday
night after receiving a report of strange
lights on the lake from a highway patrol car
in the area.
"There was one big cluster of lights that
looked li.ke a Christmas tree way out on the
lake about 10 miles, 11 he said. "You could
see other lights, one at a time, along the
shoreline.
"I drove to the spot where I thought one
would be but it always seemed as far away no
matter how long I drove.
The lights also were witnessed by scores
of area residents. (rHnn . MORNING TRIBUNE,
Jan. 18, 1960 - Credit Elmer O. Dahl, st. PauLl
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UFO r S OVER MIAMI REPORTED BY STATE
ATTORNIES SECRETARIES ENROUTE TO WORK
The two pretty secretaries pictured on
page one saw two UFOls over Miami on the morning of January 19. They were enroute to
work in the office of the Dade County state
Attorney1s office of Richard Gerstein. Upon
arrival they told fellow workers of their
sighting, the story spread through the Courthouse, and the Miami Herald reporters who are
ever on the job in the Courthouse looking for
news got wind of the report, and the following report appeared in the Herald on Jan. 20,
1960:
IN THEIR CUPS?
No, but pretty Mrs. Rheta Beecher (right)
and Mercedes Insignares (left), both insist
there was not one - but two - flying saucers
speeding over Coral Gables at 8:20 a.m. Tues.,
Jan. 19th.
Both women are secretaries in the office
of Richard Gerstein, Dade state attorney.
Authorities at Homestead Air Force Base said
the "saucers" may have been reflections from
two high-altitude planes flying over the area
at the time.
The ladies say no, that they saw a sllverrimmed "saucer" that looked like the sketch
below. The Air Force is checking.

In a subsequent interview with the young
ladies your editor found that others had also
witnessed the same sighting_. Mrs. Ila Albury
Hho works in a Doctors Office in North Miami
vIaS a\'J aiting a bus Hhen she and another lady
sa"T the same pair of unknowns. Also a teacher on her Hay to work Hitnessed the sighting
and told her students about it in class before the story appeared in the newspapers.
One of the children's mother told Rheta
Beecher of the teacher1s sighting upon seeing
the neHS story. Also a witness was Mrs.
Beecher1s 9 year old daughter, Michele. In
fact it was Michele who first saH the UFO's
and called her mother1s attention to it.
Thousands of other Miami residents rushing
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to work could have seen the UFO's had they
not been so intent upon staying alive in the
morning rush hour, in the rat-race to punch
the clock on time.
The girls did receive a call from a gentleman Hho said he Has from the Geophysical
Society (IGY???), but in spite of the newspaper's statement that the Air Force is
checking, they received no call or intervie'\-I
from the Air Force.
Probably just as weIll!! As pretty as the
tHO young secretaries are, an Air Force investigation may have gone on for MONTHS!
* * * * * * * ~
DR. HELMUT GROTTRUP TELLS WHY
When Germany capitulated during the summer
of 1945, on all fronts Has rejOicing and
CONFUSION. German soldiers and technicians
were surrendering faster than Allied Intelligence personnel were able to process and
screen their captives.
Under such circumstances it is not surprising that some king-sized booboos were in
the making. One of the biggest was the case
of a small, unpretentious middle-aged man Hho
was duly processed, screened and TURNED
LOOSE.
But he did not get far, the Russians grabbed him, and off he went behind the Iron Curtain, not to be heard from for fourteen long
years. He was Dr. Helmut Grottrup, a rocket
technician ranking along with Prof. Herman
Oberth, Dr. Wehrner Von Braun and Dr. Ernest
Stuhlinger. Recently he was permitted to
return to West Germany.
In a statement released in Stuttgart, W.
Germany, he said that, "The Soviets are ahead
in the missile and space race because their
scientists concentrated on a few rockets and
vehicles, made them simple and rugged, and
were free from outside pressure in their selection of components.
liThe Soviets achieved their lead without
the help of mysterious fuels or exotic metal~
Many Soviet feats were made possible by German brainpower - but not since 1950."
The main reason for Russia's successes, he
claimed, was that her scientists developed
only a small number of models; tHO missiles
for the same basic purpose were never developed simultaneously, because a special committee was set up to prevent costly and diversionary competition.

S.P.A.C.E. is edited and published monthly by Norbert F. Gariety, 267 Alhambra Circle, Coral
Gables, Fla. Subscription rate is $3.00 per year. Mail in any interesting news-clippings of
UFO reports, or other interesting items for future issues of S.P.A.C.E.
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ITThere would never be a THOR and a JUPITER
, in Russia", he declared.
Russian missiles are much simpler in construction - and therefore more rugged - than
U.S. missiles, Grottrup said. Far less attention is paid to miniaturization, and there
is no need to stuff the missile with delicate
instrumentation. As a result, Soviet missiles are more reliable.
Grottrup suggested another, paradoxical
reason for the frequent U.S. failures - American engineers have developed gyroscopic
guidance apparatus of an accuracy long believed impossible to achieve, and thus created the prerequisites for inertial guidance.
As a result, highly delicate instruments inside the rocket have been made responsible
for its guidance.
In contrast, the telemetering systems
chosen by the Russians are mainly based on
the ground. Inside the rockets are merely
several small, simple and very rugged instruments.
According to Grottrup, the German "Rakentenkollektiv" a group of scientists held
prisoner by the Russians from 1945 to 1950-worked intensely on long-range rockets and
designed several types of vehicles l'lhich
~vere--compared to parallel developments in
the U.S. "incredibly advanced. IT
But he said that vJith the exception of
guidance systems all Soviet developments
after 1950 -- such as multistage rockets,
new fuels and satellites -- were achieved
entirely by U.S.S.R. scientists. (Credit
MISSILES & ROCKETS, Jan. 25, 1960)

* * * * *

*

* *

ITCivllization is a system under which a
man pays a quarter to park his car so he
won't be fined a dollar while spending a dime
for a nickel cup of coffee".

* * *

* * * * *

LARGE TICKING OBJECT FALLS ON UPSTATE
NEW YORK TOI'JN
SCHODACK LANDING, N.Y. Jan. 28 (AP) -- A
large, ticking object fell from the sky here
yesterday onto the icy Hudson River.
Those who saw it before it sank said it
had a sharp nose, was about 15 feet long,
and was made of aluminura and had engines inside.
"I heard a loud explosion. It shook the
~'lhole Post Office", reported Ernest Chiovini,
acting postmaster of this cornmunity about ten
miles south of Albany.
Four men put a rope around an exposed portion and tried to pull the object from the
\·rate:c. But "they heard it ticking and
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decided to leave it there lT , according to
Kenneth Jennings, who runs a general store.
Later the entire object sank in about 20 feet
of water.
Mr. Chiovini said he heard a plane overhead immediately after the explosion. Spokesmen at Plattsburg and Hestover Air Bases said
they knew of nothing that had fallen from any
of their planes. (NEH YORK TIMES, Jan. 29,
1960, Credit Liz Borries, Pound Ridge, N. Y.)

* * * *

*

* * *

And in Iowa and r1aryland the unseen forces
of the other dimensions are having a ball,
with the 3rd dimensional humans with whom
they have taken up cohabitation. Or can you
explain it any better??? Anyway here are the
reports:
OPERATION GHOST FAILS TO EXPLAIN WEIRD
GOINGS-ON
GUTTENBERG, Iowa (AP) - "Operation Ghost"
was conducted at the Hilliam Meyers farm
house near Guttenberg Friday night but failed
to turn up an explanation for the strange goings-on that forced the family to move out.
Two University Professors and 10 students
stayed in the house all night armed with
Geiger counters, oscilloscopes, an ionization
chamber, and an electrometer.
Prof. Jack Lorenz of Upper Iowa University
in charge of the group said the investigation
indicated everything was normal.
About 15 newsmen also were in the house
during the night. Some of them took turns
lying on the bed from which a 265-pound Guttenberg man reported he had been mysteriously
thrown on Wednesday night, Nothing happened
while the newsmen were on the bed.
The Meyers family moved out last month because they said objects were being tossed
around for no apparent reason. (Sherman,
Texas DEMOCRAT, Jan. 10, 1960, Credit Liz
Borries. )

* * *

WATCHERS FAIL TO

* * *

* *

ACTIVITY IN GHOSTLY
HOUSE
BALTHI0RE - (AP) - The ghosts had quieted
down Monday at the home of Edgar G. Jones.
No spirits were in evidence as newsmen and
photographers encamped at the six-room, twostory house.
Earlier the Jones family had reported a
frightening four-day epidemic of flying sugar
bowls, falling glassware and exploding pottery. The only explosion Monday came when
Jones propelled a self-appointed ghost neutralizer from the house,
The neutralizer, a moving-van driver, said
he would pray in every room and drive the
FI~ID
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demons away.
Jones, a retired fireman, said things have
been falling and breaking at the house since
Thursday. He said it got particularly rough
Sunday night when seven soft-drink bottles exploded and a can of vegetables fell from a
shelf. When he bent to pick up the can, another can bopped him.
The family hasn't witnessed the other accidents; they just hear a noise and find something moved or broken. (Stamford, Conn.,
ADVOCATE, Jan. 19, 1960, Credit Liz Borries,
Pound Ridge, N.Y.)

* * * * *

*

* *

Some new subscribers may be wondering what
ghost stories are doing in a UFO publication.
Your Editor has always felt that anything unusual or unexplainable was grist for the
mills. As we learn more and more about the
mind and areas above the range of normal sight
and hearing, even these unexplained events
mentioned above will be understandable for
all. Then we will be making progress -- and
here is another kind of
PROGRESS!
IIProgress is wonderful. The old roads
"There two cars could barely pass without colliding are happily being replaced by multilane highways, where six or more can crash at
a time. II

* * * * * * * *

MONSTER CAUGHT BY 50 WORKMEN
TAMPICO, Mexico (UPI)- A seven-foot !!monster ll described as resembling a dinosour was
in a cage here Tuesday night after an exciting chase by about 50 workmen.
Local experts could not irrunediately identify the animal, although some natives of jungle areas said that it was a "giant iguana!!.
(Sherman, Texas DEMOCRAT, Nov . 18, 1959,
Credit Liz Borries.)

* * *

* * * *

*

STRANGE MASS OVER SEA
~': ellington, New Zealand -- The British
liner Corinthic encountered a mysterious substance floating on the sea for as far as the
eye could see on either side, during her latest voyage from London, Capt. A. C. Jones
said here today.
The liner steamed through the strange mass
for nearly 900 miles, three or four days
aft er leaving Pitcairn Island. The substance
Has honey-colored, soft and of a jell-like or
silky consistency, the captain said. Some
pieces were several feet square but most were
broken into small fragments. A possible explanation was that it was caused by a big
submarine upheavel, and might be something

like pumice. (Ottovla Citizen, Jan. 8, 1960.
Credit Gene Duplantier, SAUCERS, SPACE AND
SCIENCE, Toronto, Ontario.)
Maybe it came from an underwater area in
the Pacific, something like this one found in
the Atlantic:

15,980 FOOT PEAK FOUND UNDER SEA
What was probably once an island is discovered off Africa by Columbia University Research ship. The seamount, as such formations are called by geologists, was discovered Dec. 15, 1959, by Columbia University
scientists aboard the University's research
vessel Vema.
It is 550 miles west of the Cape of Good
Hope and ~ises 15,980 f ee t from the ocean
floor. That is a little more than 3 miles.
For comparison, the highest peak in the U. S.
is 20,320 foot Mt. McKinley in Alaska.
The top of the seamount is 210 feet belo\'l
sea level, but one isolated knob rises to
within 120 feet of the surface. It is conical in shape, a good indication that it is an
extinct volcano, according to Robert D. Gerard of Columbia's Lamont Geological Observatory at Palisades. He Has chief scientist
abcard the Vema when the discovery was made.
He said it is about 35 miles across at the
base and 5 miles across at the top. The top
is completely covered by coral. Samples were
dredged from the top and from the base.
Mr. Gerard says the formation could have
been a menace to navigation. A submarine
with its sonar equipment turned off could
have rammed it.
Dr. Maurace Equng, director of the Lamont
Observatory, declares that "as in the case
with most seamounts, this one is associated
with a large anomaly in the earth's magnetic
field, indicating that it is composed of
highly magnetic volcanic rock.
Geologists at Coll~bia, say the top of the
seamount probably stood well above the oceanlE
surface in the last glacial period 8,000 to
10,000 years ago. The melting of the ice in
the northern hemisphere changed the world's
sea level, they add, and the waters of the
Atlantic rose 180 to 240 feet, closing over
the island.
On their expedition the Vema scientists
found further evidence to support the theory
that great landslides occur periodically in
the ocean, with mud racing across the ocean's
bottom at express-train speed. (New York
TIMES, Jan. 18, 1960, Credit Dorothy Lefler,
Cincinnati, Ohio.) _____ _
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This probably was about the same time that
the Sahara Desert was no desert at all but a
virtual Garden of Ed~nl as is indicated by
the fairly recent discoveries there.
SEARCH FOR THE TASSILI FRESCOES
In the deep reaches of the Sahara Desert,
modern man has unexpectedly fallen heir to
one of the greatest treasures left by his prehistoric ancestors; an art accumulation of
such extent, beauty and mystery that it first
stuns, and then wildly stimulates the imagination.
Prehistoric engravings on the rocks in the
Sahara had been known before 1933, but in that
year a French Lieutenant, out on a police
action, entered a canyon in the mountain mass
of the Tassili ntAjjer, a canyon called the
Oued Djerat, which no European had ever visited - and discovered not only an extraordinary
series of engravings of men and beasts, but a
nwnber of delicate paintings.
lne most amazing revelations came 22 years
later when a small French team of artists and
photographers, under the sponsorship of the
Museum of Man, and led by the explorer Henri
Lhote, went to the Tassili on a l6-month expedition.
They discovered on the walls of rock shelters, thousands of paintings, identified at
least 16 different art-phases and at least
thirty different styles, and working under the
most difficult and delicate circumstances,
copied eight hundred which, "if joined up",
~'lould cover a surface of over 1500 sq. yards.
There were paintings and engravings of elephants, antelope l giraffes, ostriches, hippotruni and cattle. There were scenes from daily
life and ceremonial occasions, scenes of war
and peace.
There were costumes and pieces of religious
symbolism that indicated the influence of
Egypt. There were paintings of stylized
masks. There is a palnting of a man and a
woman 1 done by a Stone Age artistl that, as M.
Lhote says "by its superb rendering of the human form is worthy to be compared with the
sculpture of ancient Greece or with the works
of the Renaissance artists."
These discoveries, while bringing new understanding of man's distant past, also have left
many new riddles to solve. (New York Herald
TRIBUNE 1 Jan. 21 1960 - Credit Gladys Fusaro,
Huntington l L.I., and Dorothy Leftler, Cincinnati, Ohio).

* * * * * * * *

DID FALLOUT FELL SODOM & GOMORRAH?
MOSCOW - The fire and brLmstone that
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destroyed Sodom and Gomorrah was really a
nuclear blast set off by
invaders from outer space l says a Soviet
Scientist. M. Agrest, a master of physicomathematical sciences advanced the theory in
the Literary Gazette.
Agrest declared that the biblical account
of the destruction of the wicked cities of
Sodom and Gomorrah tru{es on a new meaning
when read in the light of modern science.
"In modern language", he said, "this leg~
end says that the people were advised to
leave the area of the future explosion, not
to linger in the open and not to watch the
blast. Those of the fugitives who looked
back lost their sight and perished."
According to the Bible, Lot and his family
were warned to get out of t01m by two divine
messengers. As a hail of fire and brimstone
devastated Sodom and Gomorrah, Lot's wife
looked back and was turned to a pillar of
salt. Agrest said the fire and brimstone
really might have been a nuclear fuel dump
blown up deliberately by the outer space
people.
He said he thinks the mysterious Baalbek
terrace in Lebanon, a platform built of huge
stone slabs was used by the space invaders as
a launching pad for their space ship.
As further evidence to support his theory,
he cited the glassy bodies known as tektites
found on various parts of the earth's surface
but particularly in the Libyan Desert.
Existence of these small objects has never
been satisfactorily explained by science.
Agrest said they may have been formed by the
impact of probe rockets sent to the earth be~
fore the raiders risked a landing. (Credit
Miami DAILY NEWS & Miami HERALD, Feb. 8, 9,
1960) •
Ed. Note - It may be possible that the
Reds are attempting to explain many Bibical
stories, in an attempt to weaken the belief
in the Bible, and therefore at the same time
weaken religion in general. However, the
fact remains that those who have already
studied all the evidence in the UFO picture,
have already come up with similar suspicions
of their own. Some Ministers even, have given sermons connecting UFO visits of the past
with Biblical stories. M. K. Jessup in his
book, liThe UFO and the Bible II, see s many in~
stances that could interpret the messengers
referred to in the Bible as actually space
people leaving a message for the betterment
of man upon this planet. And, of course, if
they are an advanced race from elsewhere in
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space, their actions and manifestations could
be deemed as dOing the will of the Infinite
Creator. After all they too, were created by
the Creator of the entire Universe.
Up in Cobalt, Ontario, a minister in a
sermon, recently voiced these same opinions:
ANGELS IN FLYING SAUCERS?
Cobalt, Onto (CP) - Angels, or messengersas mentioned in the Bible could have been
visitors from outer space traveling in flying
saucers, says Rev. Helmut lVipprecht, a United
Church minister.
"He want to take flying saucers and visitors from other worlds seriously, as obviously the Bible does, 11 he told his congregation
Sunday.
Rev. Wipprecht said that the Star of Bethlehem could have been a divinely sent flying
saucer rather than a star. The chariot with
horses of fire that took Elijah like a whirlvlind up into Heaven could have been what is
n01.J referred to as a flying saucer, he said.
The term chariot of fire corresponds with
many descriptions of flying saucers glowing
and lighting up their surroundings, said Rev.
v.Jipprecht. (Victoria Daily TUlliS, Jan. 5,
1960, Credit Gene Duplantier, Ed. SPACE,
SAUCERS AND SCIENCE, Toronto, Canada.)
(Ed. Note) - When it comes to explaining
Biblical phenomena in the light of what is
presently known regarding UFO's and inhabitants of other planets, we realize that we're
treading upon ground which is considered sacred by most people. Such theories as those
expressed by the Rev. vJipprecht, will seem to
some even to be sacraligious. Ours is not to
decide for anyone on this matter.
However, most all phenomena which we do
not understand tend to take on a supernatural
significance. For instance, meteors and the
northern lights or the \aurora borealis) were
misunderstood phenomena of a hundred years
ago. Many unlearned people attributed a supernatural meaning to them. In some parts of
the world, illiterate tribesmen still do.
So if we present here an idea or a theory,
we are not in any way attempting to force
opinions upon you that may conflict vJith timehonored and accepted traditions.
To many the Star of Bethlehem would be unthillicable as a spacecraft whose particular
job it was that night to guide three Wise men
and groups of shepherds to a small cave on a
hillside near Bethlehem. HOvJever, to astronomers with the best possible knowledge of the
universe, conSidering the equipment now available, it is equally unthiw{able for a star to
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move out of its place in a galazy which oper- .
ates on a precise and absolutely predictable
timetable.
Interpreted in the light of spacecraft and
intelligent space inhabitants, many such biblical stories take on a completely new and
logical meaning. In the current issue of
Gene Duplantiers excellent publication appears another writer1s ideas of yet another
Biblical fact. Accept it or not, as you will.
THE EXODUS. THE CLOUD tc THE PILLAR
by Arthur V. Sampsel
All who have followed the UFO mystery know
of the case of Capt. Thomas Mantell of the
Kentucky Air National Guard who died chasing
an unknown object near Godman Field, near Ft.
Know, Kentucky on Jan. 7, 1948. But the astounding part to me lies in the calculation
of the size of the monster aeroform seen hovering near Godman Air Force Base.
From careful analysis of theodolite observations and mathematical calculations, the
aeroform measured about 15,000 feet in length
and over 500 feet in diameter.
The proportions of such an aeroform reels
the imagination, even in comparison to our
largest ocean liners which would have considerable difficulty in becoming airborne. Yet
on Jan. 7, 1949, such a giant was seen and
the facts recorded.
Keeping in mind the size of the Godman UFO
travel back in time with me to the period in
history when Moses led the children of Israel
out of the land of Egypt and compare that
spectacle with the one over Godman.
The Israelites under Moses' direction made
their way towards the 10Vier end of the great
Egyptian Wall, which extended f~om_ the northern end of the Red Sea to the Mediterrean.
This was the natural course of travel. for to
journey north meant meeting and dOing battle
with the Philistines; of course due East
would mean running straight into the Egyptian
Wall, which also was fitted with armed men
every few hundred yards. Besides the Egyptian soldiers was the obstacle of the wall
itself. Any of the courses could have been
traveled with God's help, but the one which
they finally took, met with God's fulfilling
of a plan to bring them on to the Sianitic
Peninsula and to the foot of old Mount Sinai.
When the Israelites reached the lower end
of the Wall, they came to the shores of the
Red Sea, on either side of them was a mountain and to the rear was the Pharoah, with an
army to cut them off if they reversed their
direction. Moses had reach~Q ~ pOGltlon,
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1-1hich nothing physically possible could be
done to alleviate the situation. It was then
that r/Ioses spoke, saying, t1Stand still and see
the salvation of God. t1
At this pOint, there appeared over the multitude, a cloud which began to move out and
over the Red Sea, and as it did, the waters
parted, making a way for them to pass.
I have read innumerable theories as to hOII,
by natural means, the waters of the Red Sea
was parted. Most seem t1plausibletl up to a
point. None explain hOH, the waters t1 s tood up
in heaps and CONGEALED. tI (Exodus 15:8).
There was a perpendicular I'Jall of water on
each side, held firm as i f it were frozen.
Peculiar too, if this action was by natural
forces, that it occurred at just the right
moment and for a period of t~ne just long
enough for the passage of the multitude and
then closed on the Egyptians.
This same cloud, by night became a pillar
of fire, illuminated their camp, brighter than
any lighting we have today. By day this cloud
was their guide, the Israelites moving when
the cloud moved, stopping when the cloud stopped. As soon as day came, the pillar became
this cloud and spread out over the entire multitude, giving them shade, so that the cloud
was betHeen them and the sun for the forty
years journey. If an enemy pursued, the cloud
swung to the rear, turning its hot fiery face
in the adversaries direction or darkening the
sky to form an impenetrable blackness.
This cloud and this pillar, was the
t1presence of the Lord tl guiding and protecting
Israel. If this occurance were to happen today, the cloud-pillar would undoubtedly be
termed a UFO and could not escape the headline s as some of the prominent sightings of
our decade, but the size of this cloud is the
point I 1<7ant to make in comparing it with the
Godman UFO.
Remembering that the cloud covered the multitude by day in such a way as to provide
shade for ALL of the people led out by Moses,
the size could be estimated only if the number
of those led by Moses were known. The record
shows 60,000 ••• the women and children were
not enumerated, nor those circumcised who
joined the Exodus. This mixed multitude was
determined to number in all 1)etween two and
three MILLION people, plus a great number of
animals.
If the cloud covered only the humans on
thi s journey and not the animals, which is not
likely, it makes the UFO over Godman a pretty
small affair. Certainly this great spectacle
should be considered the foremont in aerial
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phenomena of all time. (Credit SPACE,
SAUCERS AND SCIENCE, Gene Duplantier, Ed.,
125 Woodycrest Ave., Toronto 6, Onto Canada).
(Note) Long as we have gone this far, we may
as well air Van Tassels claim that the Manna
found on the ground by the Israelites in the
mornings, during their wanderings in the dessert - was actually food dropped to them from
out of the spacecraft (in the cloud) to keep
them from starving to death until they reached their destination. (Make up your own
minds, I am only speculating upon the possibility. )
NEW EVIDENCE UNCOVERED IN ANTARCTICA
Evidence that now-frozen Antarctica was a
sunny fertile continent is mounting. Soviet
scientists report finding 10 kinds of spores,
proving past existence of fernlike plants,
plus unidentified fragments of plant tissue,
in rock formations believed to be 200 to 300
million years old.
Swedish explorers found traces of ancient
vegetable matter in Antarctica back in 1901,
and more recently New Zealand and Australian
scientists found evidence of giant forests
there. This indicates a rotation of the
earth's axis. (Cincinnati POST AND TIMES
STAR, Feb. 8, 1960, Credit Dorothy Lefler,
the Athenaeum of Cincinnati, Ohio.)
FLASH LIGHTS l;JESTERN SKY
SALT LAKE CITY, Utah. Feb. 7 - (AP) -A bright flash lighted the sky over four
western states at 12:03 a.m., today.
The FAA said no airplanes were reported
missing in the area at the time. The light
was seen by hundreds of persons in Montana,
Idaho, Wyoming and northern Utah. Their re··
ports seemed to pinpoint it in southwestern
Montana, possibly in the Bitter Root Valley.
Some persons in Missoula and Butte, Montana,
claimed they heard an explosion.
"It was fantastically bright, it 11t up
everything in the cockpit and the cabin and
the entire sky outside", said Capt. Richard
Belew of Salt Lake City, pilot of a Western
Air Lines Convair. lilt Ims a brighter night··
time flash than either my co-pilot, George
Holgreen or I have ever seen. II
"It started as a low blue light, and then
came a blinding flash." He said he was fly~
ing about 40 miles south of Great Falls, Montana at an altitude of 11,000 feet.
At Butte, Aletha Tallon, a secretary at
Radio Station KBOW, said a noise like a lot
of jet planes taking off followed the
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brilliant flash.
In Utah, the state Highway Patrol said it
had many reports which des cribed the light
like a flash of lightning streaking across the
slcy. (Cincinnati ENQUIRER, Feb. 8 I 1960. Cr.
Dorothy Lefler, The Athenaewn of Cincinnati.)
(NOTE) A news story coming in just at press
time, from the st. Louis papers, from Mrs.
Victoria Bloom carried this fUrther description: Amateur astronomer Floyd Rickores of
Hollywood, said he tracked a red ball in the
sky for nearly five minute s after a "bright
flash lighted the room". He said the ball was
brighter than anything else in the sky. He
guessed it was several thousand miles above
the earth.
"It seemed to stay stationary between two
stars for three or four minutes ", he said,
"'chen took off with -fanta.stic -speed and disappeared. II (Ed. Guess that should take this
one out of the meteor class.)
FATE OF SHIP STILL MYSTERY ONE YEAR LATER
REYKJAVIK, Iceland, Jan. 20, 1960 ---(Reuters ) - More than 11 months after the
Danish line Hans Hedtoft disappeared off Greenland on her maiden voyage, tvJO of her lifebel)c s
have been found on the coast of Iceland --600 miles away. The ir discovery adds to this
myst ery of the sea:
It was on Jan. 30, 1959 that a small radio
station in Greenland picked up an SOS from the
Hans Hedtoft, sailing around Greenlandls southern tip on the way to Copenhagen when she hit
an iceberg during a stormy arctic night.
The last message r eport ed: "'The sea is
pouring into the ship. He are sinking ". Then
there was silence.
An intensive search by shi~s and al~cr~~~l
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lasting more than two 1oJeeks, produced not
even a tiny piece of wreckage.
The Hans Hedtoft disaster had a striking
resemblence to that of the Titanic. Although
much smaller -2,875 tons- she was like the
Titanic on her maiden voyage . Great trust
had been put in her special construction,
which, it was said, made her unsinkable, even
under the severest arctic conditions.
One of the thlngs that presumably never
will be solved is how the ship equipped with
the most advanced radar, could not have
evaded an iceberg.
An 80-year old fisherman, living on the
barren coast of southwestern Iceland recently found a lifebelt Hhich had been washed a~
shore during the night . It bore the name
"Hans Hedtoft-Koebenhavn .1I A week later,
another lifebt:lo,; with the same markings was
driven ashore there. The findi i1gs o£ the
lifebelts adds to the mystery. 'The greatest
riddle ls how they could have floated to Ic elandIs coast after 10 months, Hhen according
to the experts the oc ean currents all run in
the opposite direction. (Peterborough EXAMINER, Peterborough, Ontario - Credit Gene
Duplantier, Ed. S.S. & S, Toronto, CANADA).
As we go to press with this issue and look
back over the months of Jan. and Feb., we
find that the prediction of Dr. Spencer Thornton, of a UFO flap beginning the middle of
Jan., tUrned out to be of very limited nature.
True, He did have several spectacular report s
in the middle of January, particularly the
object estimated to be as large as a tHOstory house, witnessed by 200 citizens and
5 state Highway Patrol squads, over Lake
Mille Lacs in central r1ichigan.

The Air Force says that it has no PHYSICAL EVIDENCE (physical meaning 'something you can touch') that such · things even
exist. In the words of Capt. Edward J. Ruppelt, retired, who served three years at Wright Field, Dayton, Ohio, as Chief Investigator for Project Bluebook WHAT CONSTITUTES PROOF?? - Does a UFO have to land at the River Entrance to the Pentagon,
near the Joint Chiefs of Staff offices? Or is it proof enough when a ground Radar Station detects a UFO, sends a Jet up to intercept
it, the pilot sees it,. and locks on with his Radar, only to have the UFO streak away at a phenomenal rate of speed? Which is PROOF?
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AIR FORCE SAYS IIUFO'S SERIOUS BUSINESS"
On Sunday, Feb. 28th,the United Press In~
ternation,a l announced that the Air Force had
recently issued to its various commands an
Operations and Training Bulletin stating that
UFO's should be taken seriously.
As we wri~e this, it is still too early to
tell how widely this UPI release was carried
in the countries newspapers.
Locally in Miami, the HERALD carried the
story in the first Edition only, the one that
hit the streets on Saturday Night. The Sunday morning deliveries on the doorstep had the
story deleted.
hie believe that this was intentional, and
in line with established policies of cooperation with the Military, Carry hot items,
but do not give them wide circulation. Then
later when the time comes to tell the entire
story the AF will be covered. IIWhy certainly
VIe have told these things .
He can produce
newspapers, times and dates on which this was
published. It's not our fault the public
doesn't read their newspapers. II
Of course, the fact that it was only used
VIith limited circulation, so that only a smattering of the public will catch it is immaterial. This of course may not be the complete
answer, but that is how it looks at the pre~
sent time from this writer's desk.
However, we do have friends to thank close
to the source of this announcement and because
of this we are able to give you the complete
text of the Bulletin. We have before us, a
photographic copy of the original Operations
and Training Bulletin. This is not the UPI
release--This is the original:
OPERATIONS AND TRAINING
UFO'S SERIOUS BUSINESS
Unidentified flying object -- sometimes
treated lightly by the press and referred to
as "flying saucers"-- must be rapidly and
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accurately identified as serious USAF business in the ZI. As AFR 200-2 points out, the
Air Force concern with these sightings is
threefold:
First of all, is the object a threat to
the defense of the U.S.? Secondly, does it
contribute to technical or scientific knowledge? And then there's the inherent USAF
responsibility to explain to the American
people through public-information media what
is going on in their skies.
The phenomena or actual objects comprising
UFO's will tend to increase, with the public
more aware of goings on in space but still
inclined to some apprehension. Technical and
defense considerations will continue to exist in this area.
Published about three months ago, AFR 2002 outlines necessary orderly, qualified reporting as well as public-information procedures. This is where the base should stand
today, with practices judged at least satis~
factory by commander and inspector:
- Responsibility for handling UFO's
should rest with either intelligence,
operations, the Provost Marshal or
the Information Officer--in that
order of preference, dictated by
limits of the base organization.
- A specific officer should be
designated as responsible.
He should have experience in investigative techniques and also, if
possible, scientific or technical
background.
- He should have authority to obtain
assistance of specialists on the
base.
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He should be equipped with binoculars,
camera, Geiger count,e r, magnifying
glass and have a source for containers
in which to · store samp~es.
,- '
I

What is required is that every UFO sight
ing be investigated and ~eported to the Air
. Technical Intelligence Center at Wright-Patterson !\oFB and that explanatiQn to the public
be realistic and knowledgeable. Normally
that explanation will be made only by the OSAF
Information Office. It all adds up to part of
the job of being experts in our own domain.
M

* * * * * * * *

(Ed. Comments)--A critical analysis of this
Operations and Training publication is necessary to be able .. to
tirety.
_ ., appreciate
.. .it in its
" . en. ..
~.-

For those who may not be familiar with Air
Force terminology, the ZI referred to in the
first paragraph means the Zone of the Interior
or the continental limits of the U.S.
Paragraph 1 also asks the question--Is the
object a threat to the defense of the U.S.?
This shows Air Force understanding of what
those of us who have researched this problem
for years---and that is that not all UFO's
are FRIENDLYJ In this statement we do not
believe that the reference is to Russian aircraft, but to possible unfriendly spacecraftl
Paragraph 2 states that UFO's will tend to
increase. This could be due to the pattern of sightings over the past 10 years which has
shovIn a definite increase as we have progressed ourselves ever onward into the realm of
space travel. It could also mean that personnel within the Air Force or Government have
had personal contact, a fact which your Editor firmly believes, and that from this source
of inf'ormation,- t-he Air FOl~ce is exp'e cting an
increase in UFO activity.
The five paragraphs designating responsibility, type of Officer and background who
should be responsible for investigating reports in the vicinity of the particular AF
Base, is a big step forward from past investigations. In many cases investigations were
made by personnel completely lacking qualifications along these lines, who came back with
r idiculous and even stupid information.
An example of this is the Fitzgerald case
of Sheffield Lake, Ohio near Cleveland where
t wo Tech. Sgts. were sent out to investigate
an exceptionally important case, were alleged
to have been drinking, did an especially poor
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job of· detective work, and even brought along
a tape-recorder to interview the witnesses,
and the ' tape recq:rder was not in operating
condition.
.
The paragraph which says the investigating
officersQould be equipped with binoculars ,
camera, Geiger counter, magnifying glass and
have a source for containers in which to
store samples, is very indicative.
The Geiger counter as equipment means that
the Air Force takes seriously the radiation
involved where UFO's have either landed , or
hovered near the ground.
Containers in which to store samples,
means a refutation of the old Air Forc e denial of ever finding any physical or mat erial evidence concerning UFO's.
Ikre -they are · rei'erring to the various
kinds of hardware (unexplained chunks of metallic SUbstance which fall from the sky, a
sample of which your editor has, which has
defied all scientific explanation), and the
various reports of soft-ware (such as the
fast disappearing "angel-hair ll many times
associated with hovering UFO's).
Also the fact that the "butter-fly" net
was left out of the list of equipment nece s sary for chasing the UFOfs means more than
ever that the AF is down to serious busine ss .
In the final paragraph, the stat ement that
"explanations to the public be realistic and
knowledgeable II, is public admission that in f
the past the malarky that we have been given,
has not been realistic and lcnowledgeable.
We have received many clippings on the AIi'
memorandum, appreciate them all, but becau se
of the number cannot give credit to all our
correspondents. We find that newspapers in
general treated the UP rele ase in a manner,
according to their past information they have
been feeding their readers. Many treat ed it
seriously, while others made light of it, or
did not use the UP story at all.
How can an Editor Hho has missed the boat
all these years and ridiculed the subj ec t, do
an immediate about face and treat the Air
Force memorandum seriously? However , the
Editor of the New Orleans TIMES-PICAYUNE
found the release liapor tant enough t o devot e
an editorial on it.
"SERIOUS SAUCERS "
The so-called "saucers Harning " t o Air
Force commands, has the earmarks of dull-thud
but otherwise unobjectionable common sense--

S.P.A. C.E. is edited and published monthly by Norbert F. Gariety, 267 Alhambra Circle, Cor al
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of UFO reports, or other interesting items for future issues of S.P.A.C. E.
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no more.
Boiled down, the admonition seems merely
to restate, lest it be forgotten, and in possiqly new words, a policy long asserted to be
in effect for "rap id and accurate 'identification of flying objects II under the heading of
"seriousUSAF business. II (This might be
phrased "identification if possible. ")
The major concerns listed by the Inspector
General last Dec. 24 are easily understood:
(1) the national defense ang lej (2) the technical or scientific angles (3) public relations (minimizing, when the ,c ircumstances indicate, public apprehension, especially if
sightings take a new increase lias predicted").
To ,t hese concerns might be added, one
would think, the same kind of practice in obtaining useful observations of objects, identifiable or otherwise, that would be beneficialto the public and that undoubtedly are
urged by this private committee.
The technique of such observations has been
suggested by scientists interested in meteors
w1d meteorites, for a good 40 years or so,
without much luck. For military personnel,
particularly airmen, it would seem required
triangulation training to be able to provide
angles of elevation, time intervals and compass or similar directions from a stated
point.
The Air, Force itself has issued instructions (tending unfortunately toward a certain
inevitable stuffiness and perfectionism) by
way of guiding volunteer obs ervers. After
all, these observers usually donlt have equipment with them; and the time they have generally is sufficient only to provide the main
estimated fundamentals. Neither are they
generally well equipped to provide "star backgrounds" •
llhen the sputniks appeared, they were in
point of actual speed a match for some of the
UFOIS on AF records, but could easily be mistaken in point of apparent speed, i f noted at
all, for self-lit or sun-lit aircraft. Only
triangulation, by correlation of observations,
could have indicated their actual speed and
this their nominal "UFO" statu s . (Editorial,
New Orleans TIMES-PICAYUNE , Feb. 29, 1960 ,
credit S. T. watson of Metairie , Louisiana.)

* * * * * * * *

Another February report that made headlines
in papers allover the U.S. was the UFO which
hurtled over Alaska on Feb. 15. We appreciate the many reports reaching S.P.A,C.E.
headquarters, but will use the story as it
appeared in the Fairbanks, Alaska paper as
this carried the most detailed information,
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and the all important explanation and the
followup after the explanation. These, weI\e
the large, bold, headlines:
PROBE MYSTERY FLYING OBJECT
OFFICIALS CONFIRM SIGHTING SOMETHING
Many Residents BetlVeen Unalakleet Sight
The Flying Vehicles; Many Different Descriptions are. Given.
ANCHORAGE, Feb. 16 (AP)-- A silvery objec~
flashed through Western Alaska skies late
Sunday belching flames and leaving a dozen
unanswered questions in its wake.
Was it a jet plane? If so, whose? Was it
an unidentified flying object?
The Alaska Air Command hopes to come up
with some of the ans\,ers today.
The flame-belching object was reported by
several persons from Nome to st. Michael,
about 150 miles away. They said it , appeared
from the direction of Russian Siberia and
hurtled southeasterly.
The reports were conflicting, Major Ray E.
Haines, Public Information Officer at Elmendorf Air Force Base here, said yesterday.
"Some had it low and slow. Some had it
high and fast", he said,
Pete Walsh, Wien Alaska Airlines employee
at Nome, said the object was traveling at
tremendous speed about 2,000 to 3,000 feet
above the earth. He described it as silvery
and tubular, somewhat like a jet plane, with
orange flames shooting from the tail.
Mrs. Stanley Molitor of Nome said, "it had
the appearance of a large star and was. a very
very brilliant White." Neither she nor Walsh
could tell whether it had wings.
Observers said the mysteriOUS object
curved up and away as it approached Cape
Nome, as if it was manned and controlled.
Haines said an investigation was started
immediately. Radar records of two stations
north of Nome were to be checked. Officers
also were trying to determine whether any
planes either from Elmendorf or Ladd Air
Force Base, Fairbanks, might have been in the
vicinity at the time of the sightings.
Haines said there were no known flights
planned for that area at th~t time. (Fairbanks
DAILY NEWS - MINER, Feb. 16, 1960. Credit
Evelyn K. Johnston, Fairbanks, Alaska.)
After several days of uncertainty by all
officials involved tl:J.e Alaskan Air Command
came up with the OFFICIAL EXPLANATION:
FLYING OBJECT IDENTIFIED AS METEOR
ANCHORAGE - Feb. 19 - The Unidentified
Flying Object spotted in the Nome area last
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Sunday has been identified by the Alaskan Air
Command as a white hot meteor moving at high
speed and altitude.
Dr. Christian T. Elvey, geophysical ihsti~
tute director at the University of Alaska,
concurred in the findings; the Air Force said.
This conclusion has been forwarded to headquarters, USAF.
Triangular computations and the brief
length of the sightings rule out anything but
a meteor, the Air Force said. (Fairbanks
DAILY NEWS-MINER, Feb. 19, 1960.)
And I suppose this satisfied all those who
did not see the mystery object. It certainly
did not meet \'lith the approval of those who
had seeni-t , especially Pete · 1:Jalsh ,-of Wien
Alaskan Air Lines:
AF SCORED BY NOME l1AN ON "METEOR" CASE
ANCHORAGE, March 2 ~- Pete Walsh, Nome,
said today he takes exception to a recent Air
Force report that a mystery object spotted at
Nome last month was a meteor.
IISince when does a meteor travel on a hor~
izontal plane, change course and then disappear? II Walsh an airlines employee said.
He said he has written the Air Force chal~
lenging its findings in the matter.
III don't believe them (the AF)," Walsh
said, adding that many persons in Nome saw the
object.
He said the Air Force has alerted warning
stations in the Nome area to be on the lookout for more flying objects. (Fairbanks
DAILY NEWS-MINER, March 3, 1960, Credit
Evelyn K. Johnston.)

*.don-'-t
* *give* .up.,
* *next
* *thing

we _ ,
knoH, the AF will be issuing an Operations
and Training Memorandum to take "meteors" seriously -- or maybe even better still, issue a
11emorandum saying you "can fool all of the
people some of the time, and some of the people all of the time, etc. Or maybe one entitled "WHISTLING IN THE DARE", which is ex~
actly what they are doing, and for the same
reason that I as a young lad, walking home on
a dark night, did some whistling myself. Of
course I grew up, and then I quit the whistlinG, so maybe someday soon the AF will catch
on and quit its whistling also. If the Inspector General can tell AF personnel that it
should treat UFOls seriously -- then someday
it should take into its confidence the TAXPA~~R who foots the bill.
----roid I hear someone mumble something about
the decline and fall of the Homan Empire????

-~~: Yes .-Pete)
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Maybe not -- maybe I was only day-dreaming-and thought I didl)

* * * * * * * *

Your Editor here in South Florida gets
UFO reports on an average of at least two a
week, reports that never get into the newspapers. The follo~{ing reports did make the
paper and the reason it made the HERALD, was
that the seven-year old son of one of the
Herald reporters saw itl No\{, of course,
when a seven-year old son of a news reporter
sees one that makes it much more OFFICIAL,
and let's devote some newsprint to it:
SAUCER SQUADRON UP TO OLD TRICKS???
Miami, Florida, Feb. 25 -- One (or two)
flying sauoer(-s.).-( orsoup, plates} ,o,f a golden
(or bluish silver) hue were spotted over
northeast (or southVJest) Dade Wednesday. '
Between 4:50 p.m. and 6:15 p.m. the unidentifiable whatevertheyweres, were seen by
at least four persons, ranging in age from
41 to seven.
Wednesday's first UFO spotter was 41-year
old James States of lL~35 1:Jashington Avenue,
Miami Beach, who wasvJalking his dog IIBuddy l1
north on Drexel Ave., at 4:50 p.m.
"It looked like a bluish upside-down soup
plate about the size of a jet", said States.
"It stood still for about five seconds, then
flipped over on its side and went straight
out into space."
IIIt was in the northeast section of the
sky, about 65 degrees up II, said States, assistant manager of a Miami Beach theater,
who says he has never seen a flying soup
plate before.
At about 6:15 p.m. earth time, 7-year old
Ross \lJina,ns saw two ot: the things flying
southwest.
IILook Mama, there are two strange things
in the sky, II Ross told his mother, Herald
Writer, Joy Winans.
IIHe was right II, Joy later told the Herald
city desk. IIThey looked like two eliptical
objects surrounded by a golden haze -- we
watched them for about three minutes.
Fifteen minutes later, ~jrs. Marjorie
Puckett, of 6725 S. U. 125 Ave., saw Iitwo
bright round things directly over Krome Ave.about six miles west of my home. II
But at Dade's air control tower, Watch
Supervisor Don Innes said he had received no
UFO reports.
III've been in this business for 16 year s
and I have yet to see anything vaguely resembling a flying saucer II , said Innes. (Miami
HERALD, Feb. 25, 1960.)

S~~.A.C.E.
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Ah, Yes -- it all depends on whose 7-year
old sees them!!!!!
FLYING OBJECTS SPOTTED
LAUREL, rUt:s. (UPI) -- Radio: station WMAL
said ~ ome 20 people re~ort~d seeing feu~ whit elighted objects flying in a U-shaped formation north above Highway ll,\'Jednesday night.
The objects were said to have steady whit e
lights and to be flying at above 3000 feet.
Ae er6nautlcs· authorities in Jackson had no
contact ' with the objects. (New Orleans STATES
ITErvI, Jan. 28, 1960 ,Credit S. T. Watson,
, Meta'ire, La.)
LATIN MONSTER HAS POOR AIM
flJEXI60 CrrY ;-- (AP) -- The Mayor of Tapa- .

chula Chiapas, has sent a police unit to investigate reports that a myst erious monstertype animal is terrorizing farmers in that
sout hern-most Mexican state .
A spokesman for farmers in the region was
quot ed :'as s'a ying there ' is ' a long-tailed animal on the Idose that hurls trees and boulders
but so far no one has been hurt. (Miami
Herald , Feb. 29, 1960).
Ed. Note: Old timers to S.P.A.C.E. will
know of my theory relative to the many report s
of st r ange creatures that make the news perio d ically~For the newer r eaders, I will recap br iefly.
It has been my theory for a number of
years that UFO's and the intelligences behind
them use a iower ' species of bipeds, for test
or spe cific purposes which .we do not properly
unders tand, · and that they drop them off at
vari ous places on our planet to be picked up
again 12 or 24 hours lat er. During these
pe riods they are seen, scare the pants off of
s ome witnesses, and because of their inherent
intelligence or the watchful eye of their
owne rs, they manage to escape capture.
These sightings of strange creatures not
i n our zoology textbooks, alHays seem to occur during times of peak UFO activity. And at
t he t ime of this writing we are well into just
such a peak of activity, so it comes as no
surpr ise whatsoever to your Editor for such
report s as this to make t he wire services.
Lo ok for more in the coming Vie eks. Same goes
for t hese: '

* * * ** *** *

'I'HO IN CAR HURT BY FALLI NG ICE
NEVJBURGH, N. Y. --Feb. 16--(AP) --An ice fall
s t r uck an automobile on the Old Storm King
High\Jay south of Corm-rall today, injuring two
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persons slightly. The driver~· Desales Harris
30 years old, and his passenger, Florence
Tronsrone 29, both of Cornwall, were taken t o
nearby West Point Hospital for treatment of
cuts and bruises. (NeVi York TIMES, Feb. 17,
196o, Credit Dorothy Lefler, Athenaeum of
Cincinnati. )..
..

* * * * * * ** * *

MARTIAN WOULD THINK LIFE ON EARTH UNLIKELY
WASHINGTON (UpI)--F eb. 29--Life on the
Planet Earth? A Martian scientist would consider it unlikely.
Conditions on the blue planet, he probably
would say, "Preclude the existence of life as
we know it."
'''This Viewpoint' is sugg e sted "by P'r ot. Boris
Kukarkin, vice president of the .Astronomical
Council of the Soviet Academy of Sciences; i n
an interview published by the Rome newspaper
L'Unita. .
If primitive life was e stablished on Mar s
billions of years ago, Kukarkin said i t mu st
have evolved into fo r ms "completely different
from those on earth." It must be completely
dependent upon conditions found upon no oth ei~
planet in the solar system.
And lf in the long course of Martian evolution intelligent creatures developed, the s e
beings "COUld very well hol d that life
does not exist on ea~th since the earth' s
atmospheric pressure i s ' so much greater than
that on Mars."
This pressure i s five to ten times that of
the red planet's atmo sph er e . Moreover the
surface pull of gravity i s 2 ~ times great er
on earth than Mars.
These two force s alone might persuade the
Martian scientist .that the earth was inhospit able to life . He al s o could point out that
the earth is too Viet and too hot and has too
much oxygen. Lif e a s Martians knew it could
not stand such extremes . (Cincinnati POST &
TIMES STAR, Feb. 29 , 1960 , Credit Dorothy
Lefler. )

* * * * ** * * * * * *

I have a letter just arrived at my d e sk~
which I believe is Ho r thy of your time to
r ead and to possibl y ponde r upon its merit s .
\lIe normally do not ge t to o de eply int o At omic
radiation and fall-o ut and the controversy,
because this is somethi ng -beyond your Edit or .
Not having acc ess to the data .f our scient ists (Viho are divided themse lves upon the
current and potential dange rs of unlimited
use and testing of atomic energy.)
So ! cannot eval uat e thi s for you, but I
would be inter e sted i n your reaction to th is
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reader's letter:
To:

The Editor of S.P.A.C.E.

I am writing this for your readers because
they are more aware than the average public
and need every opportunity to evaluate what
is truly going on in space and the imminent
danger we are in.
Through Universal Mind, but not by my own
choice, a prophecy in the NevI Testament has
been brought to my attention, with full scientific details and an explanation of the physical laws of a solar system. The potentiality of a cataclysm (see New Testament,
Revelations for details), is included in explaining these laws and the signs in the sky.
I must leave out many details or this publication would double its size. Those who
have scientific knowledge will search further.
Those who have faith will understand.
The particles which occupy all of the Universe are lower in form than the hydrogen
atom. Space is not a void.
As a planet moves through space, its force
field accosts these particles and sets them
to swirling. These swirling particles are
acted on by the energy from the sun and becomes hydrogen atoms. The IGY has already
established the fact that at the outside periphery of our atmosphere there is a tremendous layer of hydrogen.
At the other extreme of atomic structure
are the so-called radio-active atoms with very
powerful nuclei.
Radioactive minerals are found in the
earth as part of the infinite plan of a solar
system. When rainwater seeps down to these
minerals, oxidation takes place which decomposes the water iiberating the two -hydrogen
atoms from H20. This oxidation gives extra
electrons to the two hydrogen particles, and
makes them swirl around each other like a twin
star.
~1ese particles cannot engender any affiliates, and are recognized under the name of
Helium. Helium does not combine with any
other matter. It rises like tiny spaceships
out of our atmosphere and Horks its way toHard the sun. This is the nature of the mysterious sun-spots.
OVer great distances a straight line appears as a curve and therefore the dark
masses appear to be moving toward the equator
of the sun.
At a point where the energy of the cloud
masses becomes activated so that it can no
longer contain itself, the heavy helium
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bursts apart in a flash, releasing hydrogen
which is then broken down into the basic mat- .
ter of the Universe. The energy is then returned by the sun to the planets which gives
the planets their life.
Now we turn to atomic bombs which send
tremendous amounts of radioactive particles
up into the hydrogen layer of Quratmosphere,
converting the hydrogen into helium, but in
greater quantities than would normally issue
from a planet.
Hydrogen bombs also create helium. This
is an established fact. The extra energy
sent to the sun by these explosions in turn
send extra energy back to the planets. This
activates all aspects of planetary life.
This is the nature of increased background
radiation which puzzles our scientists.
Fall-out from radio-active bombs is a serious
matter, but background radiation is the real
trouble maker.
At the center of the earth is a very compact ball of metal which is spinning at a
much greater rate of speed than our planet.
It is activated by the energy from the sun.
This causes the material around it to remain
in a molten state through friction.
When the ball is excessively activated
its speed increases in proportion creating
extra heat which expands the molten material.
This causes volcanoes to erupt and fault
lines to open because of the expansion.
This causes earthquakes and tidal waves.
Weather is also affected.
Since all of the planets of our system are
affected, by this increase in radiation and
cosmic energy, intelligent beings capable of
space travel would naturally come here to
this planet to investigate.
(1) In 1945 the. first A-bombs were
set off.
(2) In 1946 sunspots reached a new
high in acceleration.
(3) In 1947 the flying saucer Have
started.
(4) In 1958 sunspots had again reached
a neH peak in activity.
And now we go bacle to further signs as
described in Revelations 8:5---Thunder,
lightning and earthquakes---8:8---burning
mountain throHn into the sea---8:12---'Ihe
sun was struck, a third of the day was
shortened, and the night--Unless Paul Revere rides again--- the
"marks of the beast II will appear.
I prefer to remain anonymous, to be
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spared of the Gestapo, crack-pot psychics and
, the curious who cannot search for themselves.
WHO WILL ACT?????
Signed --- A Reader.
Ed. Note: This hydrogen-helium cycle, the
reasons for space-ships in our atmosphere,
the reasons for increased earthquakes, etc.,
is very intriguing. Of course, your Editor
is not an atomic scientist, and I do not have
the answers. Any readers having ideas at
variance with these ideas are welcome to the e
equal time to answer them. Any comments on
this one addressed to the Editor will be forwarded on to Mr. ANONYMOUSJ

************
llhether this one is a co-incidence or
whether it is a result of the Russian theory
on the destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah, who
know s :
NEW HUNT TO START FOR BIBLICAL CITIES
AMMA.N, Jordan, Feb. lL~ (UPI) - A new search
for the lost cities of Sodom and Gomorrah was
approved today by the Jordan Government. The
director of antiquities department said an
eight-man group from the Christian Approach
Mission will begin the hunt next week under
the leadership of Dr. Ralph Baney, mission
chief. (Cincinnati ENQUIRER, Feb. 15, 1960,
Credit Dorothy Lefler.)
SOMEBODY OUT THERE?
Ivlessengers from outer space have already
arrived on earth, and this i s the news they
pring; Oonditions out there are favorable to
life ' as we know it.
No, uQt wild science fiction. This is the
carefully considered opinion of the University of 'California1s Milvin Calvin, who spoke
last weekend to a sober-minded seminar at
M.I.T. He used the measured words of biochemistry, but the conclusion was inescapable .
Somebody may be "out there II.
Last year, Calvin argued on the basis of
logic that there were other living beings in
t he universe. Since then, he has been testing his theory by studying the only available
space samples; Meteorites that streak to the
earth from the cosmos.
Some scientists sugg es t that they are the
ancient debris of cosmic explosions and collis ions wh ich took place when the universe

was young. Usually they burn up--the familiar shooting stars--but sometimes their interior cores stay cool enough to reach the '
earth intact, and end up as black, stony
lumps in museums. Borrowing these, Calvin
first estracted the carbon molecules and
then analyzed them with a spectroscope. He
found "ancestr~l chromosomes" similar to
those on earth before the first life forms
arose.
liThe samples indicate that the same evolutionary processes that unfolded on earth
have gone on somewhere else," he said. "We
are not unique II • (NElJSVlEEI\: , Nov. 23, 1959,
Credit G. Fusaro, Huntington, L.I., N.Y.)

GEORGE VAN TASSEL LECTURE
George Van Tassel will give a series of
lectures, spons~red by Dr. Gilbert Holloway
at the New Age ChurCh, 2020 N. W. 7 Street.
Times are 7:45 P.M., on the evenings of
March 25, 26, and 27, also a talk on Sunday
afternoon the 27th at 3:00 P,M.
The series will start with a motion picture on Friday nit e , the 25th, entitle'd
111I/e I ve Seen the Saucers II.

RILEY CRABB LECTURE
Two weeks after Van Tassel, Riley Crabb
who has succeeded Meade Layne as Director of
BSRA (Borderland Sciences Research Associates), will lecture at the same location:
New Age Church, 2020 N. tL 7 Street.
Times are 7:45 on April 7, 8, 9, with an
additional lecture on Saturday the 9th. at
3:00 P.M.
Donation for each of these lecture~will be
$1.00 each.

***

********

*

Just before going to press, word is released by UPI of what may be one of the most
important events in saucerdom, a news reporter in Vienna, photographing at close range
of only 45 feet, a UFO near Vienna.
S.P.A.C.E. has a correspondent in Vienna,
and we are awaiting the neHs-story from
there, and He hope a photograph from the
original negative. If so will use in the
April issue.
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FLYING SAUCER PHOTOGRAPHED
VIENNA--UPI--The independent Vienna newspaper "WIENER MONTAG" published a full front
page photo of a flying saucer which it termed
the "most sensational photograph of our century" •
The newspaper said one of its photographers
by chance shot what seems to be a flying saucer which moved at a height of only 45 feet.
It claimed that Edgar Schede1bauer, 36,
the newspapers correspondent in Styria Province was on his way home at 1:30 a.m.
Hear the village of Leibnitz he suddenly
noticed a "glowing object" moving at a height
of 45 feet, the newspaper said.
Schedelbauer said, according to Wiener
Montag, that the rotating object moved slowly
and remained steady for about 10 seconds above a wood.
"It looked like a white-glowing spider",
he said o "I immediately took my camera and
made a few shots. Fortunat ely, enough of
them vJere good.
Shedelbauer said he clearly felt radiated
heat coming from the unknoHn object.
"\"1hen the flying saucer disappeared after
a few seconds I heard a. noi se similar to that
of jet aircraft," the reporter was quoted.
The newspaper added that it decided to publish the story and picture only after expert s
had checked the negative of the photo.
( Credit the Miami HERALD, March 8, 1960).
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We certainly hope that this photo is good
enough to make out considerable surface detail, so that it may corroberate some of the
other photographs and if possible add weight
one way or the other on the various and sometimes conflicting contact claims.
Sightings have been on the increase since
the middle of January, which is the time that
Dr. Spencer Thornton, predicted on the Jack
Paar T.V. show that a cycle of reports would
start.
This is a wonderful decade in which to
live. Events are going to take place so rapidly on all fronts that one will have to remain constantly on his toes to keep up with
them. If mankind does not stupidly trigger
his own destruction, we are in for the mest
exciting and breathtaking period in recorded
history.
As I stated in my January issue, this is
the DECADE OF DESTI~N.
Meanwhile on one of the space fronts,
there is still confusion:
METEOR BLAMED FOR SlIT STREAK
Air Force investigators said Tuesday the
mysterious bright lights which streaked
across Miami skies late Monday were probably
caused by a meteor. But missilemen at Cape
Canaveral disagree.
They say the lights "definitely looked"
like a satellite might be expected to appear
as it fell back to earth. (I'11ami HERALD,
March 9. 1960.)

The Air Force says that it has no PHYSICAL EVIDENCE (physical meaning 'something you can touch') that such things even
exist. In the words of Capt. Edward J. Ruppelt, retired, who served three years at Wright Field, Dayton, Ohio, as Chief Investigator for Project Bluebook WHAT CONSTITUTES PROOF?? - Does a UFO have to land at the River Entrance to the Pentagon,
near the Joint Chiefs of Staff offices? Or is it proof enough when a ground Radar Station detects a UFO, sends a Jet up to intercept
it, the pilot sees it,. and locks on with his Radar, only to ha;~~ t~.~ , '!!r9, §~~~.~.k" .?way at a phenomenal rate of speed? Which is PROOF?
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The following is a condensed English trans.,; ': lation to the text of the story accompanying
the photograph on the front page, taken near
Vienna, Austria on March 2, 1960:
IIGLOWING SPIDER II NEAR LEIBNITZJ
Herewith we present to our readers, and to
. the public of ' the World, doubtlessly the most
sensational photograph of the century.
Here are the facts -- On March 2nd, at
1:30 a.m., a man of our staff, Edgar Schedelbauer, saw and photographed, in the district
of Leibnitz (Southern Styria, near the Yugoslav border), a mysterious Flying Object, only
15 meters above the ground. Photo experts
have examined the picture and have found it to
"be, without . fau.l·t or- trickery,. ~ " ".," ",.
Schedelbauer, 36 years old, had visited
with his elderly father at Wildon. Soon after
1:00 a.m., he started back home on his motorcycle.
Suddenly, between Labuttendorf and st. Viet
am Vogau, there appeared above the forest a
bright glowing object. It could be neither a
falling star, nor the moon. The rotating wonder in the sky, then crossed a long clearing
by the road, and descended still further in a
half-circle, still rotating. When only about
15 meters above the ground it suddenly stopped.
Schedelbauer let his motor cycle fall into
the ditch beside the road, tore the camera he
wore round his neck out of its case, and shot
th~ picture. For 6 or 7 seconds the UFO hovered. It looked milky-white, like a glowing
IIgiant spider ll • Schedelbauer felt heat emanating from it. Suddenly the II spider" darkened, and the low humming noise changed to a
roar as we know it from our jets, and the
nightmare disappeared in the direction of RadlCersburg.
Schedelbauer was rigorously cross-examined
but he steadfastly kept to his story. liThe
camera is my witness II, he says, "besides I
felt the heat. For 3 days, great red spots
showed on my face and hands, but they neither
itched nor hurt. II
The Meteorological station of Vienna stated
that it could not have been a balloon or any
other meteorological instrument, nor could it
have been ball lightning, or a' meteor. (From
the newspaper WIENER MONTAG, of Vienna, Austria. Thanks to Mrs. Dora Bauer of Vienna for
the copy of the Vienna paper and for the
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English translation.)

/.

Ed. Note: At first glance, this one appears
to be a highly unusual type of UFO. However,'
with a knowledge of photography this photograph holds up beautifully.
Your Editor for the past 13 years has been
a Professional Photographer, and 2 of those
years included newspaper photography. So let
us analyze this photograph.
First, our translator does not give us the
shutter speed of Mr. Schedelbauer, but let us
suppose for the sake of an example that his
camera \<las set a 1/50th of a second.
Secondly, the object was rotating, and at
the same time was going upward. Depending on
=.-1.t.s---speec;L,,-Qur..j.ng- the- , time- the , shut te-I!- ,w.as.
open, it could have moved upward, anywhere
from 5 to 15 or ,more feet. This being the
case, then we would have a sharp outline at
the top of the object, and a blurred, hazy,
and somewhat weaker exposure at the bottom.
If the lights were concentrated on portions
of the lower structure of the object, and rotating, then we would naturally get blurred
fingers of light, extending from the bottom
of the object due to the movement.
Now suppose we cover up most of the lower
portion of the UFO, that part representing
the light in motion effect: Now we have one
of the distinctly familiar saucer-shaped objects, that has been seen and photographed
the world over on numerous occasions. So in
view of the circumstances, Mr. Schedelbauer1s
previous lack of knowledge on the subject,
and the photographic analysis, we can come to
only one conclusion, and that is the same as
the Editorial staff of the Wiener Montag.

S.P.A.C.E. is edited and published monthly by Norbert F. Gariety, 267 Alhambra Circle, Coral
Gables, Florida. Subscription rate is $3.00 per year. Mail in any interesting news-clippings
of UFO reports, or other interesting items for future issues of S.P.A.C.E.
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The photograph is legitimate, no fake, and
. one of the most sensational photographs of the
20th Century.
Many may still not be able to accept this
. photograph at its face value, so we feel that
another example of a photograph is necessary
as a further explanation. The photo below is
of a common variety, with which all our readers are familiar:
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ne her paper wou
Of course, they had both just finished crucifying George Van Tassel after his talks here
so they certainly were not in a mood to use
and appreciate the Vienna news story.
Yet the Miami TV station, WSPT - Channel 10
used the photo - were happy to get it, gave me
10 minutes in which to show the photograph,
tell the story, and give the photographic analysis which explains the photograph.
It has been my opinion for some time that
newspaper Editors have in their file a directive from the Government, or a branch thereof,
on how to use or not use UFO information. And
since the UPI release on the story did not
carry the photograph, Editors will not touch
it. (The cowards). Thank heavens, the TV stations are in a little better position to think
for themselves. Who was it who said, "WE HAVE
A FREE PRESS IN THIS COUNTRY"? (Curtains - are
curtains - there are various kinds and degrees! )

************

Right! A photograph of the headlights of
an approaching automobile! So, here is what
you do with this photograph. Take it with
you to the interior of Africa, or to the Aboriginee's of Australia, and show them this
photo. Remember they have never seen an automobile, much less their headlights in the
dark. Now tell them that these two glowing
eyes in the darkness, represent a vehicle that
will carry anywhere from 6 to 9 passengers -that it will travel faster than any animal in
the jungle, you can put all kinds of communications equipment in it; a radio, a TV set, a
telephone so you can talk to people allover
the world, and even have the comfort of having
it air-conditioned.
The aborig inee see s only a picture of two
g lowing eyes stareing at him from out of the
darkness -- so naturally he heaps more fuel
under the cooking pot and you are promptly
invited to stay the following day for dinner!
You will be the menu -- Peasant under glass!
Most of us are no bett er prepared to accept the full significanc e of the Vienna picture and the meaning behind it. No better
able to understand it than the native is able
to und erstand the two glowing eye s stareing
a~ him from out of the darkne s s .
Newspaper Editors are particularly handicapped in being able to understand the beyond.
When the Vienna news story and picture arrived, I called the City Desk at both the
IVliami Daily News, and the Miami Herald, told
them what I had, offer ed to le t them use it,

AIR FORCE WANTS TO KNO\-J 1
PIZZA PIE - OR FLYING SAUCER???
GRAND BLANC, rUchigan, March 9 - The FBI
today probed into a color photograph of the
moon taken by Joe Perry, a talented pizza pie
maker, 1-1ho also takes pot-shots at the sky
with a home-made telescope-camera.
The FBI is interested in the picture Joe
snapped last month on the second night of the
full moon.
The picture shows a saucer-like object,
silhoutted against the full moon.
The "thing" radiates a trail in green and
appears nearer to the earth than the moon II ,
Joe said. lilt is round, much smaller than the
moon, and it has a dome".
Jo e did not think anything of the photograph until customers in his restaurant asked
to se e it again and again.
lilt's a flying saucer", they said.
The FBI got wind of it last Friday, and
the next day t wo agents from the Flint office
visited Jo e 's place here.
"I showed them several slides of photograph s I took on that particular night II , Joe
said. "They did not seem to be interested
until I showed this particular one and then
both of them jumped up. II
The agents took the photograph and several
others.
Joe, a grandfather at 44, hopes he has been
of some service to the government in their
search for answers in outer space.
"But I hope I get that picture back, II he
said. (Ed. Note -- VJANTA BET??) --- Detroit

Tlf-1ES~' March 9, i960 ~ .. Credit, Mrs.' Victor} ;,;, " M~rs causes' the ice ' surfac'e J to crack. (Th'e
Bergen. ' Taylor, Mich.
""" Peterborough, Canada EXAMlmm, ' March}; 1960,
,"
* * * * 1*,,* * * * * oJ, *
Credlt Gene , Duplrmtier, Toronto, " Canada.) "
. FLYING OBJECT SEEN HERE
\NORTH! PLATTE, Nebraska{ - March 7 /' 1960 !"'."
* * * * * ,,*,,,,,* , * * * *
A' UFO was observed at 5:00 A.M. this mor~
ning by Glenn Viehmeyer, Route' 4, N. Platte.
If the above theory is ,surprising, it i s no
Viehmeyer, ' a horticulturalist at the EX-" "
more a shocker than this one, from our 'own
periment Station said he watched it from his
space' experts. ' After "all' these decades "of
window fPt. !w~ 25 ,to ~ ~ ,)o~ econds" " before . it dis..
scientists explaining ~ the lunar topography as
appeared.
",
rugged, deep craters,. steep mountains,' etc. ,
He said the object was ' traveling at a much
we are now asked to swallow.the exact opposite
' greater speed than any aircraft; and it dis.."
by no less an authority ' than .the Air, Fo';rce ,
, appeared to the southeast, "
scientists:
"
,
, He said it was bright, and had the m~gni
MOON SURFACE ' IS FLATTER THAN PREVIOUSLY
tu(l'e '"of the brighter stars. The Telegraph
',;,
THOUGHT
Bullet~n contacted the FAA at the North Platte
BEDFORD, Mass.'dAp) - Spacemenlandirlg on '
Airport, hut "the "FAA ' said Hnothing unusual"
' the moon won I t find ;a land wierdly scarre,d '
was observed this morning. (North Platte ':'
with jagged mountains '. a~d deep craters;; ft
TELEGRAPH-BULLETIN,' ~1arch 7, 1960 , Credit :: Mrs.
will be less rugged than 1 previously thought,
Elizabeth Reams, North Platte, Nebr.)
and flatter, scientists . reported today.
,"
" , ED. NOTE - Can it now , be that UFO's are
These conclusions,1 disclosed by the Cam-!
,"so "routine" that they are ~ot considered
bridge research center ,of the Air Reseatch and
','unusual" anymore ???? Hmmmm,:",Hmmmm!
Development Command, based on ~ new technical
study of the moon' s 's urface in which British,)
French and American scientists are taking ,
* ***********
part. '
'
AF 'CHECKING OBJECT SEEN OVER VEm10NT
The conclusions are based upon measurements
of shadows of lunar prominences as the shadows creep forward, or recede, across the ."', ' "
Burlington, vt. March 2, 1960 -, Officials at Ethan Allen AF Base say they
moon's surface.
Knowing the relative positions of the earth
are checking out a report of a strange flying
moon and the sun, it is then possible to comobject sighted over Vergennes Saturday night.
pute heights of prominences rising above the
A Base spokesman said the object could not
surrounding lunar terrain and determine the
have been a plane based at the local field.
profile of the surrounding surface.
Albert Devine of Ferrisburg, described the
This is described as the first mapping of
object as "large and round with a steady white
the face of the moon to show how it will look
light and a rosy colored tail." , (Rutland
DAILY HERALD, March 2, 1960, Credit, E. F.
to a traveler on its surface.
The Air Force scientists say the study
Bloxom, of Springfield, vt.)
shows there is an apparent lack of steep
slopes or towering rock faces. In fact, the
************
absence of pronounced landmarks may give the
Now this, one is a real dilly and completely
moon traveler difficulty in identifying his
reverses all previous estimates as to the surposition. (Sherman, Texas DEMOCRAT, March 15,
face conditions on Mars. Prior to this opin1960---and Dorothy Lefler, Cincinnati, Ohio.
ion, it has been the concensus of opinion that
Credit Liz Borries, Pound Ridge, N.Y.)
Mars has very little water. Now who 1s trying to fool whom, with this oneJ
(Heaven's -- what are they getting us prepar"
ed for, Buck Nelson's claims --- It sounds
CANALS ON r~RS SAID TO BE CRACKS IN ICE
like his description of the moon. And if our
scientists were so wrong in their description
l\mSCOw (AP) -- The mysterious canals on
of the Moon, so near to us, how wrong must
Mars, a Soviet scientist says, are actually
they be on the conditions they anticipate on
deep cracks in the sheet of ice covering the
Mars and Venus -- 120 to 150 times as far '
planet's surface.
away? After this disclosure, prepare your"
Tass, the Soviet news agency quotes astronselves for anything.
omer Davydov as saying the internal heat on
Even for Van Tassels claim that at Hount
I I

•. ,

.

*
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ipalamar they have taken photographs which show
round buildings connected by long tubes, in
some of the lunar craters. And if it is true,
the American public is entitled to know about
it.
Youlve heard of Yellow China. Well, now
yellow China has yellow snow:
YELLOW SNOW FALLS
MOSC01!f (AP) -- Yellow snow has fallen in
Kazakhstan. The Soviet news agency Tass said
meteorologists explain a storm probably whipped up particles of soil from Chinals Yellow
River valley, then deposited them on the Asian
Soviet republic. (Sherman Texas DEMOCRAT,
March' 7, 1960, Credit Liz Borries.)

-

.,

************
UFO SIGHTED NEAR SYRACUSE, N.Y.
CHITTENANGO, N.Y. - A UFO was spotted at
6:25 p.m. last Thursday evening by Fred Moore,
a resident of Chittenango.
Mr. Moore, an amateur astronomer and star
watcher, studied this object in the western
sky for 10 or 15 minutes and described it as
twia tubes of light or twin flares of light
going slowly in a westerly direction from the
r.orthwest to the west. The object was also
viewed by his wife, son Fred and daughter
Susan.
Air Force officials at Hancock Field said
it could have been the sun reflecting on the
vapor trails of a twin engined jet.
But Mr. Moore says he is familiar with this
sight and that it had absolut ely nothing to do
with a plane or the vapor trail of a jet. Mr.
Moore made a report to Griffis Air Force Base.
If no one at the base can explain or analyze
the object the report will be forvJarded to
Wright Field, at Dayton, Ohio. (I'lhere they
can explain away all of them -- Ed. note!)
Syracu se HERAlD, March 12, and f1adison County
TU1ES, Credit Lloyd Ochaner and J. Leonard
Nitsch , Syracuse, N.Y.)
And this one for all its importance, rates
only a small obscure place in the news in the
New York HERAlD TRIBUNE . And to date I have
no clippings on it from anywhere else:
MILE LONG ISLE RISES FROM THE SEA
QUITO, Ecuador, Mar. 25 (AP) -- An island
a mile long, 100 yards wide and as high as
125 feet at some points has emerged from the
Pacific off the coast of Ecuador.
Two eye\.J'itnesses to the i s land I s birth on
Sunday said it vJaS heralded by trembling of
the earth and strange underground noi ses .
The location is 36 miles north of Caraquez
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Bay in Manabi Province. (N.Y. HERALD TRIBUNE,
March 26, Credit Gladys Fusaro, Huntington,
JJ. 1.)

Nope, canlt give these things large coverage -- canlt panic the natives, you know1 --But never fear, they wonlt panic. 12,000
people perish in one giant earthquake in r10rocco, and it hardly causes a ripple in other
sectors. One wonders if San Francisco sank
into the Pacific, if it would cause any concern on Miami Beach, or vice versa for that
matter. Never fear, the natives will never
panic, not as long as it is someone else --somewhere else.

************
U.S. DIVERS IN QUEST OF SODOM
FIND TRACE OF RUINS
AMMAN, Jordan, Mar. 4 (AP) - A U. S. expedition of divers seeking the lost Biblical
cities of Sodom and Gomorrah has reported that
it came across promising evidence of ruins at
the bottom of the Dead Sea.
The four-member team of amateur archeologists, headed by Dr. Ralph E. Baney of Kansas
City, began charting the sea bottom near
Khirbet Qumran, 4 days ago.
Dr. Baney said they had found traces of a
12 foot wide road. Dr. Baney is executive
director of the Holy Land Christian Approach
Mission, which maintains an orphanage in Bethlehem. The other members of the team are Dean
Ryther and his wife Dorothy, and Viola Conway.
(New York TIMES, Mar. 5, 1960, Credit Dorothy
Lefler , Cincinnati, Ohio.)
Ed. Note -- Must have been a pretty good
road to last that long, better send some of
our engineers for a better look-seel

** *** *** ** * *
TERROR OF THE HEATH
If ghosts, ghouls, and werewolves have a
spiritual home, it is most likely to be among
the gorse and sedgemarsh of gloomy Luneberg
Heath, in rain-soaked North Germany. Here
since the Dark Ages, quaking peasants have
been terrorized by every aberation in demonology; there too the Naz is established the
Belsen concentration camp, where 70,000 persons were foully done to death.
Last week the townsfolk of Luneburg, a
trading center on the heath s ince it was
founded in A.D. 956 , were convinced that one
of their ghosts had returned to disturb the

peace. Night after night they were kept awake
by fear of a Feuerteufel (fire-devil). Eleven
times since last October, incendiary fires in
Luenburg1s Gothic, Renaissance, and baroque
buildings had caused nearly one million dol~
lars worth of damage.
The only suspect was one Herbert Rademacher, a wild-eyed youngster caught carrying a
gas pistol, but police admitted that he might
not be their man.
"If another fire -breaks out II, one of the
officers said, "we r 11 have to go back to chasing ghosts." Peering out of their windows
across the hagridden heath, Luneburg1s residents shivered and waited". (Newsweek Magazine, Feb. 22, 1960, Credit Jack L. Fincannon,
Knoxvill.e., . T.enn. )

************

MISSING COUPLE BAFFLES SCOTLAND YARD
LONDON - (AP) Feb. 7, 1960 - It was one of
those typical autvnm aft ernoons, wet and
foggy , when Jack and Mary Love began a journey that has become one of the most baffling
mysteries in the long history of Scotland
Yard.
Three years have passed and nothing, not
even the slightest trace of them, has been
found. A worldwide hunt for them went on for
months. Their pictures were flashed on mUlions of television screens here and abroad.
Newspapers published their portraits in dozens of countries.
The afternoon of their disappearance was
Nov. 26, 1956. The Loves had been married
for a year. Jack was 34. His wife was 23
years older.
Mrs. Love had four sons and two daughters
by a previous marriage and whenever she left
London she always telephoned them every day.
On that fateful afternoon she left a note
saying she would return by 2:30 p.m. The note
said she and her husband planned to go to the
Royal Air Force employment bureau in the
Euston section of London.
IJ:'hey never got there. Their car had only
enough gasoline for a trip of about 40 miles.
How could two people and a car vanish so
completely within the relatively small radius
of territory to which their gasoline restricted them?
A detective at the Yard declared: "One
day - it could be tomorrow, next ,,,eek, next
year, or 10 years from now - that all-vital
clue may come. II (Baltimore AMERICAN 1 Feb. 7,
1960, Credit Jack L. Fincannon, Knoxville,
Tenn. )
* * * . ~ ;. * * .;< * * * *
AKRON, OHIO GROUPS SCORES AGAIN
Last year the UFO Research Committee of

Akron, Ohio published the complete investiga- f
tion into the Fitzgerald case of Sheffield,
Ohio. This report was sent to all Senators
and Congressmen on Capitol Hill. Now this
group has released an equally impressive sequel to the Fitzgerald Report.
This one is on the Capt. Killian, American
Airlines sighting of Feb. 24, 1959. The 3
glowing lights that paced the Airliner on a
flight from Newark, N. Jersey to Detroit,
Michigan.
The Akron group has piled up a very impressive 22 page report on the incident, including
many other airline pilots reports during the
same period, the correspondence between the
Air Force PIOOffice and the Akron Group.
Director George Popow.i.t.ch and his group a·r e
to be highly commended for an excellent job.
However, one wonders if the results are
worth the effort expended. If the attitude of
the American people and their leaders had been
the same in 1775 as it is today, Paul Revere
may very well have ridden in vain. No one
would have paid any attention to his warning.
It is this lackadaisical attitude, which more
than anything else - makes one think of the
decline and fall of the Roman Empirel
In a personal letter to your Editor, Director Popowitch sums it up this way:
"Eight hundred Killian reports were sent to
the proper individuals in \vashington (one to
every Senator and Representative). the people
responsible to act. To this day, almost a
month now, we have not received ONE reply,
from anyone official. WHAT GIvES??? Is it a
venom that they are afraid to touch??? Or is
it that they feel -- TO HELL WITH THEMll
"We are sheep, let's face it. You have
watched a herd and heard the BAH--BAH---BAH.
That goes on day and night. Does the shepherd
pay any attention to anyone sheep -- or the
herd?
--"There you have it. Slaughter time comes
and that cry of the sheep stops. So it is
with us. Wars and more Hars. Maybe you consider this analogy warped, but offer me a better one J II
1

************

Ed. Note -- \'J ell, George, I doubt if I can
offer a better one, although it seems as if I
must have been through this before -- Now
let's see -- Where was it??? ROME ??? 400 A.D.
--- Atlantis???? Lemuria? ??? Must have been
somewhere, it all seems so familiarS
The only hope is that our representatives
on the Hill are not as unconcerned and uninformed as their silence on the surface would
indicate.
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My personal belief is that all Senators
and Representatives are periodically briefed
on the current UFO situation, and are concern. edt However, they prefer to get their briefings from those in charge of the investigation
and not from the SHEEP who are doing the BAH-ing. let's face it - some of the sheep are
very confused, are BAH-ing in many and diverse
directions. So the shepherd looks at the
.'sheep in general -- not individual sheep in
;' part icular.
For S.P.A.C.E. readers we highly recommend
this 22-page Killian Report. Send $1.00 to
the UFO Research Committee, P.O. Box 5242,
Akron 13, Ohio. We cannot recommend this report too highly. Help them recoup the financial cost of sending 800 copies to all representatives on Capitol Hill. They are in the
fore-front in the Battle to keep the man who
pays the bill properly informed.

************

CONGRATULATIONS NICAP
In the current March issue of the UFO Investigator, Major Keyhoe has finally aired
the sighting of Father McGill, the Anglican
Priest, who along with about 30 of his flock
saw 4 hours of UFO activity near his mission
in the District of Boianai, New Guinea, on
June 27, 1959. (Reported in detail in Sept.

1959

S. P. A. C. E. )

It must have been a tough decision for
Major Keyhoe to make. It took 8 months to
come to the decision to carry the details.
However, to ahy serious researcher it is inevitable that the decision to "Keep them flying -- and the doors closed " cannot be maintained forever.
We at S.P.A.C.E. headquarters feel and
have always felt that for intelligent extraterrestrials to observe forever and never
make contact would be against all the rules
of logic. If they are here, then by all means
they can contact inhabitants of this planet.
Can you conceive of our traveling all the way
to other planets and never making any contact
with the natives -- no matter how backward
and simple they were????
And to them we certainly must appear aboriginal. But to get back to the NICAP report of the Fr. McGill case, we quote the
final comments:
"Because the report comes from an Anglican
priest, backed by his superiors, and with
dozens of witnesses, NICAP feels that it
should not be treated lightly. Unlike the
"wilder contactee" reports, there is nothing
inherently impossible in Fr. Gills' report.
I~e cannot make a final evaluation on the
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basls of this one case or conclude that Fr.
McGill did see beings of another world, but in
the light of the accumulated evidence for
UFO's and recent scientific findings, that
possibility deserves serious consideration."
So S.P.A.C.E. congratulates NICAP for finally airing this case. It took a long time,
but you know the first step is the toughest.
From now on it will get consecutively easier,
Major, especially when you find out that most
of your readers have already accepted this
long ago.

****

********

APRO AND THE SAMPLE OF METAL
We have been holding up until last the report released last month by APRO, of Alamogordo, New Mexico hoping for a photograph from
that source, but to date it has not arrived.
Many clippings on this have crossed our desk
and it seems to have been picked up by most
newspapers around the country. However, only
one seemed to have the courage to carry the
picture of the material which APRO says is
extra-terrestrial in nature. That newspaper
is the Boston Advertiser. However, the reproduction is not of the best quality, so we
will await a better copy for use in next
month's issue. However, this much is apparent. This material looks very much like the
sample your Editor has, (story carried several
years ago in S.P.A.C.E.) which was found red
hot on a highway outside of Erie, Pa. About
50 pounds of the hot metal was found at 1:00
a.m., and investigation and analysis by many
sources fail to tell us Hhat it is. They can
all tell us what it is not. Investigation was
made by the University of Miami, Geological
Dept., Jackson Memorial Hospital Radiological
Dept., University of Cincinnati, and the
Smith-Emory Co., Metallurgical and Testing
Engineers of Los Angeles.
In the Smith-Emery "Qualitative Spectrographic Analysis Ii , obtained for me by Max
Miller of Los Angeles, they come up with the
following constituents: Calcium, Aluminl~,
Iron, Magnesium, Manganese, Silicon, Titanium,
Barium, Strontium, Chromium, Vanadium, Zirconium, Boron and Copper.
It will be interesting to see how this
analysis compares with APRO sample. As soon
as APRO release the constituents, we will make
a comparison with the Erie sample.

************
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FAMILY, GUESTS PLAGUED BY MYSTERIOUS FIRES
GEORGETOWN, British Guiana, April 4 (AP)
A newspaper reporter tore the shirt off 15year-old Carl Lopes when it mysteriously
caught fire.
.
That made the sixth unexplained blaze of
the day in the house of John Lopes where, the
story is, dozens of fires have broken out for
no apparent reason over the last three weeks.
The Lopes family of 12 is near distraction as
a result of the flames, which have left police
and fire departments baffled.
Thursday night, after four blazes which destroyed or damaged articles in the house, a
group from the Salvation Army came and offered
prayers. Yesterday the fires continued. A
book entitled liThe Preachings of Jesus Christ"
\vas among the articles burned.
Carl's shirt caught fire in the presenc~ of
Daily Chronicle reporter Trenton Paul. Lopes
had just finished showing Paul how the tail of
the shirt had been scorched in an earlier fire,
vrhen it suddenly broke into flames.
Paul said several other persons were in the
house at the time, but "no one was close enough to the boy to have had any connection
with the fire ".
A seamstress visited the family yesterday
to sympathize. She took along some dress material belonging to a client. Suddenly it
caught fire and before she could beat out the
flames, the cloth was a charred ruin. (Detroit
NEVJS, April 4, 1960, Credit Mrs. Violet Bergen,
Taylor, Michigan)
*******.y,.
NOTE: Reports such as the above have nothing
to do with space phenomena, but until science
has a better explanation for them we will continue to carry such incidents. (Ed)
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EAVESDROP ON PLANETS -- SAY SCIENTISTS
WASHINGTON- (AP) - March 30, 1960 -- A
space science group proposed Tuesday that microphones be landed on Mars and Venus to listen for life.
The eavesdropping project was one of dozens
recommended by the space science board of
National Academy of Sciences for exploration
of the moon and the planets.
Dr. Edward R. Dyer of the space board
staff said the likelihood that the planets
harbor any kind of life capable of making a
noise is livery remote ".
"But" he said, "we don't want to overlook
anything ".
Dyer said that in discussions of planetary
exploration by members of the board, the jocular remark was made that "we don't want to
be looking for germs and get stepped on by an
elephant. II

************

(Ed.) WHY NOTl In fact our space scientists may be as surprised as the wealthy man
who died recently and went to Heaven. He had
worked hard, clawed his way to the top, had
many businesses and a number of beautiful
homes. However, in his last years here he had
developed a terrible phobia against tele~
phones. He had them all taken out of his business and his homes, since he couldn't stand
to see one or hear one ring.
Upon being shown around Heaven by st. Peter
he remarked how much he was going to enjoy
this place, he could see no phones in sight.
It \'.ras then that an angel came over, tapped
him on the shoulder and said, "Sir, you are
v.ranted on the ouija board! 'I

The Air Force says that it has no PHYSICAL EVIDENCE (physical meaning 'something you can touch') that such things even
exist. In the words of Capt. Edward J. Ruppelt, retired, who served three years at Wright Field, Dayton, Ohio, as Chief Investigator for Project Bluebook WHAT CONSTITUTES PROOF?? - Does a UFO have to land at the River Entrance to the Pentagon,
near the Joint Chiefs of Staff offices? Or is it proof enough when a ground Radar Station detects a UFO, sends a Jet up to intercept
it, the pilot sees it, and locks on with his Radar, only to have the UFO streak away at a phenomenal rate of speed? Which is PROOF?
FVLCo.U.I ,4, W:C:r:UCT!Gf~S
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EASTERN PILOT MAKES SENSATIONAL REPORT
A vet ~ran Eastern Airlines Pilot and Crew
s aw and reported a UFO at close range on Mar.
7th, kept silent about it for a month, and
then after not hearing anything more from the
proper authorities, told his story to the
Press. Here is the complete story as reported
in the ATLANTA JOURNAL, under the dateline of
April 1, 1960:
. CAPTAIN REPORTS UFO
ATLANTA, Ga. April 7 -- An Eastern Airline
Captain has spent a month wondering what a
giant wingless object which passed over his
plane was - and why no officials have come around to as.k him more about it.
According to the report drawn out of the
somewhat hesitant captain, the huge craft,
spewing a quarter-of-a-mile tail of flame,
passed high above his turbo-prop airliner at
a speed he believes to be at least 6,000 miles
per hour, remaining in clear view for about
50 seconds.
The uncanny flight was witnessed by his
pilot and engineer and the captain of another
airliner flying below, while the two planes
were just southwest of Gordonville, Va. Another crew reported seeing it a few minutes
later in South Carolina he said.
Capt. ErIe W. Miles, 28 years an airline
captain with Eastern Airlines, and a man who
has a total of 26,696 flying hours and has
traveled nearly four million miles by plane,
said that all three crews made reports to
proper authorities. He has heard nothing further on it and knows of no official release
of the news, he said.
As capt. Miles related his story:
I~e were at 14,000 feet (in a Lockheed
Electra) heading 215 degrees (south-southwest,
between New York and Atlanta) on March 7 at
about 8:00 p.m. It was still fairly light at
our altitude and visibility was perfect. I've
never seen it so perfect.

"' ,
•

,- \
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Bulletin No. 41
•

IIThis thing came overhead just off our right
side. We all three saw it. It was unlike
anything we had ever seen before.
lilt was tremendous in size - looked like a
greatly enlarged fuselage of a modern day
plane barreling through the air.
IIA great amount of white flame was streaming from the tail end. It looked from our
distance like it was about a quarter of a
mile long (the flame). It was clearly visible, including the outline of its shape and
certain details.
IIThere were no wings or protrusions on the
body that could have balanced or directed it.
I could see no windows or markings, but it
looked like there were running lights around
it.
JlIt was gone across the sky and had disappeared in about 50 to 55 seconds. From
what we know of flight speed, it was moving
at about 6,000 miles an hour. (The Electra
was going 430 miles per hour at the time, he
said. )
lI~le thought at the time it must have been
only about 2,000 feet above us, but after
talking to the other crews decided it must
have been much higher.
III was talking to airways control at the
time and told them what we saw. Capt. Bob
Neal was flying a Constellation below us and
reported the same thing. A few minutes later
we got a report from the Columbia, S. C.
tower saying they had sighted it.
IIWhen you see something as clearly as we
saw that, there is no mirage or imagination
about it. It's just there,ll
The 51-year old captain said he talked to
his and other crews about it and they were
all reluctant to report the incident, II for
fear weld be called crac1cpots. JI
He said that Capt. Neal (in the Constellation below) told him later that he and his
crew thought at first that the object was the
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:t::'a ;ster Electra going overhead, but then the
C.onstellation crew "recognized that it was
::iomething they had never seen before."
He said that he and Capt. Neal, comparing
tJ,otes later.• found their descriptions of the
' bbject to ' be the same.
He said that the "atmosphere isn't encouraging" for pilots to report UFO's and that he
would have said nothing about it if the observation had been less sensational.
He identified his crew members as C. B.
Flood, Pilot, and John A. Acree, engineer.
In addition to the two crews, Capt. Miles
said another airliner had seen the object
over Anderson, S. C.
The Capt. said he did not wish to speculate on what the object might be, other than
that it definitely was not any of the number
of things the Air Force has identified some
sightings in the past as being.
"Because of the flame, I guess it would
come closest to looking like a meteor, but I
have seen many, many meteors and this could
not possibly have been one," he said. (The
ATLANTA JOURNAL, April 7, 1960, story by
Reporter Ed Hughes. Credit for clipping
Winston Hughes, Miami, Florida - brother of
reporter Ed Hughes of Atlanta.)
Ed. Note--This is one of the better reports
by Airline Pilots of the past several years.
This UFO, once again is very like the Eastern
Airlines CHILES & WHITED, report over Montgomery, Alabama of about 10 years ago. It is
encouraging to see once again, more and more
Airline Pilots braving the fear of ridicule
and censorship to report their sightings to
the press. We here at S.P.A.C.E. headquarters
feel that the banding together of 50 pilots
flying out of Newark, after the Killian American Airlines report of last Feb. 24th has
done much to make other airline pilots throughout the country, more willing to tell of
their personal sightings.
As one of the 50 Newark Pilots said, "We
are ordered to report all UFO sightings, but
when we do, we are usually treated like incompetents and told to keep quiet.
"This is no fun, especially after many
hours of questioning, sometimes all night
long. You're tired. You've just come in
from a greuling flight, anxious to get home
to the wife and kids. But you make your report anyhow and the Air Force tells you that

the thing that paced your plane for 15 minutes was a mirage or 'a bolt of lightning.
; "Nuts to that. Who needs it?" (Quote
from article appearing in the Newark, N. J.
STAR-LEDGER, Dec. 22, 1959).

******** **
CIVILIAN PILOTS TO CHECK ON UFO'S
OTTAWA, Onto Mar. 14, 1960--starting April
1st, Canada's civilian fliers are to report
any unusual sightings on land, sea or air,
but particularly in the air, or anything that
appears "hostile, suspicious or unidentified~'
This gives us such examples as guided missiles, UFO's aircraft or their contrails, or
any extraordinary ground activities, particularly in the polar regions or other sparsely populated areas.
The report should, if possible, say in
which direction the sighted object is traveling, its altitude and speed, and its general
description including size, shape and identifying marks. These reports need not be addressed to anyone in particular. Radio stations will automatically pass them on to appropriate defense establishments. (Toronto
DAILY STAR, Mar. 14, 1960, Credit SAUCERS,
SPACE AND SCIENCE, Gene Duplantier, Ed.,
125 Woodycrest Avenue,Toronto 6, OntariO.)

**********

(Ed. Note)--There is more to this one than
meets the casual eye. The uninitiated would
interpret this as pertaining to the possibility of Russian craft over these areas.
However, the fact remains that if Russian
craft were truly over these Canadian provinces, the jig would be up! We would be over
the brink, and hostilitie? would be underway.
True, Russian planes have flown over the
Polar areas, just as we have, and their
planes have flown over fringe areas of territory not their's but to get down into the
Canadian Provinces, hardly]
Yet from many quarters we find the circumstantial evidence that UFO's enter and leave
the planet Earth, from the Polar regions • .
Quite possibly this is due to the much thinner Van Allen radiation belts in the polar
regions. And that if and when all is told by
the authorities, we will learn that the military commands particularly in the Antarctic
region have seen and recorded many UFO
flights coming and going in that area •
._- -_._-,. _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - S.P.A.C.E. is edited and published monthly by Norbert F. Gariety, 267 Alhambra Circle, Coral
Gables, Florida. Subscription rate is $3.00 per year. Mail in any interesting news-clippings
of UFO reports, or other interesting items for future issues of S.P.A.C.E.

;-.
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Yesl friends l the PLOT THICKENSl

**********

And the plot thickens also l up in Grand
Blanc, Michigan l Joe Perry the pizza pie
maker I and amateur astronomer i$ having troubles getting his pictures back from the A~r
Force:
FULL MOON, THEN -- TROUBLE!
GRAND BLANC 1 Michigan 1 April 24 -- A full
moon has been said to affect men in strange
ways.
It has been blamed for turning mild-mannered men into monsters and sweet old ladies
into bloodthirsty vampires.
Joe Perry, a pizza pie tailor, is about
ready to go along with the strange and legendary powers of the full moon.
"All I did was take a picture of it, II Joe
said, Iland the Government people have been
mighty strange about returning it. II
Jo e 's picture had a saucer-like object
silhouetted against the glowing moon, which
accounts for some of his difficulty.
Joe has been trying to get his picture
back . To date he has dealt with the FBI, the
President of the United states and the Air
Force, including a variety of bureaus in e~ch
case.
As a result of the lat~st Air Force action,
Joe has become an Ilincident il under the provisions of paragraph l2a, Air Force Regulation 200-2.
It started as a rather simple and routine
thing, coming on the night ~f the second full
moon in February.
When he processed the lunar shots for that
ni ght Joe noticed the small object. Upon
clos er examination with a magnifying glass,
the object appeared to have a dome and was
surrounded by a bluish green glow.
Jo e 's friends said it looked like a "fly_
ing saucer II •
It created quite a stir around the pizza
plac e , with people coming in by the dozens to
see J oe 's saucer.
Then a newspaper story appeared asking
people with pictures of UFO's to turn them
over to the Air Force.
Jo e called the FBI about his moon shot
with the Ilobjectil in it.
Two agents came to the little side street
pizza place to look at the slides.
IIThey watched the slides II Perry said, "and
when the one with the thing in it came on
they got excited, jumped up and took that one
and another one. They said they were sending
them to Wash ington.

IIThey didn't say anything about bringing
them back, and then I started getting letters
from people telling me that I probably wouldn't get them returned. II
Joe said he became even more concerned
over his pictures when a UFO Research Group
wanted to buy his rights to the slides and
take the Government to court to get the saucer picture back.
He got an offer from a national magazine
to buy the picture. Inquiries came from all
sections of the country.
Joe wrote a letter to President Eisenho'VJer
after a few weeks, telling the President that
people said he wouldn't get his ,slides returned.
He received his answer in the form of two
FBI age nts who made three trips to his restaurant and also contacted him by telephone.
They told him the slide was at Selfridge Air
Force Base.
Joe asked whether he could ge t the slide.
The FBI men said they didn't know.
Joe decided to go to Selfridge and find
out for himself.
At the gate he explained about the FBI and
his slide to a Corporal. When he got to the
part about taking the picture, the corporal
said:
"YOU WHAT? II
Joe" tried to explain a second time a little more clearly. The corporal said he would
have to talk to a Sergeant on the telephone.
Then Joe talked to the sergeant. Then another call to a Lieutenant. Then to a pleasant woman at the Public Information Office.
The Sergeant sent Joe to the Public Information Office, where Joe talked in person to
the girl with the Ilhoney voice II.
He was put in touch with an airman. The
airman showed Joe some slides. Jo e said they
weren't his. The airman sa id he was afraid
he didn't know what to do for Jo e . He asked
Joe whether he wanted a cup of coffee.
Joe declined, thanked him and said he
would like his slides.
The woman with the Ilhoney voice II said
she'd try the Major.
Major Louis W. Kupersmith recognized Joe' s
name right away, invited him in and told him
that the slides were in Ohio at the UFO investigation center of the Air Technical Intelligence Center, Dayton, Ohio.
The major said that through examination of
the slides they felt the "object II was caused
by damage to the film emulsion, but they
wanted to get official confirmation because
of the public interest in Joe's slide.
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He said a letter had been mailed to Joe
explaining.
When Joe got home he found the letter saying what the major had said, but adding that
it was in accordance with paragraph 12a, AFR
200-2, and concerned the processing of the
II inc ident II •
Obviously disturbed by the effect the full
moon was having on his life, Joe said:
"I don't care what it turns out to be, I
just want to get the thing over \vith, get
things back to normal--AND GET MY SLIDES
BACK". (Detroit SUNDAY TIMES, April 24, 1960,
Credit Mrs. Violet Berger, Taylor, Michigan).

**********

(Ed. Note) Before me is a copy of AF Reg-2002. Par. 12a, states that "Activities initially receiving reports of aerial objects and
phenomena will screen the information to determine if the report concerns a valid UFO
vlithin the definition of paragraph 2c.
So the Major was actually saying here that
"he had sent the slides on to Wright Field,
since he believed that the photograph was a
valid UFO, "according to paragraph 2c of the
AF Reg. -- 2C Says-"Any airborne object
which,by performance, aerodynamic characteristics, or unusual features, does not conform
to known aircraft or missiles, or which does
not correspond to definitions in a and b
above. II
And in Richmond, Virginia, Tina Davis, a
2~ year old girl, suddenly starts playing the
piano--and beautifully yetI
TINY TINA THUMPS PIANO \HTH A BEAT
RICHMOND, Va. (AP)--They laugh when
Tina Davis sits down at the piano, but not
because she can't play.
They laugh because they don't know what to
make of it. Tina is only 2 ~ years old.
v.Jhat she plays is liThe Old Rugged Cross II ,
"lith a thumping Sunday School beat and scarcely a wrong note anywhere.
Tina astonished her parents and sister
Brenda, 10 years old, two months ago by clim,b ing up on the bench and playing the piece.
"I almost fell over", said her father,
H. W. Davis, a carpent er who works for the
city. "I couldn't believe it. It kind of
worried us. To tell you the truth, we don't
kno\v how in the \vorld she learned how. One
superstitious old lady told us there was something wrong with Tina and that she wouldnlt
live long. II
In the living room is a piano they are
renting for Brenda, who has been taking
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lessons for two years. The family surmises
that Tina picked up everything she knows by
just watching Brenda.
"But Brenda very seldom plays liThe Old
Rugged Cross", said Davis. "She plays, 'Mama,
Send Me to the Spring', In fact, it like to
have run us crazy, she plays it so much. It
looks like i f Tina was going to play anything
she would have played that. II
liThe funny thing is the first time she got
up there on the bench, she played 'The Old
Rugged Cross'. I can't figure it out myself.
She never practiced the piano or fooled with
it in any way, shape or form. II
When Brenda began playing liThe Old Rugged
Cross", Tina peeped around the corner. Then
she marched into the living room, pushed
Brenda until Brenda got up from the piano.
Brenda then lifted Tina up on the piano
bench. With her feet swaying in time to the
music, Tina banged out the hymn with both
hands. When she finished, she ran back into
the kitchen.
(Credit Winston Hughes).

"There are stranger things in Heaven and
Earth, than you dreamed of in your Philosophy
HORATIO". .
LIFE EXISTS ON VE~roS, SAYS SOVIET
MOSCm'l (AP) - April 24, 1960 -- A Soviet
scientist says the Planet Venus has an ocean
and seasons of the year and that forms of
life are "just originating or perhaps already
exist. II
Nikolai Barbashov, president of the Commission -for Planets ~f the Astronomical Council or the Soviet Academy of Sciences, wrote
in the magazine, "Technology for youth ".
I~ huge quantity of carbon gas, a small
quantity of oxygen, and a comparatively high
temperature--all this taken together suggest
that Venus is now in a state which can roughly be compared to the one the earth had been
in millions of years ago, in the anthracite
period, II
And while the Russians are making these
statements, two of our own U.S. scientists
recently reported to the first International
Space Science Symposium in Nice, France, that
despite all claims to the contrary over the
years, the Moon does incieed have an atmos:phere. Its atmosphere is cold neutral hydrogen and minute quantities of argon. Both are
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produced by protons in the solar wind bombardment of the moon's surface. Very thin, but
. it's there.
Despite proof of great belts of lethal radiation surrounding our Earth, a trip to the
~1oon is definitely possible in the 1960' s.
In
fact, this prediction was made recently by
Brig. Gen. Irving L. Branch, director of the
development of aircraft reactor engines in
the Atomic Energy Commission. General Branch
proposes an accelerated program whereby nuclear rockets will be available before conventional chemically-fueled rockets.

***** *

****

AIR FORCE INVESTIGATING OF FORMATION
OF UFO'S OVER WESTERN NEW YORK
OLEAN, N.Y.--April 16, 1960--The Air Force
is investigating a report of a formation of
UFO's sighted over the city of Olean by two
local residents Sat. night, April 16 at 11:20
p.m.
Some 20 to 30 circular shaped objects,
dull gray in color, were sighted coming out
of the southeast at a fantastic speed and
flying in a northwesterly direction towards
Lake Erie.
Robert D. Barry, Civil Defense Director of
Olean and News Director of Radio Station WMNS
along with a neighbor, Merle A. Morris, a
machinist, sighted the phenomena shortly
after 11:15 p.m.
When first seen the phenomena appeared as
a solid mass of material silently streaking
through the sky at terrific speed. The two
had been viewing some of the star formations
and different planets shortly before through
7x50 binoculars.
Upon viewing the phenomena
through the binoculars, the solid-appearing
material showed as round-gray-like objects of
different sizes and all keeping the same
speed and distance from one another.
There was no sound or any trail left by
the objects. The entire sighting lasted between 10 and 15 seconds. Both men viewed
the phenomena through the binoculars, and
both agreed as to the shape, different sizes,
color, formation and speed. Mr. Morris estimated the height of the objects at between
10,000 and 15,000 feet.
The incident was reported by Mr. Barry to
the Niagara Falls Air Force Base, New York a
few minutes after the sighting. Air Force
officials gathered the necessary information
for the initial report and submitted it to
the Air Technical Intelligence Center, WrightPatterson AF Base, Dayton, Ohio, ten minutes
after receiving the report from ~1r. Barry.

On Tuesday, April 19th, the Director of
Operations, Niagara Falls Air Force Base,
capt. Rexford Moore, contacted Mr. Barry via
long-distance telephone and asked several
questions pertaining to the sighting. Capt.
Moore's Secretary, Miss Loretta Hvozda, asked
most of the questions from an Air Force Technical Information Sheet devoted solely to reports of UFO's. Barry said between 30 and 35
questions were asked pertaining to the speed,
sky condition, amount of objects seen, color,
path followed by the objects and other routine questions. The telephone quiz lasted
for about 30 minutes. (Credit Bob Barry,
News Director, Radio \JITMNS, and Civil Defense
Director, Olean, New York).

**********

(Ed. Note)--Yep, as the Acting Inspector General of the Air Force, Major General Richard
E. O'Keefe stated in his Operations and
Training Memorandum, dated Dec. 24, 1959--"Unidentified Flying Objects, sometimes
treated lightly by the press, and referred to
as FLYING SAUCERS--must be identified as serious USAF business ".
And WE SAY---"IT'S ABOUT THIEl J II

**********

REPORT ON UFO'S--RUPPELT--POSTSCRIPT??
When the first edition of the REPORT ON
UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS appeared in 1956,
it received much respect and attention. Now
a brand new "Enlarged Edition is now with us
and it is going to raise many an eyebrow. II
Edward J. Ruppelt's comprehensive book was
widely heralded when it first appeared because it was the first about the Air Force's
UFO investigation--its top secret reports,
policies, censorship, etc.--by no less a personage than the former Chief of Project Blue
Book. It unveiled a mysterious aspect of UFO
research, and its quantity of authenticated,
almost unbelieveable UFO reports from Air
Force files made many confirmed skeptics take
a revised look at the UFO.
But the new, enlarged edition has added
little to the problem except to confuse the
reader as to what the inscrutable Mr. Ruppelt
really does think about UFO's.
Three new chapters have been added to liTHE
REPORT ON UFO I S II. The first, "And They're
Still Flying ", rehashes some of the sightings
which have occurred in the four years since
Ruppelt penned his first edition.
1I0ff They Go Into the Wild Blue Yonder",
the second chapter, is devoted to the contact
claims of Adamski, Bethurlun, Fry, et alia.
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The final qhapter, "Do They, or Don't They? II
is the most revealing.
"I'm positive they don't," Ruppelt declares for the first time. "Since I left the
Air Force, the Age of the Satellite has arrived and we're in it. Along with this new era
canie the long range radars, the satellite
tracking cameras, and other instruments that
would have picked up any type of 'spaceship'
coming into our atmosphere. None of this instrumentation has even given any indication
of any type of unknown vehicle entering the
earth's atmosphere."
(ED. NOTE -- How about the polar object
reported orbiting the earth for over a monthWe claimed it was not of our manufacture-the Russians said it was not theirs! ,--Well,
maybe it belonged to the Australian Aboriginees who live near the Woomera Rocket range
in Australia. They've been watching the
British test---found out hOH simple it is to
orbit satellites and sent up one of their
own. HO---HUM' • )
And Ruppelt disparages: "There's not even
a glimmer of hope for the UFO." Four years
ago he concluded his first edition with these
words: "Maybe the earth is being visited by
interplanetary space ships. Only time will
tell. "
However, Ruppelt's book should indirectly
improve the quality of objective civilian research. It will be, or should be, sobering
to many of the less stable and somewhat wildeyed UFO proponents, for Ruppelt points out
that there is just no such thing as a reliable observer or reHable radar.
One excellent example cited by Ruppelt involved the time a group of experienced Air
Force pilots and two Ph.D. psychologists (who
were gathering material for a paper on the
psychological aspects of UFO sightings) became almost hysterical when they believed
three high-flying weather balloons were space
ships over Dayton, Ohio.
Ruppelt also reveals--for the first time-just what the famed "Lubbock Lightsll were:
I'Moths II. But why the jacket on his book retains a photograph of the objects---showing
them to be perfectly circular and flying in
perfect formation in seeming contradiction to
the author's statement is beyond this reviewer's comprehension.
Many UFO fans may not forgive Ruppelt for
his vicious and largely unwarranted attack
upon NICAP and its Director, his long time
friend Donald Keyhoe. As in other sections
of his book, Ruppelt here merely recites past
and extends current Air Force policy and

•
statements---the same gobbledegook that he so '
violently condemned four short years ago.
Ruppelt must be aware---perhaps too aware--- \
that the Air Force "disclaimed ll his first
book for its purported factual accuracy.
IINo responsible scient.ist will argue with
the fact that other solar systems may be inhabited and that some day we may meet those
people," Ruppelt concludes.
IIBut it hasn't happened yet and until that
day comes we're stuck with our Space Age Myth
---the UFO." (Credit Max Miller review in
FATE. )

*** *******

(Ed. Note)--Well, now the Lubbock Lights are
"Moths"! This may be the key to Ruppelts
riddle. Make the explanation so assinine
that ,even ·themost unlearned will see that
it's impossible and not buy the explanation.
For the normal sized moth to show up on the
film the size of the image in the Lubbock
photos would mean the moths would have to be
photographed, with the normal lens from a
distance of less than 3 feet away. In addition, the moths are no longer oblong as a
moth should be, but are round which is photographically impossible at 3 feet.
In addition to the absurdity of the moth
explanation, we are now asked to believe that
moths have now taken up the art of "£:lying in
formation". Eighteen of them YETI Would be
even more interesting for Ruppelt to divulge
the even greater secret--WHO IS THEIR TRAIN.ER?
And how do you train MOTHS--to fly in
FORMATION???? The more you examine this explanation, the more assinine it becomes.
Ruppelt knows that no thinking researcher
will take seriously his explanation, so this
may be his way of letting us know that his
last three chapters were written "under
duress" •
We here at S.P.A.C.E. headquarters believe
that they were written upon request by the
agencies responsible for the dissemination of
this information.
It falls in line with the policy of informing the public that there are intelligent
inhabitants of outer space, but the disclosure will be made, and the timing will be
planned to best suit the aims of those in on
the planning. The clue is in the last chapter under Ruppelt's conclusions. "No responsible scientist will argue with the fact that
other solar systems may be inhabited, and
that some day we may meet these people, but
it hasn't happened yet and until that daY
comes we're stuck with our Space Age Myth
M

-
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the UFO."
We believe that the ~isclosure will be made,
• with the big WE ...... the egotistical vJE--.. and
millions are being spent on the radio teles ..
cope at Green Bank, West Va., for that very
purpose.
When they have compiled enough proof that
the signals picked up with the radio telescope
are not the product of nature, but are the
intelligent signals of an ~dvanced race in
space, then will come the disclosure.
"WE" .... -have discovered intelligent life in
the Universe. The big "WE"! Not that other
intelligences have discovered us and have
been watching us for centuries---that would
be too big a blow to the EGO---Individual,
national and the international EGO. It has
to be done with the BIG, EGOTISTICAL WEll

* * * * ******

INDONESIAN PLEADS CAUSE OF SAUCERS
(Reuters News Agency)- ..An Indonesian Air
Force officer has written to a Soviet Space
expert telling him flying saucers do exist
and there 1s life on Venus and Mars.
Lt. Col. J. Salatun, secretary of the Indonesian Joint Chiefs of Staff and Aviation
Council also forecast a landing on earth by
saucers around 1968. He issued his letter in
the form of a press statement.
He told Prof. Leonid Sedov--chairman of
the Astronautics Commission of the Sov1et
Academy of Sciences .. --that saucers came from
a constallation in outer space and visited
the earth for peaceful and purely scientific
purposes. (Christ1an Science Monitor, Feb. 15,
1960, Cred1t June Vander Linden, Seattle,
Washington) •

**********

BA TTLE IN THE SKY
TULSA, Okla. (AP)--Great SnakesJ There
they were high in the sky with a rattlesnake
loose in the1r small two .. place airplane.
"I almost baUed out rlght then--even if I
didn't have a parachute, II reported pUot
Clyde Baskin.
Baskin and H. D. tile had bagged five rattlers on a hunt and thought all of them were
safely packed for the flight home. A mid ..
flight check showed othendse. The biggest
one--a four footer was missing.
They landed here and quickly cleared out.
Nerves calmed, Baskin returned to the plane.
The poisonous reptile was there all rightcurled under a seat. (The Leader-Post,
Regina, Sask., Mar. 25, 1960 - Credit Gene
Duplantier, Toronto, Canada.)

CLAIMS FOOD ADDITIVES ARE POISON
VANCOUVER (CP)--Canadians are being slowly
pOisoned by chemical additives in their food,
says the president of the Pure Food Guild of
British Columbia.
Edward R. Moxey told a Liberal party meeting here that degenerative diseases such as
cancer and heart trouble are increasing because of food additives and poisonous fruit
sprays. He said an examination of fruit
under a microscope often shows layers of
arsenic, DDT and lead.
Chemicals added to flour, instant mashed
potatoes, cheeses and other prepared foods to
preserve freshness and color also were dam ..
aging to health.
"The people are being slowly poisoned by
unbridled science," Mr. Moxey said. WINNIPEG
FREE PRESS, Mar. 24, 1960, Credlt Gene
Duplantier, Toronto, Canada.
Bravo--Winnipeg FREE PRESS---you are living up to your name---and Canada 1snlt the
only place where people are being slowly
poisonedJ The old sage knew whereof he was
speaking, when he said, "WE ARE WHAT WE EAT".
No wonder so many dispositions are so poisonous!

**********

CLAIM OF INTERNATIONAL CONSPIRACY
LONDON (Reuters)--A British flying saucer
group claims there is an international conspiracy by governments to lceep down interest
in unident1fied flying objects.
Reginal Dutta, a zoologist and an expert
on fish, also is a leading British member of
the international flying saucer corps.
He claims there are more than 100 sightings weekly of UFO's, but most governments
continue to deny the existence of flying
saucers.
In Britain, he says, if you call up to ask
about flying saucers a special department
says that "what you have seen 1s a meteorological balloon, or a meteorite or something
sim1lar."
"But," Dutta maintains, "behind this is
another secret department keenly interested
in the subject."
A year ago, he says, a saucer hovered over
London airport for 20 minutes and was watched
by an airport official through field glasses.
The official explanation was that what was
seen I,JaS the planet Venus sh1ning brightly
or the nose cone of a plane.
Another saucer, he says, was sighted off
the east coast of England and was seen by
thousands during 90 minutes. Eight rescue
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boats were launched to go after it, but the
official explanation was that it was a meteor.
(The Calgary HERALD, Calgary, Canada, Credit
Gene Duplantier, Ed. SPACE, SAUCERS, AND
SCIENCE, 125\voodycrestAve. Toronto 6, CAN.)
(Ed. Note.--WHAT~--METEORS????
have any MOTHS in England???)

****

Don't they

******

FLYING SAUCERS, AGAIN
TAMPA, Fla. WLCY's switchboard was tied up
for hours last week by listeners reporting
flying saucer sightings. This was the first
upcropping of saucer reports in the Tampa Bay
area since a year ago, when there was a rash
of the "sightings." (RADIO & TELEVISION DAILY
f'tIAGAZlNE I r1ay 3, 1960, Credit Dorothy Lefler,
Cincinnati, Ohio.)
Well our face is RED---just on the other
side of the Florida peninsula and we had to
get the word via Radio & TV Daily, via Cincinnati. But 1',1ay 3rd vJaS Florida Primary voting
date, and there was no room left in the Miami
papers--AFTER they ran all the political adsl

*

*********

HUMAN ~1USCLES FOUND TO EMIT SIGNALS
Schenedtady, N.Y. - March 23, -- An electronics engineer and a physician reported the
discovery that muscles emit electrical signals
in a frequency range once used by transAtlantic radio broadcasts.
The finding, they said, "leads to speculation whether or not the human body is capable
of actually transmitting these signals and
Vlhether another person can pick them up."

.

t, 1

If this turns out to be true, they said
then such things as mental telepathy and
clairvoyance might be viewed with less skepticism than they are today.
The report Has made at the four-day meeting of the Institute of Radio Engineers at
the Coliseum by Dr. Walter K. Volkers of the
Millivac Instruments Division of C,ohu Electronics, both of Schenectady.
The researchers said their discovery was
made quite by accident while they were "hunting" in the human body's electrical system
with a ' new low-noise amplifier and .frequency
scanner at Dr. Volker I s Laboratory. (NEvI
YORK TIMES, Mar. 23, 1960, Credit Dorothy
Lefler, Cincinnati, Ohio.)

**

********

EXCERPTS FROM THE LITTLE LISTENING POST
W.D.C.
Editor of PARADE Mag. sent an open letter
to Eisenhower and Kruschev begging that they
establish a direct phone between them 24 hrs.
a day to give QUICK EXPLANATION in case one
of their missiles go astray---(Orfeo Angelucci said years ago that "The next war will
be called the GREAT ACCIDENT)---But this is
too simple---too basic---too elementary!
Pres. De Gaulle told Congress on April
25th, "To open up all territory for inspection---there is no other help for our speciesl"
A plane coming in from Canaveral reported
a UFO following it---when jets gave chase
it disappeared---when the jets desisted, the
UFO followed the plane again!

The Air Force says that it has no PHYSICAL EVIDENCE (physical meaning 'something you can touch') that such things even
exist. In the words of Capt. Edward J. Ruppelt, retired, who served three years at Wright Field, Dayton, Ohio, as Chief Investigator for Project Bluebook WHAT CONSTITUTES PROOF?? - Does a UFO have to land at the River Entrance to the Pentagon,
near the Joint Chiefs of Staff offices? Or is it proof enough when a ground Radar Station detects a UFO, sends a Jet up to intercept
it, the pilot sees it~ and locks on with his Radar, only to have the UFO streak away at a phenomenal rate of speed? Which is PROOF?
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THE MYSTERIES CONTINUE
There are times when the pieces of the puzzle seem ,to fall together into one very clear
pattern. Then one must ask himself--IIIs this
the anSHer--or is it only wishful thinking,
which distorts the outlines, the shapes, and
makes one want to accept the conclusion, as
the final answer, when it may be only coincidence, or accident Hhich makes the picture
take its present shape?
In the past month, scattered world-wide
events have all fallen hodge-podge onto the
international front, and out of this haze
emerges a picture which seems ever clearer.
Or is it????
Really it all started back in February when
an lIalien ll submarine was discovered by the
Argentinian Navy in the Golfo Nuevo, an under,<later valley off the coast of Argentina. The
Navy spokesman duly stated that the sub was
trapped and it was impossible to escape from
the trench. WHAT HAPPENED???? After repeated
dropping of depth charges, which should have
"killed II the sub, it was mysteriously joined
by a IIsecond" sub. Then much to the embarrassment of the Argentinian Navy, they admitted
that both subs had somehow or other, mysteriously disappeared.
Then came the Agidar earthquake, and 5000
casualties, the greatest of modern times. A
piece of the puzzle that does not seem to fit
in anYVlhere in the picture. OR DOES IT????
April 19th--Conrad, Montana--a young farmer
spotted an oblong UFO about 5:45 p.m. while
driving his tractor in a field. The sudden
glare of reflected sunlight from the UFO caused
him to look up.
April 25th--Plymouth, New Hampshire-Former Selectman Arnold W. Spencer reported
seeing a bright cigar-shaped UFO with blunted
ends, hovering in the eastern sky about 9:00
p.m. Then it suddenly moved off to the south
at high speed, lighting up tree branches as it

Bulletin No. 42
passed, disappearing in about 30 seconds.
May 4--Sarasota, Florida--Architect S. B.
P,a rker, Jr., sighted a yellow elliptical, or
blunt-cigar-shapedUFO about 9:15 p.m. Four
apertures, like square windows, were visible
along the side. Faint verticle bands of
light were also noted.
Remember the Cigar-shape---or the "submarine shaped" UFO seen in all of these cases.
From past sightings we find that this particular type of UFO is indeed a submarine type,
even capable of entering the waters of the
oceans, and staying there for who knows how
long!
---W-as this one of these strangers entering
the Pacific Ocean???????
BALL OF FIRE FALLS NEAR FIJI ISLANDS
Suva, FIJI ISLAND, May 10 - UPI--- Residents reported that a "huge ball of fire with
an incandescent tail issuing smoke" plunged
into the Pacific Ocean about 300 miles southeast of here tonight.
There was no immediate explanation, but
thousands of persons called newspapers and
radio stations to report the incident and inquire if the Soviet Union's new "space shipll
satellite had blown up.
The beeps of the Soviet "space ship" were
heard in Paris as the satellite passed directly overhead hours after the Suva incident
UPI reported.
The Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory
in Cambridge, Mass. which directs U.S. visual
tracking of earth satellites, said it knew of
no space vehicle due to plunge to earth at
the time. (NEW YORK TIMES, May 19, 1960 -Credit Dorothy Lefler, Cincinnati, Ohio.)

* * * * ** * * * *

Then came the disastrous Chilean earthquakes. Over a week of daily shocks all of
frightening intensity. Entire city slides
into the Pacific. 3,000 kriovm lost. Many
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more thousands missing, or injured. The ,t oll
as low as it was only due to the disaster
striking in a thinly populated area. Does all
of this fit into the jig-saw puzzle????-~Then
comes this puzzler from th,e Navy Brass at Key
1>Jest, Florida.
TURMOIL IN KEY WEST -".. SUB SIGHTED
SOME SAY
KEY "JEST, Florida--May 29, 1960--Navy brass
called it only an old wreck yesterday, but enlisted men who worked over the underwater
thing trapp'ed for six day:j labeled it a spysubmarine.
IIIt was .?n underwater U-2," a sonar man
sai d.
Whatever it was, it got away.
The Navy threw everything it had into the
hunt, including magnetic detectors that clamped onto the intruding submarine 'if thatls what
it was, and sent signals that surface craft
picked up.
Navy divers .rent down into 4-50 feet of
water to look over the object. The first diver who came up was hustled into seclusion with
Rear Admiral Lloyd Mustin, commander of the
Navy base here, by four security officers.
Yesterday, Commander f1ustin called off the
hunt and said that the unidentified object
Has just an old wreck, that of the fTeighter
Lake City. He did admit that the magnetic
detectors were used and that two mine sweepers
"ith highly sens it ive sonar ge ar were brought
into the search.
Mustin was aboard the U.S.S. Penguin, a submarine rescue vesse l, Friday Hhen the diver
came up. Se curity agent s took him into a cabin to talk with Mustin.
IIHe (the diver) has never said anything
about it since, 11 another d'J.ver said.
One of the 20 Navy divers who were called
into the search said the object moved some
15 miles from a 200-foot depth to 450 feet,
ahrays he ading 'toward the open sea. Finally,
it moved or dr ifted out of contact range.
(Ed . Note --We ll, now isnlt that an active
wre ck! )
A Navy airman said Il you could see the object from the air" as it lay in the cry stal
clear At lantic off Key West . (Ed. Note--What,
in 4-50 feet of water , you could see it --lIve
done a little skin diving myself--arid I can't
buy that one).
IIIt had a cigar shape , and it l ooked like
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a . sub~'ine
said the Navy diver.
MIAMr fNE\lTS, f1ay 29, 1960).

**********

And under the same dateline, the Miami
News aired Miamils own mystery:
DEEP SEA MYSTERY---'\<JHA T ROCKED THE BOA T?
Miami had its own underwater mystery yes terday - a deepsea IImonster" that grabbed the
anchor of a 22-foot cruiser and towed it
sideways nearly a mile before the fishermen
aboard cut the line to avoid capsizing.
Could the monst er have been a submarine ?
The badly shaken boatmen--Carl Holley,
owner of Shirleyls Grill at 622 S. Miami Ave.
and Norman Hallerson, a Union, N.J. truck
driver--reported the incident to 'the Coast
Guard.
III' m sure we got hooked by a submarine,"
said Holley. "I think the Coast Guard thought so too. They said they were going to
notify the Navy ."
Holley and Hallers on, in Holleyl s inboard
cabin cruiser were ge tting ready for some
quiet fishing in deep water eight miles off
Key Biscayne around 10:30 a.m. yesterday.
"lId paid out about 130 feet of line when
the anchor hit something, and I thought it
was on the bottom, II said Hallerson.
"It dragged us s ideway s about 8-10 knot s ,
with the boat pulled way over in the water.
We went at l east three quarters of a mile
broadside. Then the boat heeled over further
as t hough whatever-it-was was going deeper.
Thatls when we cut the line."
Key West naval authorities said no U.S.
submarines were in this area at the time of
the inc ident.
QUESTION---ltJhere was the anchor attached
that the "Whatever" it was could pull the
boat broadside? Or would an underwater force
-field pull a boat along s ideways? The
anchor merely go-along with the rest of the
ship, caught in the same force-field? Who
knows?
JUST A THEORY ---OR IS IT MORE?
Cause and effect . They are always with
us. , Suppos e that in this instance, all the
for egoing myster i es are all a part of the
s ame world-wide picture.
Earth scient i sts cannot predict the time
and place of se vere earthquruces , such a s the
Agidar, and the Chile di sasters , nor can he
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do anything to stop them, Or to know where the
fault lines will act up next.
However, is it not possible that an advanced science possessed by an extraterrestrial
race, may be able to go under-water in their
craft, explore the ocean bottoms, check the
fault lines with their far more advanced instruments, and even know in advance where the
next upheaval vlin come? Could the two unidentified underwater objects which embarrassed
the Argentinian Navy have been these extraterrestrial visitors?
Could the unknown visitor off Key West have
been another of the same? And could the
"unidentified power source" off Key Biscayne,
have been a playful (?) extraterrestrial having a little fun, with the boys up in the
pl easure boat, taking them for a short joyride? Does it all seem too fantastic?
Well, if it does, then .the other alternative
seems equally fantastic. In light of the unfav orable world publicity that this country
recently received due to the abortive U-2
_
f light over Russia, would we refrain from telling the world that Russian submarines were doing the same thing , only under the surface of
the sea, instead of 12 miles up in the air?
Or would vIe rather the public believe that
it was a Russian Sub---rather than to accept
the even more impossible, that the UNIDENTIFIED
UNDERHATER OBJECTS, were of extra-terrestrial
origin, and meant no harm. Fantastic or not,
still it is in the realm of possibility, like
it or not!

** *********

All the Miami mysteries are not under waterthis one was a way up there:
MIAMIANS IN HIGH-LEVEL UPROAR
Miami HERALD--June 7, 1960 ••• A woman in
Biscayne Park looked into the s.ky Monday evening -- it was clear for a change -- and saw a
brightly shining object.
"I saw something like it 13 years ago in
Pennsylvania. That was a flying saucer. This
one shot up and then turned and headed straight
north," she reported.
An airlines reservation clerk saw the same
thing and declared it had "a spiral tail" and
viaS heading west.
In Opa Locka, a father and son aided by a
90 power telescope described the mysterious
object a s equipped with "twin tails."
Another thought someone had parachuted over
the city.
A Miami man feared Russia had put up a new
satellite ••• But alas, it was merely a weather
balloon--one of the two the U.S. Weather
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Bureau sends up da ily to get information.
Explained a foreca ste r, "The skies are
clear, the windls light, and the setting sun
provides a maximum reflection these days. II
At last report, Monday1s balloon was
70,000 feet up and still going.
However, not all Miamians agree. The following is an eyewitness account---Monday, June
6, 1960 -In the evening of June 6th, Mrs. Hamilton
and I went out onto our solarium which is
located on the roof of the Miramar Hotel fiv e
stories above the street, to view the beautiful sunset. Lo!,to our surprise just as the
sun set at 7:05 P.M. we noticed in th e western sky about 25,000 feet above the airport
a peculiar red cloud that was moving toward
the southwest. This cloud appeared to be
about fifty feet high and possibly three
hundred feet long. vJe ran for our binoculars and when we looked at this cloud thru
the glasses the most wonderful colors appeared. The cloud looked for all the world
like a parhelion which we have viewed many
times from our roof. Above this cloud and to
the north we noticed two bright light s hovering at least fifty thousand feet above the
airport. These two white lights when viewed
thru the glasses had a red fringe above them.
These two lights hovered in almost a stationery position for more than fifteen minutes
when they suddenly disappeared. Their intensity was about as bright as a first magnitude star.
We watohed the red cloud move off towards
the southwest and did not seem to move very
fast when it suddenly turned north over the
everglades and finally disappeared behind a
oloud. This cloud viaS in view for at least
twenty minutes. It is too bad that my 800 mm
oamera was in New York for repairs or I could
have taken many pictures of this moving cloud.
(Submitted by Francis F. Hamilton E.E. owner
of the Miramar Hotel.)
And up in Canada, they have some mysteries of
their own.
MYSTERY TUNNEL FOUND ON PARLIAMENT HILL
OTTAWA, (Staff)--A secret six-foot high,
stone-lined tunnel, unmarked on any public
works department map, has been discovered by
accident beneath the West Block of the Parliament buildings.
The purpose of the mysterious tunnel,
where it starts and where it ends are questions that will remain unanswered until the
tunnel has been fully explored.
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At present, a trickle of sewage is running
through it, but officials explain that seepage
could account for this. Works crews have been
unable to find any sewer outfall in the river
cliffs behind and below the i'Jest Block so it
is doubted that the tunnel lV'aS originally designed as a sewer outlet.
The fact that it is six feet high would
seem to indicate that it was designed for the
passage of ' people. But who?
The West Block was built around 1859. It
is the same block that has a secret exit in a
tower office once occupied by Sir John A. MacDonald and that is report ed to have enabled
more than one minister occupying the office to
esc ape umJelcome visit ors or job seekers.
The public works department, busy with preliminary work on a basement-to-attic reconstruction of the interior of the 1IJest Block,
is going to track down the tunnel's origin and
its terminal.
The tunnel was discovered late Wednesday
when vJOrkmen went down a grated manhole to r emove an obstruction in a sanitary sewer in
the vJest.Block.
('trJinnipeg FREE PRESS,
May 5, 1960. Credit Gene Duplantier, Toronto,
Canada. )
And in Jordan--the mystery of the lost
cities--is still a mystery.
FINDS IN DEAD SEA NOT SUBSTANTIATED
A~~N, Jordan (AP)--As far as Jordanian
authorities are concerned, an American Baptist
missionary-explorer failed to find anything
new in his recent Dead Sea search for the
wicked biblical cities of Sodom and Gomorrah.
Diya Rifai, acting director of the Jordan
antiquities department asserts that Dr. Ralph
E. Baney "did not produce any photographic
material or evidence whatsoever" to back up
his claims.
Baney announced in an interview April 28
that his four-member American expedition ."10_
cated two lost cities under the Dead Sea which
are believed to be the two lost cities of Sodom and Gomorrah."
He said he and three other divers found
extens ive underl.Jater remnants of a civilization that flourished 4,000 years ago and then
was inundated, apparently as a result of an
earthquake.
PETRIFIED TREES
Among the discoveries he claimed were a
cistern, a viaduct, a roadway, and a wall and
a levee, all submerged in the Dead Sea. Baney
also said he found "a small forest of petrified palm trees" in the area.
Rifai made the followin~ comments :
liThe claimed viaduct was a channel built by
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the American point four program to prevent
the Dead Sea's salty water from infiltrating
to fresh water in Roman built cisterns near
the Lisan Peninsula.
liThe alleged road ••• was a road built for
the former Palestine Potash Company and was
destroyed during the 1948 Palestine war.
IIThere is nothing new about trees and forests, which anybody could see rising above
the water and which were pictured and written
about ••• 30 years ago. II (Peterborough EXAMINER, fl1ay 10, 1960---Credit Gene Duplantier,
Ed. SPACE, SCIENCE, AND FLYING SAUCERS, 125
Woodycrest Ave., Toronto, Canada.)
Even in Holland mysterious things are
happening:
HOLES IN HOLLAND
It probably had nothing to do with saucers
--unless one of these from the earth's interior was in such a hurry to return to home
base that it didn't bother to make a North or .
South Pole entrance--but in Holland, the
Dutch government threw up barricades around
the mysterious holes which appeared enigmatically in two meadows near the village of
\lJormer.
The mystery began when residents said they
heard Iia deafening whistling nOise," and
others declared they saw a bright red light
flashing across the sky. The next morning a
farmer found a strange, star-shaped hole, about 17 inches across, in his meadow, and
called police. Baffled, the police called
government officials and soon hundreds of investigators and experts arrived to investigate the riddle.
Bomb disposal men from the Dutch Army put
a long metal pipe dOv111 the hole to measure
its depth. But the pipe went down, down,
down, without reaching bottom. So they added
more lengths of pipe, but at 100 ft. had
still not found bottom. Experts said the
thing which made the hole, Hhatever it was,
had gone through a layer of sand and clay,
and that they probably would never ge t down
to it.
As they shook their heads around the hole,
another farmer arrived and told them he had
a similar hole in his meadow. It had appeared in July, and he had filled it in to prevent his cattle from falling into it.
The goverrunent then seized both fields,
declared them out of bounds, put up barbed
Hire and assigned guards to the area s . Various theories Here advanced by village rs.
Hole No. 2 had appeared on September 17 just
four nights after the Russian Lunik had hit
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the moon, and some people tried to connect the
tHO events. Others, more skeptical, suggested
it was all the work of a practical joker
(though hardly likely in viei'! of the governmentIs continued interest in the holes).
(Credit Gray Barker, Editor of the SAUCER IAN
BULLETI N, P.O. Box 2228, Clarksburg, W. Va.)
Not to be outdone with mysteries, England
comes up with her own.
VJHAT CAUSES THAT "BIG HUM II ?
CANTERBURY, Eng land, May 30 -- ( NEA) - - In the
peaceful apple orchards of East Kent, the garden basket of England, people are walking around red-eyed for lack of sleep.
Itls all because of the Big Hrun, the mysterious noise Hhich murders sleep and undermines the health of those who hear it.
Nobody knoHs what causes the Big Hum. Some
say that it comes from a secret atomic installation underground, others, that it is caused
by industrial equipment, such as dynamos,
8e nerators or cold storage plants.
still others blame Russian radio-jamming
techniques, or Amer ican radar devices. But
nobody knows.
HEARD 1;JIDELY
Nor is the Big Hum confined to East Kent.
I have seen letters from people as far apart
as Cornwall and Dublin who complain of the
noise, claiming that it is driving them batty.
A few of the letters are from obvious cranks,
but most of them sound sincere .
The Big Hwn has been the subject of a question in Parliament, but the ministries of
Science, Supply & Aviation disclaim all responsibility for the nois e . So do the electriCity
boards and the General Post Office, which is
responsible for all telephone installations.
In a picturesque, timbered cottage in the
village of Molash, Kent (Pop. 259) I talked to
bearded novelist Edward Hyams and his wife,
the couple who started the furor over the hum.
t SPINNING TOP I
Hyams, an ex-Royal Navy radar officer, hears
the humming noise only occasionally. But his
wife, who writes cook books, says: "I I ve
tried everything to blot out the noise. lIve
put wax plugs in my ears , tied a Hoolen scarf
around my head, t aken s l eeping pill s and sat
up in bed reading a book on hOH to sleep by relaxing, but it st ill does no good . ~1y bedroom
sounds as though it Here a spinning top. II
\'Ihat does the hum sound like?
"It is 10H-pitched and intermittent, II Mrs.
Hyams exp lained. i l I t is stronger inside of the
house than outside, louder at night than during
the daytime, and on weekends it is worse. II
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HEAD ALL RIGHT
Mrs. Hyams has been to every kind of a
doctor, including one who checked her head
for loose bones that might vibrate. All have
given her a clean bill of health.
An electronics expert also tested Mrs.
Hyams and found she had extremely sensitive
hearing, picking up sounds at 30 cycles a
sec ond. III I ve had hysterics tvJice since the
hum started,11 Mrs. Hyams continued. "And 11m
not an hysterical person, 11m the phlegmatic
type. II
The couple began to feel that perhaps they
Here going daffy until the lett ers start ed
flooding in. As a result of a press interview and a television appearance, Hyams has
received more than 400 letters from all parts
of Britain compla'i ning of the Big Hum. A
large number have come from I\:ent .
Like Hyams, most of the letter writ ers had
had electric mains, telephone Hiring, water
pipes and electric appliances checked in an
effort to eliminate the noi se . But the writers differ in their description of the Big
Hum. Some say it is lowpitched and intermittent; others that it is a continuous,
highpitched sound.
HYAMS I THEORY
The Big Hum has other pecularities. It i s
heard more di stinctly near the seacoast than
inland, it varies with the wind and fo g magnifies it. Adults, apparently, are more
prone to hear it than children.
Hyams, Hho is also something of a radar
expert, has this possible explanation for the
noise: "It may be that the hum is caused by
two noises Hith different frequencies that
travel underground like shock Haves. In that
case, a house could act as a resonator at the
end of the sound wave.
IIMind you, we don It Hant to be unreasonable about it, but the authorities refuse to
take us into their confidence. 'They treat us
like children. II (DETROIT NEhfS , May 30, 1960,
Credit Violet Berger, Taylor, Michigan.)
In Grand Blanc, ~Hchig an) Joe Perry, the
pizza pie man i s tired of his mystery.
FLYING SAUCER PHOTO AINT HHA T IT
USED TO BE---JOE
Grand Blanc, ~Hchigan - -May 25, 1960 ...
Joe Perry, the talented pizza man feels the
Pentagon people have sabotaged him or something . They certainly have done something to
his flying saucer, Joe claims.
IIIt ain I t what it used to be since they
got their hands on it, II said Joe, who takes
potshots at the moon Hith a homemade
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telescope-camera.
Joel 44, took another look at his colorslide photo, snapped last February on the
second night of the full moon.
"It's not the same," he said dejectedly.
liThe flying saucer has faded---something has
happened to it. II
The \~ashington experts returned the color
slide a few days ago. The Federal agents
picked it up last March when they heard Joe's
picture showed a saucer-like object silhouetted against the moon.
Joe was anxious to get his picture back.
He called the FBI. He talked to the Air Force.
He made a trip to Selfridge Air Force Base,
all in vain ••• The picture was returned shortly after he sent a letter to President
Eisenhol-ler. A letter included in the package
from the Pentagon said the strange object in
the picture was the result of faulty development and nothing more.
Among other things, the Pentagon folks have
added insult to injury, Joe said. (The DETROIT
TIMES I May 251 1960--Credit Bill Berger,
Taylor, Michigan).

.* * * * * * * * * * *

OHIO COLLEGE WILL STUDY FLYING SAUCERS
May 1960 -- Ohio Northern has become the
world's first University formally to undertake
a study of flying saucers.
The University will mobilize the full abilities of its faculty to gather, correlate and
eva luate all possible reports on flying saucers. When the information has been studied
thoroughly, the University will make known its
findings to any interested individual or organization.
In announcing the project, Dr. McIntosh,
president, said: liThe American people are
much concerned about the future of their nation and its place in the leadership of the
world. The mounting interest in the phenomenon, the so-called 'flying saucer' is indicative of our people.
"We believe that a University like Ohio
Northern has a distinct responsibility to hold
itself in readiness to be of assistance in the
discovery and interpretation of the facts
which center around such phenomena. Our University is in rather a unique position to be
of assistance at a time like this.
IIvJe are an independent Christian University.
We have Ino ax to grind', other than the discovery of the truth and the proper interpretation 01' the same. Have a College of Engine ering, College of Law and College of Pharmacy,
as well as a College of Liberal Arts, we feel
thdt we possess a broad foundation for service

in matters like this.
III have therefore asked our faculty to
hold itself in readiness to be of assistance
in all these matters. I have appointed a
committee of the faculty to direct efforts
of the University in whatever may be asked of
us.
The University is asking persons from all
over the country who have seen flying saucers
during the past five years to write Project A
Ohio Northern, Ada, Ohio. (Credit UNDERSTANDING, Vol. V. No.5, May 1960, Re: Gladys
Fusaro, Huntington, N.Y.)
Ed. Note--This is extremely encouraging, when
a UniverSity takes up the ball and starts
carrying it. Science is awakening!

******** **

NAVY TO SEEK VIKING TOWER
Newport, R.I. (UPI)--Jackson Jenks and his
undervJater Viking tower are the talk of this
seaport town. Even the Navy is going fishing
for his mysterious prize, which he has described as looking like lIa Rhine castle
wreathed in mists. 11
Jenks, director of the Society for the
Protection of Historic Sites, a non-profit
marine archaeological group, said he discovered the tower near Brenton Reef Lightship
last year and has been secretly investigating
it.
It's a 60 foot high pile of unmortared
stones in 90 feet of water, he said. Each
stone is the size of an office desk. It even
has a door on top, which Jenks has been unable to open.
What is it? Here are some theories:
A Viking tower
A concrete ship
A septic tank
A lighthouse
Newport is considered by some historians
a part of Le if Eric son' s IIVinland the Good II ,
mentioned in Norse sagas of nearly a thousand
years ago.
One Navy officer is convinced it is the
remains of a concrete ship the Navy was experimenting with during 1.IJorld 1,r.J ar 1. Still
other people believe it is a huge septic tank
or some other storage piece.
Some local residents suggested the tower
might be Whale Rock Lighthouse which was
blown down in the 1938 hurricane. But it was
nowhere near this find.
Two U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey ships
are scheduled to drag for Jenk's tower in
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in July. If they snag it, a diver will investigate • •, (Cincinnati POST & TnlJES STAR,
May 13, 1960, Credit Dorothy Lefler, Cincinnati, Ohio.)

**********

AZTECS HYPNOTIZED 1000 YEARS AGO
Mexico City, May 4 (AP) -- Aztecs probably
used psychiatry and hypnosis a thousand years
ago, reports Dr. Nathan Blackman of the Malcom
Bliss Mental Health Center, st. Louis. Blackman told the Pan-American f1edical Association
Congress that studies of figures found in
Aztec ruins indicated highly developed knowledge of both techniques. (Cincinnati
ENQUIRER, May 5, 1960, Credit Dorothy Lefler,
Cincinnati, Ohio).
j

**********
BRITISH SCIENTISTS COLLECT STAR DUST
London, April 24 (UPI)--British scientists
in the Antarctic are collecting ".cosm:i.c
spherules" - small particles of dust from
outer space resulting from the explosion . of
stars through the ages.
The government information office said a
party of 27 scientists now attached to Falkland Islands Dependencies Survey bases in the
Antarctic, has the collection of such spherules as one of its duties.
Smoke and other air pollution makes it
difficult to identify such particles in other
parts of the world, the office reported.
(Cincinnati ENQUIRER, Monday, April 25, 1960,
Credit Dorothy Lefler, Cincinnati, Ohio).

***

********

Giant Eel - NOW IRISH HAVE LAKE MONSTER
Dublin, Ireland, May 24 (AP) -- Three
Catholic priests claim they've found a Lough
Ree monster to compete with Scotland1s Loch
Ness tourist attraction.
The three clerics, who remained unnamed,
reported spotting the fearsome brute while on
a fishing jaunt in the lake near Athlone.
'Ihey told the Irish Independent that a flat,
python-like head surfaced about 100 yards from
their rowboat.
"The monster's body was thick as that of a
man, II one clergyman said. "It was like a
giant conger eel - which would be very unusual
in a fresh water lake."
A coil about 15 feet long threshed in and
out of the wat er, but much of the monster

,seemed to remain below the surface.
Local fishermen on the islands dotting the
20 mile long lake said they had seen no such
monster. But the life of St. Mochu, a sixth
century Irish saint, records that Lough Ree
was "infested by a monster which i s accustomed to seize and devour swimmers."
(The Cincinnati ENQUIRER, \ved., May 25, 1960,
Credit Dorothy Lefler, Cincinnati, Ohio).

**********
NE1,IJ COMET DISCOVERED - by Science Service
Cambridge, Mass: A new faint comet, the
second to be discovered this year, has been
spotted in the southern sky.
A telescope equipped to take photographs
is needed to see this new celestial obj ect,
which i s traveling southward in the sky and
is now in the constellation of Leo, the Lion.
News of the discovery of the comet wa s sent
to astronomer s by Harvard College Observatory
here, clearing house for astronomical information in the western hemisphere.
(Cincinnati POST & TnlJES STAR - April 20,1960
Credit Dorothy Lefler, Cincinnati, Ohio).

**** ** ****
U. S. CLIMATE GETTING WARMER
by Science Service
Washington--The climate of continental
United States has grown warmer since the beginning of the 20th century, a Weather Bureau
meteorologist says.
Dr. H. E. Landsberg, who has compared the
monthly seasonal and annual temperature means
at 48 locations from 1906 to 1955, says temperatures in 40 places show "significant
rises."
Annual rises of one and a half degrees
Fahrenheit were found over the Great Lakes
region and in the Rocky Mountain states.
The average of 48 stations shoHed an annual
rise of eight-t enths of a degre e . (Cincinnati POST & TIMES STAR, Tuesday, May 2L~, 1960
Credit Dorothy Lefler, Cincinnati, Ohio).

**********
ARNY ENGINEERS STUDYING PLANS FOR MOON BASE
vJ ashington (UPI) - Army Eng ine ers are making stUdies aimed at building a base on the
moon, Lt. Gen. Emerson C. Itschner told the
House Spac e Committee.
He said such Hork must be carried out
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-------.----------------------------------------r----------------------------------------------simultaneously with development of space
rockets capable of transporting building
materials to the moon.
"Hithin the next decade," Itschner said,
1I0ur rocket vehicles will be able to transport
exploration teams to the moon. Construction
of the lunar base will have to precede all
but preliminary explorations on the lunar
surface. II
He said the' base Ilmust be buried for heat
insulation and fOr protection against radiation and meteorites. II Small nuclear reactors
would provide electric light, pO'lver and heat.
('The Cincinnati POST & TU'lES STAR ,Wed. May
11, 1960, Cr. Dorothy Lefler, Cincinnati, Ohio.

IS SOME PLANET'S 'SHlpl CIRCLING SUN?
NEW YORK -- A leading radio astronomer has
suggested that a satellite dispatched by another civilization may be in orbit around our
sun.
He believes it may have a recorded message
to be broadcast when properly activated by
radio. This could include a television image
of the constellation from which it was sent.
'This startling suggestion has been put forth
by Dr. R. N.Bracewell, a professor at Stanford University in California, and co-author
of a text on radio astronomy. His reasoning
has been published in the British scientific
journal, Nature.
He notes that, in 1927, 1928 and again in
19)L1· strange radio Ilechoes II were heard that
' have never been adequately explained. In a
telephone interview he said it was unlikely,
but not entirely impossible, that these vJere
em issions from an inter-stellar messenger.

~

Prof. Bracewell has gone one long step beyond those astronomers Hho in recent years
have argued that there almost certainly are
intelligent beings elsewhere in the universe.
He believes it possible that such societies,
within Qur own galaxy, have long since established 60ntact with One another.
This "ancient association" would be composed of civilizations "incredibly more advanced" than our own. Such a galactic community may be trying to "seek us out by special means that we cannot guess,1I according
to Prof. Bracewell.
He questions whether such communities
would blindly transmit radio signals toward
other stars in the hope of provoking a response. This week the first attempt to pick
up such signals is coming to an end. It began April 8 at The National Radio Astronomy
Observatory in Green Bank, W. Va., where,
for limited periods, a great 85 foot dish
antenna was trained on one or the other of
two neighboring stars.
The search for signals, known as Project
Ozma (for the que en in liThe IHzard of Oz")
was directed at two of the thre e nearest
stars believed capable of having habitable
planets: Tau Ceti and Epsilon Eridani. The
third, Epsilon Indi, is below the West
Virginia horizon.
The experiment has, in effect, been a test
run with almost a negligible expectation of
hearing anything. Indeed, nothing appears
to have been heard.
(Miami HERALD, June 20, 1960 - Credit Pete
Hoagland, Miami, Florida.)

The Air Force says that it has no PHYSICAL EVIDENCE (physical meaning 'something you can touch') that such things even
exist. In the words of Capt. Edward J. Ruppelt, retired, who served three years at Wright Field, Dayton, Ohio, as Chief Investigator for Project Bluebook WHAT CONSTITUTES PROOF?? - Does a UFO have to land at the River Entrance to the Pentagon,
near the Joint Chiefs of Staff offices? Or is it proof enough when a ground Radar Station detects a UFO, sends a Jet up to intercept
it, the pilot sees it, and locks on with his Radar, only to have the UFO streak away at a phenomenal rate of speed? Which is PROOF?
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For many months this writer has been saying that the big news of extra-terrestrials
exploring this planet would be given slowly,
and in such a manner that everyone Hould come
to accept it, vJithout disturbing the private
ego , the national ego, or the i nternational
ego, of the inhabitants of this planet.
Such a step has taken place during the
month of June 1960. The news was broken by
a radio-astronomer at Stanford University in
an article first carried in the British
Scientific magazine NATURE, and then subsequently carried by many papers and magazines
in the States. Best coverage given in our
estimation was by NEWSvJEEK, in its July 4,
1960 issue under the caption of:
THE STRANGE I NTRUDER
At the Air Force's Spacetrack--the National Space Surveillance Control Center in NeH
Bedford, Mass.---the IBM computers punched out
calculations for the tHO new U.S. satellites
in orbit.
Hhite and orange fluorescent letters on
the black-felt "Satellite Status" board showed eleven U.S. satellites and one Russian
satellite still in earth-circling orbit, one
U.S. and one Soviet probe circling the sun,
and the U.S. Pioneer V heading toward the
orbit of Venus.
To Spacetrack's knowledge, that was the
grand total of space traffic at mid-1960.
But a growing number of scientists are now
convinced that Spacetrack, for all its diligence, may have overlooked at least one space
vehicle neither Russian nor American, but one
out of this world, indeed, out of this solar
system.
This satellite, they suspect, is a visitor
sent by the IIsuperior beings ll of a community
of other stars Hithin our Milky \tJay galaxy--a kind of United Stellar Organization interested, for archeological and anthropological
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reasons, in how things are going in this part
of the galactic neighborhood.
The most careful analysis of this mindboggling possibility has been Horked out by
radio astronomer Ronald N. Bracewell, a handsome, 38-ye ar-old Australian noV! at Stanford
UniverSity.
From the point of view of picking up signals, Bracewell argues, it is better to send
an interstellar ship to the vicinity of the
star to be investigated. This is obviously
beyond earth capabilities at present, but
relatively easy for the superior communities
that Bracewell believes may exist in the Milky
Way. In fact, these communities probably
"act in concert and avoid duplication" by
searching the galaxy with a II spray II of probes
aimed at 1,000 likely stars. These ships have
been instructed to listen in on radio transmissions and echo them with a distinctive time
delay.
liThe signal echo I have in mind is the kind
that was picked up by the Nor1vegian C. Stormer
and never explained", Bracewell said. "Now
we are getting all kinds of space noise all
the tline--radio noise from Jupiter was heard
and ignored for years. vIe should look around
for a probe---that1s the best thing I can
think of as an earthman. But there may be
some surprises---I am sure that they out there
are very clever. II
-Then vrhy would IIthey" want to talk with us?
Bracewell made a second set of mathematical
calculations indicating that Milky \~ay "civilizations" have a high mortality rate---perhals from overfamiliarity with nuclear fusion.
liThe prospect of catching a technology near
its peak," he said, "might be a strong incentive for them to reach usll---in other words,
before the H-bomb makes earth purely an archeological point of interest.
Your Editor has always maintained a neutral
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vieHpoint Hhen it comes to the veracity of
George Adamski, and his contact claims as he
unfolds in INSIDE THE SPACESHIPS. He adopted
a time will tell attitude Hhen the story first
came out. Adamski sent his pictures to the
Air Force, and the Air Force has never uttered
one public syllable regarding Adamski personally, or any comment regarding his claim.
This could be very indicative, if they suspected his story to be true and did not Hish
to have to sHalloH Hords in a later decade,
This is a case Hhere SILENCE l;JOULD BE GOLDEN!
And silence He have had from the AirForce
spokesmen.
Now a prominent radio-astronomer, at a
prominent University, comes out and in effect
says precisely the same thing the GA has been
saying. Except~ of course, he makes no claim
to having met these "superior communities"
face to face as Adamski has done. Yet the
meaning is the same.
"Confederation of effort"---"Pooling scientific resources to explore other parts of the
Universe---"Spaceship in orbit in our Solar
system"---"listening and eavesdropping on our
radio and TV signals, "_--"concerned about our
nuclear fusion experiments"---"watching a civilization at its peak---before we become only
an archeological point of interest".
No matter hOH you look at it, the picture
looks the same---Hhether the author is Adamsk i or BraceHell.
Yes, all very interesting. It will make
some confirmed skeptics on Adamski sit up and
take a new look at his claims, and the confirmed Adamski believer will smile a smile of smug
satisfaction. Is it all a part of a carefully
planned program to bring John Q. Public one
step nearer the eventual goal of complete indoctrination to the facts of the SPACE .AGE?
In Scotland, the tourist season was just
beg inning, and so Here the annual reports of
the Loch Ness monster. Whether or not the
two are tied together public-relations Hise,
vIho can say, but this time our friend made a
better showing:
LOCH NESS rvrONSTER ON TV
LONDON--(Reuters)--A movie claiming to
show the elusive and legendary monster in
Scotland's gloomy Loch Ness was screened on
Brit ish Television.
The 40-second film showed a blurred object
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which Has at first stationary, but then moved
aloJay lazily- --swerving to the right and left • .
Finally the shape picked up speed and
moved dOHn the loch at a steady 10 miles an
hour, throH ing out a Hhite foaming 1.Jake.
Aeronautical engineer Timothy Dinsdale,
36, is positive that he sa\! and photographed
the mysterious creature Hhich hundreds clallo
to have sighted in the murky Scottish lake.
As it moved "it threH out a pulsating Hake
and looked just like the conning tOHer of a
submarine," Dinsdale said. He said the creature moved to Hithin about 400 yards from
him. Dinsdale estimated its neck Has six
feet long and its body 30 feet.
He speculated the monster might be a prehistoric amphibian of the dinosaur family
which had continued to breed and live in this
landlocked lake for millions of years.
Even the Queen in London had her say this
time:
MONSTER PROBLEM
LO NDON (AP)--The Queen has raised an interesting point---what will be done Hith the
Loch Ness monster should it ever be caught?
Alderman J. S. Davis, mayor of ltTindsor,
told reporters that he and the Queen earlier
this Heek saw a television film about the
dragon-headed monster reported to inhabit
Scotland's Loch Ness.
"Her Majesty was very interested," said
the Mayor. "She said she wondered Hhat they
would ever do with it if they ever caught
it." (Peterborough EXAMINER, Peterborough,
Canada, June 16, 1960, Credit Gene Duplantier
Toronto, Canada.)
Science Digest in its June, 1960 number
gives credance to the sea serpent:
"SEA SERPENT" fiJAY BE GIANT EEL
The "Mythical sea Serpent ", may not be a
myth. It may in fact, be a neH species of
eel.
According to a recent report to the International Oceanographic Congress, marine biologists have found a species of eel larvae
six inches long instead of the usual fraction
of an inch.
This might mean that there are full groHn
eels 100 feet long. To an untrained observer such a creature could be mistaken for a
"sea serpent". (Credit Gladys Fusaro,

S.P.A.C.E. is edited and published monthly by Norbert F. Gariety, 267 Alhambra Circle, Coral
Gables, Florida. Subscription rate is $3 .00 per year. Mail in any interesting clippings of
UFO reports, or other interesting items for future issues of S.P.A.C.E.
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Huntington, New York.)

*********

LOUD BLASTS MYSTIFY TOCCOANS
TOCCOA, Ga.--Loud blasts, accompanied by
reports of mystery objects falling from planes,
have rattled doors, shaken windows and left
nerves on edge in northeast Georgia for the
past two weeks.
Some people here believe the blasts were
"Sonic Booms" caused by jet fighters breaking
the sound barrier.
But an Air Force spokesman at Dobbins Air
Base said he knew of no jets flying the Toccoa
area that were capable of breaking the sound
barrier.
'Ihe last blast occurred Wednesday afternoon during a thunderstorm. A similar blast
Tuesday touched off a near panic in the area
when, coincidentally, a national guard alert
was called a feVl minutes after the "boom".
Roy Gaines, co-owner of Radio Station WNEG,
said the station was swamped with telephone
calls following the boom and the alert. "It
\-Jas just a routine alert, but people thought
we were being attacked, II Gaines said. "Some
of the callers sounded like they were in hysterics. One woman said, III know we've been
attacked and my husband will be called out
and I'll never see him again". (Ed. Note--are we really living under that great a subconscious fear ????) (The Atlanta CONSTITUTION,
June 2L~, 1960, Credit K. E. Ardinger, Miami,
Florida. )

***********
A NEW ISLAND POPS OUT OF THE SEA
LONDON, June 18, (AP) --Moscow radio reported today a neVl island has emerged in the
Caspian Sea, 110 miles south of Baku, capital
of Soviet Azerbaijan.
_
Nine hundred feet long and 12 to 15 feet
above sea level, it arose following the eruption of a mud volcano, the broadcast said.
(New York JOURNAL A~illRICAN, June 19, 1960,
Credit Gladys Fusaro, Huntington, Long Island.)
Are all of these physical changes, such as
the above and the following all a part of the
current changes coming up?
COLD AND SNOW HIT NORHAY
OSLO (AP)--Winter reigned in large parts
of Norway on the first day of what is usually
the hottest month.
The weatherman reported a snowstorm over
Roeros, in the mountains of central Norway,
with snoVlfalls far down the Gudbrandsdal
Valley. People in the mountain districts had

their stoves going full blast.
All districts 3,000 feet over sea level
had frost, and even in the lowlands the temperatures were more typical of a mild winter
than of July.
The weatherman couldn't promise any immediate change. (July 2, 1960).
And here we are reminded of the prophecy
of Nostradams, the prognosticator with the
best batting average of all. 'Ihe following
are the comments of CRIS'lVELL as carried in
the June 5, 1960 issue of the NATIONAL
ENQUIRER:
THE WHITE MESSENGER OF DEATH MAY
KNOCK AT YOUR DOOR
"During the last half of th'-e-2-=-"0:-:t-:"h--=-C-entury,
the 1JJhite Death will strike a vicious blo'l<T,
and overnight the earth will become a 1JJhite
Hell. II
Nostradamus, as far back as 1538, predicted many amazing things that have already
come to pass. But the above quotation was
one of his most ominous, foreboding prophecies. Do we dare doubt the prophecy of Nostradamus?
I regret to predict, my friends, that due
to our weather cycle taking a tragic ~urn
for the Vlorse, his long range weather forecast will come true!
Before long, suffocating, hideous snow
will fall Vlhere only the tropical sun had
shone. The day is not far off---in your
lifetime---when this White Messenger of
Death will knock on many doors and take with
him several thousand lives!
Frigid, violent Vlinds will sweep into
your cities, your streets and even into your
homes, turning everything into ice. And for
L~O days and LW nights, man will not be seen.
Our world will be a prisoner in a tomb of
ice!
But the icy heart of Mother Nature will
finally melt and man will slowly emerge from
his imprisonment.
The flood will come silently. In the
dead of the night the \mters "Jill lap at our
doorsteps and by morning land and sea will
join hands, embrace and become one1
Oh, my friends, coming events have already cast their shadows, whether you believe
them or not, and this will all be a part of
your incredible future!
Mother Nature destroys as Mother Nature
creates, for this is the law of life!
Of course all the things that Criswell
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predicts as not this gloom---take this one
for instance, from the July 3, 1960 NATIONAL
ENQUIRER:
YOU HILL BE ABLE TO TRAVEL IN SPACE
l'1ithin five summers, during a time when
i ntense and varied changes in weather will
occur, I PREDICT that contact with a being
from a world OUTSIDE OUR mIN will be made.
This contact will overnight turn space into our ol-1n back yard.
But in the beginning the Pentagon will
i gnore the phenomenon and try to explain it
aHay. Public · demand will force investigation,
and an independent business ma.gnate Hith
gigantic industrial research resources will
make first use of the information brought to
use by this being from the space world.
The most strange and difficult thing for
the people to understand about this creature
Hill be that his Time-Space is different from
ours. His day is a year to us and the earth
like a pebble to him.
This creature will show us our past and
our future by revelation.
But the most ~nportant ~ediate outcome
of this event 'Hill be that over night we 'Hill
be in space. Over night, it will seem as
t h o~gh we always lived in space.
Power for subsequent space travel and exploration Hill be taken direct from the sun
in space, a secret this creature will tell us.
(NATIONAL ENQUIRER) July 3, 196o).

**********

A new publication in ~liami is going in for
their own predictions in sort of a Criswell
type or style. Here are a few of their predictions made under June datelines---some of
Hhich by coincidence or not, happened already,
and almost Hithin a Heek after the prediction.
The first prediction on former Pres. Trwaan
Has published a Heek prior to the news stories
in the press. Here are a few of the June
predictions:
1. Harry S. Truman Hill not like trend of
Democratic Convention -- either privately or
publicly.
2. Venezuela Hill make an important oil
d iscovery.
3. NeH foods being prepared, as our ready
made foods are knOHn to be of little value
and nourishment. This Hill be a national
scandal before 1961.
4. Greatest sand storms in Sahara History
t h is summer.
5. Peru in for change in government. It
sh ~ll be bloodless.
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6. Several governments Hill announce communication VIit h Outer Space Intelligences by
December 1960 . These Hill be European and.
South American --not the U.S.
7. Yankee s and Cardinals VIill playoff
the Ivorld Se ries -- the Yanks winning.
The above is just a sampling. It Hill be
interesting to watch the se, and see what the
percentage of accuracy will be. For further
information regarding this and to get on the
mailing list---inquire by writing to ~ARK
AGE, 617 Metropolitan Bank Building, Miami 32
Florida.

*****

*****

FIND FOSSILIZED MAN IN ISRAEL
May 20, 1960 - NE1IJSDAY, New York. The
remains of a prehistoric man more than
500,000 years old have been found in Israel
near Afikim on the west bank of the Jordan
River, a Hebre1-l University spokesman announced yesterday in Jerusalem. He said the
discovery was made by chance when a bulldozer
leveled a piece of land belonging to the
Afikim settlement. The spokesman termed the
discovery the oldest prehistoric site so far
found in the Middle East. (Credit Gladys
Fusaro, Huntington, New York).

**********

"SHAGGY BEASTS" CAUSE CONCERN
ZOMBA, Africa, June Il---Some 30 more mysterious tree-top lairs have been discovered
by game rangers investigating reports of
"shaggy black beasts" recently seen in Nyasaland.
Zomba reports describe the structures as
between 20 and 30 feet above the ground. Beneath each lair the branches had been removed
indicating that the beasts which are believed
to have built them are both strong and intelligent.
Anthropologists, puzzled by descriptions
of the "monsters II believe that they are
neither baboons nor chimpanzees. (COURIEREXPRESS, June 12, 1960, Credit George
Phillies, 1:Jilliamsvi11e, New York).
Your Editor has been theorizing for the
past years that the strange and unrecorded
specimans seen in diverse places Hhich do
not seem to fit into the past anthropological
pattern, are not mutations of present species
but are really extraterrestrial bipeds of a
10Her nature that are being used for test
purposes by the higher, more intelligent type
of extraterrestrial.
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Now we are informed by Enid Brady of
Daytona Beach, Florida, Hho claims a mental
- telepathy type of contact, that the space
people are bringing here to this planet, neH
. types of animal life and also new types of
vegetable life. That new types of floHers
are also appearing, of which there was no
prior record. Some Hill be able to accept
this, and of course other readers Hill have
no part of it. Yet this theory seems to fit
the knoHn facts better than any other that
has been formulated.

***********

PLANET QUIVERED IN CHILEAN QUAKE
NeH York--July 3, 1960--Plucked-String reaction is observed on Seismographs for the
first time, in last month's earthquake in
Chile. For four or five days after the quake
the entire planet appears to have quivered
like a plucked guitar string.
It has been suspected that extremely
severe quakes produce such "free vibrations",
but this is the first instance in which they
are known to have been observed.
Dr. Jack Oliver, seismologist at Lamont
Geological Observatory of Colt@bia University
believes the Chilean earthquake will be a
landmark in the study of the earth because of
its intensity and its clear production of free
vibrations.
A guitar string has a characteristic vibration frequency---its pitch---determined by
i t s length, thickness and tension.
When it is plucked, shock waves race toHards its opposite ends at a multitude of
frequencies, then travel back towards each
other. An earthquake sends waves of many wave
lengths in all directions. The shorter waves
soon die out but the longer ones pass around
the earth and then come back through the same
spot. This seems to set the Horld vibrating
like a guitar string. (New York TIMES, July
3, 1960, Credit Charles Gentzel, Mark-Age
Publications, Miami.)

***********

RELIGION A ~ID LIFE IN SPACE TOPIC
AT RIVERSIDE CHURCH
New York, May 30, 1960 -- A belief in
Christianity, or something akin to it, must
exist in outer space, if it is populated by
civilized humans, the Rev. Dr. Robert J.
r-IcC racken said in a sermon at the Riverside
Church, 122nd st. and Riverside Drive.
Preaching on the Sunday after Ascension,
Dr. McCracken chose for his subject "GOD AND
OUTER SPACE". I1i this century, he said,

"man has embarked on his greatest physical
adventure---the exp loration of outer space;
first interplanetary space, then interstellar
space Hhere the space sea drops sharply into
almost unimaginable depths."
Dr. McCracken said that space exploration
will require Christians to do some "fresh
thinking" about their beliefs. "Religion
cannot be static while science is on the
move, II he said. "1;Ie who live on this planet
tend to think of ourselves as the center and
crown of creation and the principal concern
of Providence. "Ire must become accustomed to
the fact that we are not alone in the Universe or unique."
"If the scientific theorists are right,
there are millions upon millions of other
beings, not unlike ourselves, perhaps further
advanced than ourselves." he said.
IIAnd if, as a result of our probing into
space, an expansion of our convictions about
man is imperative, even more so is an expansion of our convictions about God," the
minister declared. IIHe must now be conceived as the creator and sovereign not only
of this earth but of galaxies upon galaxies
and worlds beyond worlds, of illimitable
space and unmeasured time." (New York HERALD
TRIBUNE, Credit Gladys Fusaro, Huntington,
N. Y.)

Ed . Note---But Hhyl WHY does it take religious leaders so long to arrive at this conclusion? But there is hope. Last year the
Vatican said it, then Bishop Oxnan of the
Hethodist church, and now another religious
leader makes the public statement. But to
us 'lITho have followed this for so many years,
it seems so slow. These are the individuals
Hho should have arrived at these conclusions
long ago. And in turn they should pass on
these convictions to their followers. 'Ihe
facts regarding informing the public on the
religious aspects of the Space Age are the
responsibilities of the Religious leaders,
not the scientists. The scientists have
enough of a problem dealing with the age-old
scientific fallacies, that are constantly being uncovered, they prefer to leave the religious aspects to the clergy, wherein the
responsibility for matters rightfully rests.

* **********

S.P.A.C.E. AND RADIO TIME
Since the last issue went to press, your
Editor has taken on an additional hour of
radio time. SPACE STATION is now on the air
on Radio HMIE, 1140 KC--Hiami, from 11: 00 to
1:00 a.m. on Saturday nights.
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Public response has been marvelous, and
the telephone rings constantly from 11:00
o'clock on until the sign off at 1:00 in the
morning. In the past several years, we have
interviewed such personalities in the space
field as M. K. Jessup, Bryant and Helen Reeve,
George Hunt Williamson, Dan Fry, George Van
Tassel, Riley Crabb, Enid Brady, Airline
Pilots, experts in the field of ESP and
Psychic phenomena, etc.
This will continue on an expanded schedule.
For those subscribers not in the South Florida
area, and therefore unable to catch this progrllia live, one of our Miami co-workers has
offered a service, in which you may be interested.
Mark-Age publications of 617- Metropolitan
Bank Building, Miami 32, Florida, (mentioned
earlier in this issue) is tru{ing it upon their
shoulders to tape each of the Saturday night
2-hour programs.
They have offered to make duplicate tapes
of these programs for S.P.A.C.E. subscribers
who are interested in running these to groups
in their own areas, or for those who may have
connections with radio stations in their area,
who might be interested in using some of this
information in their own radio programming.
This is an added burden which yours truly
cannot possibly add to his already heavy schedule, so I appreciate the offer from Mark-Age.
Send your blank 1200 foot tapes to Mark-Age,
617 Metropolitan Baru{ Bldg., Miami 32, Fla.,
along with a donation to cover mailing and
expenses involved and they will return to you
one of the 2-hour Saturday night shows.
My only hope is that this \1i11 not become
too great a chore, for the brave souls who
have volunteered themselves for this public
service venture -. --

*

*******

Another S.P.A.C.E. contact in Massachusetts in the process of forming a UFO investigation group for the New England States area
is William B. Cunningham, of ~ Allen Drive,
Salisbury, Massachusetts •.
According to him, there is now a group
active in that area. So those of you in that
area contact Mr. Cunningham at the address
above and give out with your help.

***********

THO STRANGE LIGHTS ARE SEEN OVER CITY
Painesville, Ohio, June 2, 1960---For more
than an hour Tuesday night, a VJ. Jackson st.
man , his wife, neighbors and two men from the
sheriff's department watched tHO strange
lights in the sky.
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Paul Palmer, a veteran private pilot, reported he first saw the lights at about
11:20 p.m. as they moved slowly across the
sky, changing colors all the time.
"It went from red to green to white and
then back to red again," Palmer said. "The
colors were more distinct than a stai's. I
thought at first it might be a rotating
beacon on a plane, but when we looked through
binoculars, we could see that it wasn1t,"
he added.
After watching for about 10 minutes, he
called the she riff's department. Two men
arrived shortly, and they, too, saw them,
and they moved lower and to the north. At
about 12:30 a.m. the lower light dropped below the horizon, followed by the other a few
minutes later.
A call to the Coast Guard produced no information, he said. (Painesville, Ohio
TELEGRAPH, June 2, 1960, Credit Nicholas
Nestor, Cleveland, Ohio.)

***********

CONGRESSIONAL COMMITTEE WANTS MAN
ON THE fiJOON BY 1970
A Congressional Committee demanded last
week that the United States raise its sights
and set as a goal the landing of a manned expedition on the moon before 1970.
The Democratic-controlled House Space Committee lashed out at the Republican Administrationls meandering space program as Congress broke up for a month1s recess.
It called on the NASA to adopt a highpriority program to put men on the moon within 10 years. The current NASA schedule has
set this goal for a vague "after 1970 --apparently about 1972.
The Committee recalled that Brig. Gen.
Irving L. Branch, chief of the Aircraft Nuclear Propulsion Office of the Atomic Energy
Comraission, had testified this spring that
AEC could develop propulsion for a manned
moon expedition in less than 10 years if
given such a requirement.
In a report issued .Jan. 2, 1959, the original Select House Space Committee quoted 20
experts as saying the U.S. could put a man on
the moon by 1968---if willing to pay the
price. (Credit MISSILES & ROCKETS MAGAZINE,
July 11, 1960)

*** ********

DR. TELLER SAYS FOOD ADDITIVES MORE
DANGEROUS THAN ATOMIC FALLOUT
The American Capsule News of \vashington,
D.C., in its March 8,1958 issue under the
heading of Public ltJorks, states the
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following:
Dr. Edward Teller of the University of
California, inventor of the H bomb, met the
press Sunday night and dropped a bomb-shell
into the Food & Drug Administration, not to
speak of the Food Trust. On that NBC national hook-up, IIf.jeet The Press", Dr: Teller was
asked, Ii-That are the dangers to the American
people of fallout radiation from atomic
bombs'? II
His anSHer was, IIDanger of fallout is not
nearly as great to the American people as the
danger from chemical additives in our food
supply." (Cred it Dr. Harold S. Burkhart,
National Health Federation, San Francisco,
California. )

** *********

LIGHT I N SKY ROUSES NEHTOHN
Cincinnati, Ohio---June 30, 19b1):--The
village of Newtown buzzed with excitement last
ni ght after about 200 residents sighted a
bright light in the sky.
Roy Taylor, acting police chief, says it
Has a bright object with colored lights extend ing from it. Although the sky was overc~st, some stars were visible.
The light was first seen about 10:30 p.m.
and "it darted south" at about 2:30 this morning. (Cincinnati POST & .THJES STAR, ·June
30, 1960---Credit Dorothy Lefler, Cincinnati,
Ohio) •
(Ed. Note)--Miss Lefler added the note to
this one, that she had intervievled the Chief
of Police and was sure that this was a genuine
UFO sighting. Also that Jets had been sent
up to investi~ate the light.

***********

PROF. SHAPLEY DOUBTS EARTH BEING SIGNALED
Detroit, Michigan---June 23, 1960--- Dr.
Harlow Shapley, Professor Emeritus of Astronomy at Harvard University, questioned here tonight the suggestion that beings on other
planets might be seeking contact with earth.
In a speech at the annual convention of
the Central Conference of American Rabbis,
the astronomer .agreed that "organisms" probably exist on some planet "not too far away".
They could be more advanced than people on
earth, he also remarked.
But Dr. Shapley told the rabbis, suggestions that these "organisms" are trying to
communicate with this planet are "amusing and
constructive, if not yet very practical."
(New York TIMES, June 24, 1960, Credit Dorothy
Lefler, Cincinnati, Ohio.)
Ed . Note---}\:eep talking Dr. Shapley--- we can

remember \ihen you said that people on other
planets "more advanced" than we are vTaS not
very practical. But we are all learning and
changing our thinking, aren't we?

****

*******

FIRST STAR HOPPERS HAY END UP IN ZOO
LOS ANGELES (AP)---All is not going to be
beer and skittles for the first space traveler \,ho reaches the nearest star and re turns to a ticker tape reception.
Dr. Edward Teller, noted physicist and
father of the H-Bomb, said the space pioneer
might find himself 50 years older, and the
world 3 million years older, and "instead of
be ing a hero, he might end up in a zoo".
"In concordance with the laws of physics,
someone in this lifetime could go to Andromeda, but I recommend against it", Dr. Teller
told a University of California extension
series l.'1ednesday night.
"If there is life out there, then where is
everybody? Is it possible that it is a form
of life that we may not recognize as SUCh,
and isn't it even more possible that we in
our galaxy may just be suburbans living in a
god-forsaken outpost? There is a possibility
that we may soon be able to tune in via radio on noises 20,000 light years away in the
center of the galaxy, and ~f we hear what I
think we will hear, then I will · become an
isolationist with regard to space exploration.
The scientist1s mention of a space explorer's winding up in a zoo was a light reference to Einstein's theory of relativity and
the possibility . of a spaceman's becoming a
modern Rip Van 'ltJinkle on his return.
Dr. Teller said that getting to the next
star will be difficult if the rocket is
powered with hydrogen fusion. So powered,
1/20th the speed of light would be its maximum and that would require 80 years to get to
Proxima centauri.
An alternate fuel more powerful than
hydrogen, Dr. Teller said is antimatter (a
purely theoretical substance, the opposite of
matter) which, when put in contact with matter, could produce energy enough for rockets
to approach the speed of light. He said a
space ship on its way to Andromeda could be
annihilated by antimatter either in space or
on arrival.
'The problem in using antimatter for fuel
is that antimatter and matter destroy each
other and produce violent reaction •
"I kno" I'm crazy, but if we could control
the use of antimatter with magnetic fields,
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(Ed. Note--You mean like the UFO's do???),
we might ge t far enough out and fast enough
t o realize our wildest dreams and go star
hopping . Don't despair. Just think what has
been accomplished in the past 300 years alone.
"Don't be premature and ask for a purpose
in our space research. After all Coltunbus
set out to solve a trade problem with China
and that still isn't solved. The by-products
of his voyage 'I-Jere infinitely more valuable
and it is the infinite itself we now vmnt to
solve. l'fe '\-Jill certainly get to the moon
and the planets in this century alone.
(Syracuse HERALD-JOURNAL, June 23, 1960,
Credit Lloyd Ochsner, Syracuse, New York.)

*********

ICE VALLEY FOUND I N ANTARCTIC
New York , June 12, 1960---Soviet polar
scientists believe that a tremendous depression cleaves the central Tand--mass of
Antarctica. It may extend under the South
Pole. (Ed. Note---Is this easing us into
the idea of Ray Palmer's HOLE-IN-THE-DOUGHNUT theory??).
The Russians have named it the International Geophysical Year Valley in acknowle dgement of the role played by American,
Britons and Australians in progressively
bringing it to light.
vJhere the valley empties into the Indian
Ocean it is filled by '\-Jhat appears to be the
world's large st glacier. This mountainflaru{ed river of ice has been charted by t he
Australians for more than 200 miles. If the
valley, or the dovm-faulting of which it is
a part, extends to the South Pole it would
be more than 1300 miles long . ,
The ice river has be en named the Lambert
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Glacier by Australia. Some of the mountains
along it were photographed by seaplanes of
the United States Navy in 1947. (Ed. Note-Is this 'Hhat Admiral Byrd referred to as
the CENTER OF THE GREAT UNKNm'fN??)
The ice-buried trough reported by the
Russians i s the second to emerge from the
explorations of the Antarctica during the
I,G,Y. of 1957-58 .
The first, -d iscovered by a series of
American tractor journeys, links the Ross
and Bellingshausen Seas. A trough was also
found running along at least part of the
northern side of Antarctica's chief mountain
system, the Great Antarctic Horst.
Participants in these American tractor
journeys found evidence that Antarctica,
once thought to be one great continent, was
divided into three geological provinces,
whicn-Vould be totally or largely subdivided
by open water if there were no ice. A chief
province is the main mass of Antarctica,
lying primarily in the eastern structure
formed by verticle displacements of the
earth's crust and is often paralleled by
corresponding depressions.
The Russians have reported evidence that
this is the nature of the I.G.Y. valley.
Further exploration of this area is planned
in the coming year. (New Yor,k TIMES, June
12, 1960, Credit Dorothy Lefler, Cincinnati,
Ohio. )

************
HHY IS IT THAT THE EAST AND vlEST CANNOT
AGREE AlffimERE ELSE EXCEPT THE ANTARCTIC???
? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

The Air Force says that it has no PHYSICAL EVIDENCE (physical meaning 'something you can touch') that such things even
exist. In the words of Capt. Edward J . Ruppelt, retired, who served three years at Wright Field, Dayton, Ohio . as Chief Investigator for Project Bluebook WHAT CONSTITUTES PROOF?? - Does a UFO have to land at the River Entrance to the Pentagon,
near the Joint Chiefs of Staff offices ? Or is it proof enough when a ground Radar Station detects a UFO, sends a Jet up to intercept
it, the pilot sees it, and locks on with his Radar, only to have the UFO streak away at a phenomenal rate of speed? Which is PROOF?
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July smJ an upsvTing in the number of UFO
reports reaching S.P.A.C.E. headquarters.
And as usual, when a cycle gets under way ,
the usual releases "Jere forthcoming from the
Air Force. One was the regular release saying , "AF TO CONTINUE PROBES ON SAUCERS "---even though to date we have not been able to
catch any!.
'The other was the usual A.V.Roe, Canadian
uorn circular foil aircraft being tested by
the U.S. Air Force, (and under development
f or the past six years).
First we will start with the reports.
An Eastern Airlines mechanic, Herman vI .
Childress and his wife made the report of
a saucer sighting on July 2nd.
On Saturday, July 2, 1960 , Mr. & Mrs.
Childress were driving south on U.S. 27, between Lake Wales and Frostproof, Florida.
At 11:30 a.m. a white saucer shaped object
appeared, going soundlessly from right to
left, in a southeasterly direction. It crossed the highway, 3/4 of a mile ahead of the
car, at an altitude of only about 500 feet.
Suddenly it asce nded very rapidly to a
height of 3 or 4,000 feet. Then it seemed
to change direction, catching the rays of the
sun and reflecting them. This was the last
seen of the object.
Mr. Childress doubted what he had witnessed and remained silent until his wife asked
him what the object was. This question ended
his doubts. The area of the sighting was
open country, the weather was hot, visibility
perfect with only a few scattered clouds.
Mr. & Mrs. Childress are convinced that
the only possible explanation is that the
object was a flying saucer. (Credit Al Grams,
Eastern Air Lines, Miami International Airport, Miami, Florida).

**********

Lf4

vTEIRD, SHIVERING SENSATIONS

ROUT FAMILY FROM HOME
Lexington, N. C. --A family of seven vIaS
chased out of a home at Lexington, N. C. by
unexplainab le Ilhot fla shes 11 that sent shivers
up and dOvIn their backs. James Fuller, his
wife , and three of their five children experienced the weird sensations, which they
said came at fr equent intervals and made them
shake uncontrollably.
The flashes occurred suddenly one evening
while the family was sitting about after supper. At first, each one thought he was being
taken ill. 'Then each realized that the
others were feeling the flashes too.
"Itls something like heat strik ing you
when you go indoors out of winter weather , II
Fuller said.
Investigators said unusual atmospher ic
conditions could have created a magnetic
field around the high tension lines in front
of the home. They theorized the tin roof and
a large TV antenna could have attracted the
magnetic fiel d to the house.
IIIt probably wouldn lt happen again in a
hundred years,1I said a fire department official.
The Fullers had no intention of waiting
around for a repeat performance, however.
(GRIT, July 3, 1960, Credit Violet Berger,
Taylor, Michigan.)
NOTE: Strange isn't it, what excuses officials will use to explain---that which they
cannot explainlJJ
'The following sounds like something out
of a teenage nightmare. It could easily be
ignored, if not for the fact that stories
equally as strange have coincided with past
cycles of UFO activity, If an alien lifeform is visiting and exploring this planet,
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hOH can \-Je be sure of the abilities and the
behavior patterns of an intelligence that may
be completely different from our OHn.
"THING" CHOKES TEXAS TEENAGER
SAN ANTONIO--(AP) --A band of youths Hho
claim ghosts have been attaclcing them for
three nights will face attacking f armers if
they show up again.
Gangs of teena8ers have r oamed through
farms south of here nightly this week SHearing they are searching for a Hhite-garbed
figure they say can disappear at vJil!.
Deputy Sheriff Jimmy DeLesdernier and Constable Henry Satcher rounded up 10 of the
ghost hunters Friday night. Each received a
summons to anSHer malicious mischief charges.
Satcher said one farmer reported a pair of
six-month-old heifers had been chased and
beaten so severely he fears they will die.
'Ihe co nstab l e said farmers have armed
themselves Hith shotguns to protect their
property. He said land owners may shoot
trespassers on sight.
The hunt began about three nights ago one
youth said.
"This thing grabbed a friend of mine by
the neck and started choking him. He fired
at it nine times with a .22 rifle 1 but that
didn't stop the thing" , he said.
Mustering some specter-hunting friends ,
the youth returned to the area.
One of the youths "felt something behind
him and sHung around Hith his arm. His arm
disappeared in the thing. He pulled his arm
out and started running" 1 a boy said.
"It's visible sometimes I " said the youth 1
whose sister joined in the foray.
"S0metimes ~y0ueaBsee the grass goil'lg----down Hhere it steps II) he said.
The youth said the thing , Hhich he described as "a big white glOH I" chased a car
down the road at 80 nr 90 mph, then disappeared.
"Everybody's shook , " the youth said. (Miami
HERALD 1 July 17, 1960.)
Sounds like the kids may have been seeing
too many "Science-Fiction" movies---but who
knows. Any folloH-UP from our Texas correspondants on this will be much appreciated.

* * * * * *' * * * * *

MYSTERIOUS OBJECT SHAKES UP ATLANTA
ATLANTA 1 (A P) --A demolition team from Dobbins Air Force Base today is going to try to
determine the nature of a mysterious object
that fell on property of the Atlanta Federal
Penitentiary.
The explosion last night shook houses in
the area , broke a limb off a tree several
hundred yards mvay and sent a column of smoke
and dust 50 feet into the air.
The blast made a hole two feet in diameter
and an estimated 15 t o 20-foot deep. A dozen
metallic fragments were found at the hole.
No one Has injured. Prison officials puzzled as to what the object could be, called
in Dobbins officials to investigate.
Guards from Dobbins and the prison were
posted around the hole pending arrival of the
demolition team.
Air Force Officials declined to comment on
the nature of the object. Thus there was no
official word on Hhether it was a missile,
rocket or aerial bomb.
"It made a big noise when it hit," said
v.Jarden David M. Heritage at the prison.
"There Here no planes flying overhead so it
must have come from a long Hay off."
The warden said the object buried itself
in the ground about 300 yards back of the
prison wall on prison property.
He said it couldn 't have landed in a
better spot. "No one Has near it at the
time," he added. (Boston TRAVELER, July 26,
1960; Credit Philip Moshcovitz, Chestnut
Hill, Mass.)

****

******

NOTE: No, Mr. Warden , you Hill not receive
an official explam.tion on this one. vJe can
furnish you Hith a dozen or more unexplained
ho 1e-5 - i1'l~ the -gj;'oul'lEiy-a-l'lEi- nofle- e£ -t-hef!l---fi&v-e- ~
been satisfactorily explained by the Air
Force---Nor have they been explained by the
British RAF, or the Dutch Air Force when the
mysterious holes appeared in their countries.
Take your choice, Russia or a race from outer space who is responsible for these. And
while you are at it, give us the purpose for
the shenanigans. We could use that too.

***********

EERIE FLYING SAUCERS REPORTEDLY SEEN
OVER WIDE AREA OF SOUTHLAND
LOS ANGELES--August 1, 1960---Flying
saucers spooked the Southland again early
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yesterday. Ee rie lights in the sky, described variously as bluish-white or red-andgreen, were reported by a housewife in South
San Gabriel, and unidentified motorist on the
desert at Lancaster, a beach dweller at Malibu---and two California highway patrolmen
in East Los Angeles.
No official agency provided ready explanation of the unidentified flying objects
which were reported overhead from midnight
until about 3:00 a.m.
The housewife, r,lrs. Robert Hueth of South
San Gabriel, said she was sitting in her
patiO at midnight waiting for her husband to
return from work vJhen she first spotted the
light.
It appeared in the northvTestern sky,
bluiSh-white with the blinking brilliance of
a star, but moving in relation to the horizon,
she reported. 'Ihe light appeared melon-size
in her perspective and would zoom swiftly
westward, then return more slowly.
Her husband joined her and together they
vJatched the light until nearly 3 :00 a.m.
The highway patrolmen, Albert Coulombe
and Donald Holten, filed a report that they
spotted the light in the western sky while
they vJere patrolling along Whittier Blvd.,
near Atlantic Avenue.
'Ihe object -remained in sight only about 30
seconds, the officers said. They described
it as grapefruit size, reddish colored with
a green tail.
"I thought at first it was a plane burning, II Coulombe related, "but then I noticed
it had no falling motion. It diminished in
size as though gOing away from us, and just
disappeared."
The Sheriff I s Newhall Station, ansvlering
a report- of a motorist - who told of seeing a
green light over the desert at Lancaster,
sent a car to investigate. The officers
found nothing.
"If a plane had crashed near here we would
know about it by now," Sheriff I s Sgt. William
lvright said at Newhall yesterday.
'Ihe sheriff1s Malibu Station had a report
of a bluish-white light flashing across the
ocean at about 2:00 a.m.
Coast Guard headquarters said it received
three reports of flare .s over the ocean bet'VTeen Playa del Rey and Santa Monica during
the early morning hours, but had no reports
of any vessel in distress.
The control tower at International Airport
said no unidentified objects appeared on
their radar screen nor had personnel on duty
in the tower spotted any flying phenomena •••
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(Los Angeles TIr~S, August 1, 1960, Credit
L. Tudor---and Los Angeles EXAMINER, Credit
L. Johnson.)

***********

THOUSANDS SEE BRIGHT OBJECT
IN ITALIAN SKY
BOME--A luminous object sped across the
northern Italian sky last night watched by
thousands of excited people.
It was described as looking like an illuminated sphere of glass as it shot through
the darkness in a northerly direction. Eyewitnesses at Montova said it enclosed a
bright red light, but people in Genoa said
the core color was green.
The object was also spotted in Verona,
Trento, and Blozano as it continued its northerly course. Newspapers were deluged with
calls. (IVliami NEWS, July 17, 1960.)

* * * * * * *~1iami
* * *had

And then on July 22nd
King-Sized mystery:

its own

"SPACEMAN" & l,mIRD STAR HAUNT MIAMI
It was a weird night in Miami.
There was a disappearing star with a
bright halo in the northwest.
And there was a Spaceman on the Beach.
Both were reported about the same time--the star and the halo by residents in the
Golden Glades area whose homes were blacked
out by a temporary power faIIUre:::(Underscoring-your Editors, not the newspaper.
Strange that the power failure happened at
just this time. \ITas this to get people outside so they could see this phenomena---or
was it just a coincidence?)
When, TV-less, they congregated on their
lawns to talk, they reported, "a misty blue
cloud at fj.rst ,then a star that grew brighter and brighter with a big halo around it.
'Ihe star disappeared but the halo grew bigger
and then faded out.
f1eanwhile, back on the Beach, a crowd followed a "Spaceman" up Collins Ave. from 73rd
to 75th st., and a few dropped out of the
pack to call the Herald.
"'Ihere1s no sign on his back advertising
nuthin," they said.
"He1s got a space suit on, with a glass,
bubble headgear and has some gold in it.
What1s he doinl?"
Beach police cruisers rushed to the scene,
but POUF J •• The spaceman vIaS gone J The star
and halo '-las gone J (Miami HERALD, July 22,
1960. )
NOTE:

***********

Strange isn1t it that a man dressed so
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conspicuously with a cro\vd following him
could vanish so quickly that no one knew
where he had gone! Mayas well give the
folJ.owup on this and you can evaluate it for
,\-That it is worth in your own opinion.
Enid Brady of Daytona Beach who claims a
mental telepathy type of contact with space
visitors , whose contacts and information have
been aired via tape recording over your Editor I s Radio Program, came through with the
information that the phenomena seen on the
Beach ~1ain street of Collins Avenue vlas indeed a spaceman from a craft in the area,
and the craft was a spacecraft from the planet Mar s!
And if it is any comfort, (or dis comfort)
to you this same Enid Brady and also r~arle-Age
unit of ~1iami---predicted this current saucer
flap---WEEI\:S IN ADVANCE---before the first
reports started coming in.
\~h at does all of this mean?
Is this another coincidence ????? ---And if it is, how
many coincidences do we need to malee for a
case of circumstantial evidence?????

***********

So in view of all these reports and other
unexplained phenomena, is it any VIonder that
the Air Force again released its two aces in
the sleeve, held for release pending every
saucer flap???
'Ihis move on the part of the Air Force was
anticipated---and predicted---here at
S.P.A.C.E. headquarters.
After all, you canlt allow the natives to
get too restless. They mi ght just start
thinking for themselves---and ask embarrasing
questions that the Air Force cannot or will
not answer as yetJ
AF TO CONTINUE PROBES OF "SAUCERS"
WASHINGTON--(UP)--The Air Force will continue to investigate all reported Unidentified Flying Objects, even though 13 years of
investigation have produced no evidence they
exist , a spokesman said Saturday.
He said the Air Force is responsible for
the nation's air defense and hence this mission includes accounting for all foreign objects in the sky.
Since 1947, when the first excited description of a "flying saucer" caught public
attention, the Air Force has i nvestigated
more than 6500 reports.
"No physical or material evidence, not even
a minute fragment of a so-called Iflying
saucer' or spaceship has ever been found,"
the military agency said in its most recent
"fact sheet on unidentified flying objects".

The report listed 173 so-called sightings
of UFO's or aerial phenomena reported during
the first six months of this year, a large
number of them in the Pacific and Far East
areas. (Miami HERALD, Sunday , July 31, 1960).
NOTE : --Notice the old phrase, "ho physical
or material evidence"? They ne ver say no
photographic or docwnentary evidence as they
have plenty of that ---always no "physic al
evidence" • So all the Air Force has said--as usual---in the above release is--- "\lTe have
been chasing them for 13 years---and still we
have not been able to CATCH ONE?
Must be very frustrating---What?????

**********

And then the inevitable follow-up for the
natives \vho might STILL BE RESTLESS! The
Avro saucer shaped earth-craft that has still
made no regular flight---after 6 years of research---is pulled out of the hat as though
it were something brand spangled neVI. \'That
short memories we are supposed to possess.
This one has been pulled out of the hat,
after every flap has gotten underway, for
the past six years. And that makes at least
10 flaps!

**********

WHO STILL SAYS THERE ARE NO FLYING SAUCERS
viASHINGTON--(AP) --The Defense Department
Monday made public the first photographs of
a saucer-shaped flying disc that is being
tested by the Air Force and the Army.
KnoHn as the "Avrocar" and produced by the
Avro Aircraft Ltd. of Canada, the vehicle is
designed to hover near the ground on a cushion of air or to take off under its OHn power
similar to a winged aircraft.
'Ihe flying object began i ts ground tests
la st November, and Avro experts conducted
several low-level hovering flights with it
in Toronto . 'Ihe Army said that development
testing is still underway. The Avrocar has
made no regular flights . (Underscoring Ed:)
--AirForce interest in such a vehicle began in 1955 under a contract with Avro to
investigate this vertical take off and landing concept . Three years later the Army became interested and joined with the Air Force
in sponsoring the Avrocar, two of which have
been produced by the Canadian firm. (Miami
HERALD, Aug. 2, 1960)
come it didn't take Ford Motor
Company nearl y so long to build theirs---or
Chrys ler---and theirs will fly even!
Also notice how in the Defense Department
release, they refer to the Avro craft as a

H~n---How
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flying object, in spite of their later admitting that it has not yet flown? This is
known as incrimination by association!J
But the majority of the HNATIVES II will read
the headlines, and say IISee---they do belong
to our own Goverrunent!l
ltJell please, Mr. Defense Department, pardon this vIriter and these readers---if VIe
are not as gullible as the rest of the NATIVES.
\'Je prefer to inerpret the wording , sift the
facts, and see the picture as it really is--the VIay you see the picture yourselves!

***********

Then, just to compound . the mysteries, the
seasons are changing gradually, the sea monster are putting in their appearances more
often, the poles are slowly shifting their
positions---and still people say---\1hat is
this business some folks are talking about-a l\!EvI AGE! Nonsense! J But---What are VIe to
make of these reports??????????????????????

*

**********

BIRDS FLYING FARTHER NORTH
Science Service
MADISON, 1;Jisconsin---Birds are going farther north than they did a few years ago,
according to Prof. Joseph Hickey of the University of Wisconsin VIildlife management department.
He said a northVIard trend has been noted
in the United States, VIith a number of forme rly southern birds noVI pushing into the
northern states.
He said a s imila.r north\·mrd t rend has been
reported in Europe, and birds from the southern parts of Europe have even been invadinG
Scandinavia, Greenland and Iceland.
In the United States the blue VIing VIarbler,
tufted titmouse, cardinal, mocking bird and
the turkey vulture are among - the- species moving north, Prof. Hickey said. (NeVI York
WORLD-TELEGRAM and SUN, July 15, 1960, Credit
Gladys Fusaro, Huntington, L.1., NeVI York.)

***********

. ARCTIC HEAT KILLS CYCLIST
ALTA, Nonmy---(AP) ---A 60-year-old man
died of a heat stroke 300 miles north of the
Arctic Circle.
Olaf Groette was stricken VIhile bicycling
i n this northerrunost province, Firunark, VIhere
the mercury has hit 90 degrees the last feVI
days.
Hhile southern NorVIay has shivered in rain
and cold weather most of the summer, the northerrunost provinces beyond the Arctic Circle
have had blistering heat. (Credit Catherine

Sparks, Miami.)
Can this be the cause of the unusual
VIeather conditions? (of recent years.)
NORTH POLE MOVING TOWARD GREENLAND
HELSINKI, Finland---July 31---Since the
start of this century the North Pole has been
moving tOVIard Greenland at more than half a
foot a year, it VIas reported here this VIeekend.
The motion VIas attributed by one scientist
to the me lting of the greenland ice sheet.
Such a gradual adjustment of the earthls spin
axis should be comforting to those who fear
cataclysmic tumbling of the axis when changes
in ice distribution throw the earth off
balance.
The migration of the pole tOVIard Greenland
was reported by Dr. \'Jilliam Markowitz of the
Naval Observatory in ltJashington. Such a
drift has been suspected on the basis of
earlier studies, but has never been established to the satisfaction of geophysiCists.
Its detection has been complicated by the
precession of the earthls axis, which moves
the poles in 35 foot circles every 14 months.
A childls gyroscopic top exhibits this same
phenomenon as its axis describes a sloVI circle while the top is spinning.
It has been shown, according to Dr. MarkoVIitz, that the entire circle of the polels
precession has moved about 35 feet tOVIard
Greenland during the first half of the century.
This tilting of the earth has had an observable effect on sea level, he said. A
study of ten tide gauges in operation for the
last century, has shoVIn sea level changes
due to the 14 month VIobble. Furthermore, he
reported, the records of eclipses in Babylonian times indicate that melting of the
worlds ice has sloVIed the earthls rotation.
This he attributed to the shift of VIeight
from ice sheets and glaciers in high latitudes, VIhere the centrifugal effect was
small, to the oceans, VIhose VIater floVIed
freely to equatorial reg ions and thus exerted
maximum retardation. He likened the effect
to that exhibited when a ballet dancer
spreads her arms to slow a pirouette. (New
York TIMES, August 1, 1960, Credit Dorothy
Lefler, Cincinnati, Ohio.)

**********

NOTE: Could these sea. level and VIater
changes be arousing the monsters of the deep,
just as the weather changes are causing the
birds to migrate farther north?
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CLAHlS SEA MONSTER OFF GLOUCESTER
GLOUCESTER, Mass. July 13---Sea serpents
are in season in the Atlantic waters off
this port and Manchester.
Several people who don't usually see sea
serpents at sea reported glimpsing a 70-foot
monster while fishing near Stellwagon Bank,
about a quarter-mile beyond the entrance to
Gloucester Harbor.
Mrs. Richard Laupot of Great Neck, L. I.
was positive it was a sea serpent. Her husband conceded that it was 70 feet long and
looked like a serpent.
Capt. Ellis Hodgins, owner of a charter
fishing boat, said, "I never saw anything like
it before in my life." His mate, David
Fortier, said it looked like a cross between
a snake and a camel.
Harry and \\Tarren Heath of Manchester and
their two sons reported seeing a mysterious
monster in the sea off Egg Rock. It was about 14 to 16 feet long. (Boston TRAVELER,
July 13, 1960, Credit Philip B. Moshcovitz,
Chestnut Hill, Mass.).

***********

And why not in the ocean, when they are
landlocked in Loch Ness in Scotland. Now
that they have been officially confirmed by
scientists, may the skeptical and the unbelieving take a second look into other controversial mysteries---like the Abominable Snowman and Flying Saucersl Maybe the claim of
certain anthropologists that the dinosaur
still survives in the unexplored headwaters
of the Amazon, and in the steaming jungles
of the interior cf Africa, will be taken a
little more seriously.
Be that as it may, the Scots are happy
with the finds of the scientists:
LOBB NESS MONS'TE-R HAS PALS
INVERNESS, Scotland---'Ihere is not only
one Loch Ness monster but a family of five,
a group of English University scientists say.
The men made the claim after scanning the
deep, 2lt miles long waters with an echosounder for five weeks.
The news pleased the local residents. vIith
five monsters the tourist business should be
even better.
Three of the scientists declared they saw
a "monster" surfacing half a mile from the
shore one evening.
"I saw a 10-foot-long hump rising to about
18 inches above the water and traveling north
at about 20 miles per hour," said Bruce lng,
one of the monster-trackers. "It surfaced
for less than a minute and was of a reddishbrown color. I I
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The men also are convinced another monster
was near at hand when they made their soundings from a launch. As their launch chugged
along, the men said, a huge moving shape appeared on the echo-sounder chart.
The "monster", estimated to be only 20 ft.
below the water, suddenly shot, at a steep
angle, 600 feet down to the loch bed. No
known animal could have done that, the scientists said.
The scientists think the monsters belong
to the Plesiosaurus family, which was thought
to have died out 60 million years ago during
the steamy Cretaceous period.
The experts believe the monsters have a
12-inch long, ferret-shaped head with two,
fleshy retractable horns like submarine
snorkels, through which they breathe when
submerged. Their eyes cover a third of the
head and have no eyelids.
Their neck is betvTeen six and 12 feet long
While their body measures between 30 and 60
feet long. They swim breast-stroke fashion
with the aid of four three-foot "paddles".
They are nocturnal creatures, feed mainly on
salmon and sHim at 30 miles per hour. (Miami
NE\\TS, August 6, 1960).

***********

ARCHAEOLOGISTS FIND FINE MAYAN TEMPLE
TUXTAL GUTIERREZ, r.1exico (UPI) ---Archaeologists have reported discovery of a Mayan
temple believed to be more than 1400 years
old in the jungle wilderness, three days'
trek from here.
The temple has colored murals still intact
on its outside walls. It is thought to be
one of the most valuable finds in recent
years. (BOSTON TRAVELER, July 25, 1960,
Credit Philip Moshcovitz).

**********

~

MORE ARCHAEOLOGICAL FINDS IN MEXICO
NE\\T YORK (UPI)--A Mexican archaeologist
has found a jagged piece of ancient mastodon
bone that documents man's existence in the
western hemisphere at least 30,000 years ago.
The precious bit of pelvic bone was found
May 2nd by Dr. Juan Armenta Camacho, director
of the Anthropology Department of the University of Pueblo, Mexico.
Armenta was working in the desert near
Balsequillo, 60 miles southeast of Mexico
City, when his shovel unearthed the bone. On
it were carved crude, now faint drawings of
several animals - horses, bison, tapirs,
mastodon and reptiles.
The drawings are the earliest ever found
in this hemisphere, · according to V1fl1on.Magazine which reported Armenta's discoveries.
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Since his original find, Armenta and his
associates have also dug up at the same site
about 500 bone fragments in the form of
knives, awls, scrapers and weapon points, as
well as other pieces of mammoth or mastodon
bones with faint human engravings.
The pelvic bone fragment with carvings
found by Armenta measures Lf· by 6~ inches.
Upon its surface is the carving of a type of
mammoth thought to have died out 100,000 yrs.
ago. (Cincinnati POST & TIMES STAR, July 23,
1960, Credit Dorothy Lefler.)

***********

MAf®'IOTH BONES
LONDON, July 19 (Reuters) -- The Soviet
news agency Tass reported today the findings
of bones, flesh and wool of a mammoth that
died 12,000 years ago on the banks of the
River Lena, a region of permafrost. (New York
DAILY NEWS, July 20, 1960, Credit Gladys
Fusaro, Huntington, N.Y.)

***

**** * ***

AID VOLCANO VICTU1S
NOUMEA, New Caledonia, July 11 - (Rueters)
A rescue ship today evacuated all 268 inhabitants of a tiny Pacific island following the
violent eruption of a volcano. Almost the
entire island of Le Lopevi in the New Hebrides
was Iione fire". (New York DAILY NEI'lS, July 12,
1960, Credit Gladys Fusaro, Huntington, N.Y.)

***********

TANKER CRASH A PUZZLE
YORK, July 21, 1960 ...... The Coast Guard
ended three days of fruitless search yesterday for an answer to what submerged object
ripped into the 603 foot tanker ALKAID last
Friday, in the East River near the United
Nations Building.
The Captain, other officers and crew members have testified since f.londay that the
ship, carrying 22,557 tons of heavy fuel oil
from the Persian Gulf, struck an "unidentified object" between the Williamsburg Bridge
and 44th Street.
Lt. Comdr. Frank E. McLean, who conducted
the inquiry, said the public hearings had
ended, unless "some ne1-l development occurs".
He also said the investigation will continue.
(New York TIMES, July 21, 1960, Credit
Dorothy Lefler.)
NE\~

******* * ***

NEW GALAXY DISCOVERED
LONDON, July 23 (AP)--British astronomers
said today they have discovered a new galaxy
of stars farther out in space than man has
ever seen before.

The star system, resembling the milkyway,
is 36 quadrillion (15 zeros) miles distant
from the earth. It takes light 5,000,000,000
years to reach the earth from the newly found
stars, thus far called only Galaxy 3C-295.
"In other words, we are seeing a sample of
the universe as it was all those millions of
years ago," said Dr. Martin Ryle, of the
Mullard Radio Astronomy Laboratory at Cambridge University. He gave a lecture before
the Royal Society on the discoveries. (New
York HERALD TRIBUNE, July 24, 1960, Credit
Gladys Fusaro, Huntington, N.Y.)

***********

ANYBODY LOST A KANGAROO?
Los Angeles, July 19, 1960 -- Anyone missing a pet kangaroo?
At least that1s the animal officers E. V.
Lyon and R. I~. Smith of Hollywood Station
hope they spotted last night cavorting in
serene freedom in a wooded area of Griffith
Park.
It looked like a kangaroo and hopped like
a kangaroo and, though their vision was obscured by trees and darkness, the officers
doubt seriously that it was a strange, carnivorous beast or an invader from Mars.
Lyon and Smith were called out on an animal alert by an unidentified citizen who reported his heart skipped a beat \-Jhen he came
on an odd, huge beast while driving in the
park on Crystal Springs Road.
'I'he officers then got a glimpse too, but
were unable to nab the fast-moving suspect.
So they called Griffith Park Zoo, only to
find that no kangaroos had been reported
missing.
Zoo officials, however, were counting
pouches again today. (Los Angeles HERALD &
EXPRESS, July 19, 1960, Credit Janet Kennedy,
Pacific Palisades, Calif.)
NOTE: These odd animal reports always pop up
during cycles of UFO activity. Maybe only a
coincidence again, or it may be that extraterrestrial animals are placed here temporarily for experimental purposes. Or again
maybe this particular "kangaroo" escaped from
the meat packers in Pennsylvania:
KANGAROO MEAT PUT IN SAUSAGES IN PENN.
HARRISBURG, Pa., May 3, 1960 (UPI)-- Two
state officials charged that "thousands of
pounds" of illegal kangaroo meat have been
eaten by Pennsylvanians in the form of sausage.
The charge was leveled in a joint
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agreement by state Attorney General Anne X.
Alpern and state Agriculture Secretary
vJilliam L. Henning, following an investigation by their agencies into the sale of kangaroo meat in Pennsylvania.
"The combined investigation of the two
departments conclusively established that
thousands of pounds of the meat eventually
found their way into the hands of sausage
manufacturers and into the stomaches of unsuspecting citizens in Pennsylvania and elsewhere," the officials said. (Credit Gene
Duplantier, Toronto, Canada.)

********** *

PATTERN OF JUPITER'S r1AGNETIC STOm.m
MAY HELP EXPLAIN THOSE ON EARTH
New light has been thrown on the planet
J1.J,piter... by a ~tJlgy . juS.t 3 0rtl12.l etBji at t.he Uni~
versity of Colorado High Altitude Observatory.
Radio signals received from the giant planet
seem to indicate that there is a predictable
pattern for its gigantic magnetic storms,
probably caused by the planet's magnetic
field.
According to Dr. James VJarwick, charged
gas clouds from the sun are concentrated at
specific points over Jupiter by the planets
magnetic field. When these gas clouds settle
down and hit the ionosphere, huge magnetic
storms result.
Since the same phenomenon occurs on earth,
upsetting radio communications, further study
of Jupiter1s phenomena may help scientists
understand our own. (Business Week, Credit
Gene Duplantier, SPACE, SCIENCE & SAUCERS,
125 Woodycrest Ave., Toronto 6, Ontario,
CANADA) •

ON

MYSTERY BALLOON
SEATTLE (AP) -- A huge mystery balloon,
miles high, drifted lazily and erratically
over western Washington, moving slowly northeastward.
Everybody's question was: "Whose and what
is it?" There was no authoritative answer.
Near sundown, it was somewhere over Snoqualmie Pass in the Cascades, 40 miles southeast of here. Early in the day it was over
the mouth of the Columbia river at Astoria,
Oregon. It rose and descended to different
heights during the day.
Lt. Col. Martin C. Johansen, commander of
a fighter-intercepter squadron near Tacome,
flew an F-I06 to 53,000 feet to take a look.
. ..li.WQJJnd - t.....t.be _ 'lhigge.s.Lthing _Ll ve e'y@.p=
seen in the air," looking like a squeezed,
creased sausage.
"There was no gondola, no instrument case,
and so far as I could tell, no markings of
any kind," he said.
Dave Lincoln, weather bureau meteorologist, took position readings and speculated
the object might have come from Japan. But
the Japanese consul-general here said he knew
of no balloon experimental work in Japan.
Such balloons would also have identifiable
markings or flags, he said. (Regina, Canada
LEADER-POST, July 9, 1960, Credit Gene
Duplantier, Toronto, Canada).

NOTE: That leaves Russia or OUTER
SPACE!! J!

The Air Force says that it has no PHYSICAL EVIDENCE (physical meaning 'something you can touch') that such things even
exist. In the words of Capt. Edward J. Ruppelt, retired, who served three years at Wright Field, Dayton, Ohio, as Chief Investigator for Project Bluebook WHAT CONSTITUTES PROOF?? - Does a UFO have to land at the River Entrance to the Pentagon,
near the Joint Chiefs of Staff offices? Or is it proof enough when a ground Radar Station detects a UFO, sends a Jet up to intercept
it, the pilot sees it, and locks on with his Radar, only to have the UFO streak away at a phenomenal rate of speed? Which is PROOF?
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The cycle of UFO incidents that started
increasing in July continued the pace with an
ever increasing temp o as August progressed.
Also as usual, other incidents of the strange,
the unusual and the unexplained kept pace with
the UFO reports.
So is it any wonder that Senator Lyndon
Johnson, Democratic Vice Presidential Candidate made an important statement in the U. S.
Senate:
JOHNSON ORDERS UFO ALERTNESS
VJASHINGTON (UPI)--Senate investigators
have been ordered by Democratic leader Lyndon
B. Johnson to keep IIclose watch ll on major
developments involving unidentified flying
objects, it was disclosed Friday.
Johnson, the Democratic vice-presidential
candidate, also has ordered the staff of the
Senate Preparedness Subcommittee to give him
a report on any Iisignificantli sightings of
UFOIS along with an analysis of resulting Air
Force investigations.
Congressional sources said the check has
been undervmy some time but that nothing sensational has turned up so far. (Springfield,
Mass. SPRINGFIELD UNION, Aug. 8, 1960, Credit
Virginia Maratea--Cincinnati ENQUIRER, Aug.6,
1960, Credit Dorothy Lefler).
NOTE: It seems that newspapers which have
been in the fore front in printing UFO sightings were the only ones to carry the report
on Senator Johnson. Those who have ignored
the reports in most part, also ignored the
above UPI release. Sorry to say that both the
Miami lTE\V'S and the Miami HERALD felt that the
public should be Ilprotected II from this particular UPI releasel

******

THEY'RE BACKl J J
PATROLMEN SIGHT MYSTERIOUS FLYING OBJECT
RED BLUFF, Calif.--(UPI)--Two California

highway patrolmen have reported sighting and
then racing---a mysterious flying football
shaped thing which gave off a mysterious red
glow.
At least eight other persons also reported
spotting the object, which was described as
being the size of an airliner. They reported that sometimes it hung silently in the air
only 200 feet off the ground.
Patrolmen Stanley Scott and Charles A.
Carson were cruising in ,their patrol car Saturday night some 18 miles south of here.
Scott Monday night reported he first saw
the thing about a mile and a half away at an
altitude of 200 feet. It seemed to have a
row of horizontal lights and II some thing on
the end that made a red beam ll and appeared
to be sweeping the ground, he reported.
As they kept looking at it in disbelief,
it suddenly shot noiselessly up about 500
feet. They sent out a radio alert and then
put their flashing red light on. The object
sHung its red beam and then began to slide
across the sky, they reported.
They pursued the object for about two
hours. At one time it went into Ilvarious
maneuvers---straight up and down and sideways. II But it soon left its pursuers behind.
Three deputy sheriffs, hearing the radio
alert, raced into the hunt. They reported
that they saw it too, but were also outmaneuvered as the thing disappeared over the
eastern horizon around 2 a.m. All this time
the patrolmen's radio was full of static,
presumably caused by the flying object.
(Detroit FREE PRESS, Aug. 17, 1960, Credit
Violet Berger, and Los Angeles EXAMINER, Aug.
18, 1960, Credit Lela B. Johnson). (Also Mary
E. Brown, Madera, California).
Through sources who claim to be in contact
Ilmentallyll with extra-terrestrials, the
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prediction has been made that there will be
ever increasing activity of UFOls during
September, October and November, and that they
will make many low level flights, which will
prove beyond a doubt to many more people of
earth that extra-terrestrial visitation is a
reality. To date this prediction has come
true. It will be interesting to observe the
coming several months.
The following two reports from ships at
sea were forwarded to S.P.A.C.E. by Lewis
Maxwell, Editor of DEEP SEA DIGEST.
CELESTIAL PHENOMENA
The Third and Fourth Officers aboard the
Netherlands S.S. Calamares reported the following:
At 0100 G.M.T. June 25, 1960 in 33 0-46'30"
N, 55 0 03'00 "vi., a shining cloud with a very
bright center was observed bearing about 250 0
altitude about 15°. It moved toward the south
and became fainter and disappeared as a faint
dot bearing 168 0 altitude 19 0 • At the same
time a shining band was observed extending
from the horizon above the clouds bearing
260 0 at a 45 0 angle to the southward. It disappeared at the same time as the dot.
Chief Officer Filippo Benzi of the Italian
M.V. Bianca C, Capt. Francesco Crevato, Master,
reported the following :
At 0710 G.M.T., July 2,1960, in lat i tude
220201N., long. 40 0081 vJ ., on passage from
La Guaira to Santa Cruz de Tenerife, a flying
object similar to a first magnitude star was
observed. It was fir st observed bearing 280 0 290 0 , between Altair and Albiero and disappeared bearing 100 0 -110 0 in the vicinity of
IVIenkar. The altitude was nearly constant and
measured by sextant varied between 40 0 and 45°.
The object emanated a rather dull whitish
light and had a very short faint tail at a 45 0
angle away from the forward direction of it s
trajectory. The object was visible 9 minutes
and 50 seconds.
vJeather partly cloudy with good visibility,
wind NE, force 3, slight sea and swell, barometer 30.18 inches, air temperature 75 0 F.,
sea temperature 810 F.
WILDlJ J
There's a one-eyed hairy animal to the
west of Rio de Janeiro, reports a hunter who
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was terroriz ed by one. A Brazilian government expedhion, including American scientists has left to i nvestigat e 1,000 mile s of
Amazon jungle, armed with this description:
"They are larger than horses, have almost
human faces, huge tusks, elephant-like
hooves.
And one eye apiece."
NO GREE N MEN---ONLY THE BUGS
NEW ORLEANS (AP)--The Coast Guard received
a call to investigate an eerie green light
several feet above the Mississippi River and
moving downstream.
Out went a 40-foot boat with a full crew.
The boat caught up with the green glow early
11011Qa~i~4 mil~ s ~ south of Ne'W Orleans.
It was a swarm of lightning bugs. (Credit
Gene Duplantier, Toronto, Canada.)
And in England it would appear that the
glowworms are "souped Upll this season.
NUCLEAR WORMS
BATH, England (AP)--Glowworms in England
are shining with unusual brilliance this
year, and a spare-time naturalist suggests
that they may be pepped up by nuclear fallout.
On the meadows of west England they light
up the soft summer twilight with a beautiful
greenish-white shimmer, many time s brighter
than in former years.
"We are reasonably sure that the light of
the glowworm, or firefly , is caused by very
delicate chemical actions which in some way
produce electrical energy," said Alan v,J.
Elphick, chief draftsman at the Navy's big
installations at Bath.
"I' m wonde ring whe the~r s tront~um - 9 0, settling down after atomic bomb explosions, may
be giving fire to the firefly. II
Ephick added that he 's not a scientist,
I'Just a spare-time naturalist."
An entomologist at the Natural History
Museum said t hat no one can be sure of anything about glowworms. Fallout may be
brightening them, he conceded , but he was
inclined to think that it wa s all part of t he
love life of t he cre ature.
The female glowwor m, really a beetle half
an inch long , can' t fly. 'Ihe male has wing s .
The female calls attention to he r self with
her winking light, or with a steady glow in

S.P.A.C.E. is edited and published monthly by Norbert F. Gariety, 267 Alhambra Circle, Coral
Gables, Florida. Subscription rate is $3.00 per year. Mail in any interesting news-clippings
of UFO reports, or other interesting items for futur e issue s of S.P.A.C.E.
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case of urgency. The males see where to go.
(The Regina Canada LEADER POST, Aug. 4, 1960,
Credit Gene Duplantier, Toronto, Canada.)
While we are up in Canada, here is another
mystery from Halifax. This is very much like
the still unexplained hole made on the property of the Atlanta, Ga. Federal Penitentiary,
carried on page 2 of the August issue.
MYSTERY BLAST IS UNS OLVED
HALIFAX, Canada--Aug. 3, 1960--The mystery
of an explosion in Halifax's south end, which
shot a column of blue flame into the sky and
left a strong odor of sulphur in the air was
unsolved at press time Tuesday night. Police
were still baffled after extensive investigation.
First reports of the blast, described as
loud and sharp, were received at 9:20 p.m.,
and indicated Camp Hill cemetery was the
explosion point.
Halifax city police and detectives scoured
the cemetery for more than an hour without
success as to the location of the explosion.
A sailor sitting in the Public Gardens
said it blew him "right off the bench. II He
indicated the corner of Summer street and
Spring Garden Road, within the cemetery, as
the location.
Another witness of the blast who lives at
40 Summer Street, pointed to the west corner
of the cemetery at Robie st. & Spring Garden
Road. He described the explosion as sharp and
deafening. Many told of smelling sulphur.
(The Halifax, Canada CHRONICLE-HERALD, Aug. 3,
1960, Credit Gene Duplant ier, Toronto, Canada).
FLIGHT OF SPACE SAUCER AWES CONVENTION CROWD
VISTA, Calif., July 14, 1960--Visitors at
the annual Spacecraft Convention at Harmony
Grove Camp in Escondido were thrilled July 4
when a flying saucer suddenly nppeared in the
sky near the cmnp.
At 7:40 p.m. the amazing object was sighted.
It was described as circular shaped with a
bell-like dome in the center and glowed with
a brilliant white light.
A large number of people at the camp sm-J'
the object for several minutes. Then it turned
on edge, climbed higher into the sky and was
gone. The sighting climaxed three days of
talks on spacecraft and life on other planets.
Convention director Michael V. Barton expressed his belief that interplanetary beings
are visiting us from other planets more advanced than earth. (The VISTA PRESS, Vista, Calif.
July 14, 1960, Credit vJalter Armstrong, Coral
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Gables, Florida).

***********

PRIEST SUGGESTS MEN LIVE IN SPACE
Theologian Says Races May Exist In State
Like That Before Fall of Adam
Super races of rational beings with cultures and civilizations that far outstrip
those enjoyed by men on earth may well exist
in outer space, according to a Roman Catholic theologian.
This is the considered opinion of the Rev.
Daniel C. Raible, a priest who for the past
seven years has taught at the Brunnerdale
Seminary of the Society of the Precious Blood
in Canton, Ohio.
Writing in the Aug. 13 issue of America,
a weekly review edited and published by the
Jesuits, Father Raible finds it conceivable
that one or more races in space may exist in
1-J'hat theologians call a "state of innocence. II
This condition, according to theology, is
the state in which Adam and Eve lived before
their fall. It is one without disease, concupiscence, ignorance or death. Persons
merely pass painlessly into everlasting happiness after a period of probation.
Thus writes Father Raible, it is quite
possible that some space beings may not be
encumbered with ills that beset mankind such
as crime, illiteracy and juvenile delinquency. He notes further that IIhospitals and
asylums would be unknown to them. II
The priest observes that it is Godls decision to name the state in which a hypothetical space race may exist.
"If God so wished," he commented, "He
could limit His gifts to this imaginary race
to those of the supernatural order. Members
of such a race would still be AubjAot to ~he
ills common to natural man: i gnorance, accident, old age, struggle between the spirit
and the flesh, and finally, death.
"But if God were to grant to some race a
combination of the benefits of the state of
integral natural (preternatural gifts) and
of the gifts of the state of supernature,
then 'VIe would have the fourth possible condition---that of the state of innocence."
Theologians hold that God could have
created mankind in one of four different conditions: the state of pure nature in which
there is no divine revelation; the state of
integral nature that provides gifts above and
beyond pure nature; the supernatural state
that confers privileges that partake of the
divine, and the state of innocence, a combination of the 2nd and 3rd conditions.
Father Raible then poses the dilemma of a
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race in the state of innocence that follows
the lead of Adam and Eve and rejects God by
serious sin.
He deduces that a God of infinite mercy
might in that case redeem the fallen race by
re-elevating it or by becoming man and atoning the sin.
IIAnother aspect of redemption that would
depend entirely upon the will of God!1 he
writes, IIwould be the number and kind of gifts
'VIhich God would return to the race. II (New
York TI~illS, Aug. 7, 1960--Sorry we lost the
record of where this one came from so cannot
credit the donor. Thank you, whoever you are).

************

MYSTERIOUS FACE ON CEMETERY WALL
REFORr1, Ala., Aug. 20, 1960---A mysterious
IIface II is dravling a steady stream of visitors
to the Mineral Springs Church Cemetery near
here.
The IIface ll said to resemble a crude drawing is on a concrete block wall separating
the old cemetery from the new. It appeared
Friday, Aug. 12, and was still there Saturday.
Skeptics call the object a blotch and say
it is a flaw in the concrete or was created
by moisture seeping through the wall.
IIThat1s one opinion, but a lot of people
think otherwise II, said H. C. Hopkins, Reform
funeral director, in answer to questions.
The object was first noticed by men digging
a grave for the funeral of J. T. McShan of the
McShan community. IVlcShan was a prominent
land owner widely known for the help he gave
his neighbors.
'I'he gravediggers said a well formed eye
appeared first. It was folloHed by other features until the face of a rather flatnosed
manor -woman with a hristed mouth was in
view, they said.
Hair of the head was closely cropped, the
gravediggers added.
More than 500 mourners at the McShan funeral several hours later sm'l the object, Hhich
later became a county -wide subject of speculation. No one has advanced a theory, other
than those who call the object a flaw in the
concrete or blame it on moisture.
Mineral Springs Church is on Highway 82
about three miles west of Reform.
Mysterious "faces ll are not new in Pickens
County.
The image of a Negro Hho was being threatened by a mob is supposed to be etched in a
courthouse window at Carrollton.
The window has been taken down and cleaned
a number of times with an assortment of materials, including gasoline, but the image
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remains. A practical theory is that the face
Has etched by a flash of lightning.
(Birmingham NEWS, Aug. 21, 1960, Credit Olin
O. Hollin gsworth, Gorda, Alabama. )

* **********

The month of August saH a continued increase in earthquake reports---along with the
continued increase of UFO reports and other
unusual phenomena. Is there a connection.
Here 'VIe shall only mention some of the dates,
locations and intensity:
Aug. 1. Light quake 70 miles N.E. of
Pasadena, California.
Aug. 2. 1tJeak quakes--130 miles N.W. of
Pasadena, also off the coast of
Santa Barbara and 30 miles east
of San Diego.
July 29. Quake in Central Ecuador. Quake
rocks Orleansville, Algeria,
lasting nearly 6 seconds.
Aug. 22. Fontana, Calif. Light quake.
Aug. 21. Long Beach, Calif., light quake,
30 second shock. Building
shaken, no damage.
Aug. 25. Santiago, Chile--Lebu, 420 miles
S. of Sant iago, \'laS shaken by a
series of 14 earthquakes. Some
buildings damaged by quakes in
May collapsed. Shocks described
as "strong" but no casualties.
Aug. 29. New Delhi, India. Three quakes
on Sat. & Sun. Mild in intensity, 15 persons injured, no
deaths.
Aug. 31. India Floods ---4,000 villages
with a total population of 3 million people devastated.
AlJ. of this havoc and -deva8tatirm an(1:
hardly makes a ripple in the press in this
country. And we ask, "What is causing all
of these earthquakes and climatic disturbances, and then we come across an article like
this one:
NORTH POLE MOVING TOWARD GREENLAND
HELSINKI, Finland, Aug. 1, 1960---Since
the start of this century the North Pole has
been moving toward Greenland at more than
half a foot a year, it was reported here this
weekend.
The motion Has attributed by one scientist
to the melting of the Greenland ice sheet.
Such a gradual adjustment of the earth1s
spin axis should be comforting to those who
fear cataclysmic tumbling of the axis when
changes in ice distribution throw the earth
off balance.
The migration of the pole toward Greenland
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was reported by Dr. Hilliam Markowitz of the
Naval Observatory in vJashington. Such a
drift had been suspected on the basis of
earlier studies, but has never been established to the satisfaction of geophysicists.
Its detection has been complicated by the
precession of the earth's axis, which moves
the poles in 30 foot circles every 14 months.
A child's gyroscopic top exhibits this same
phenomenon as its axis describes a slow circle
while the top is spinning.
Both the drift and the precession have
been measured by the International Latitude
Service. The service, established in 1896,
has five stations, all on the same parallel
and hence at the same distance from the poles.
By sighting with high precision on the
same stars, these stations keep track of the
slight wobble in the earth's axis.
It has now been shown, according to Dr.
Markowitz, that the entire circle of the
pole's precession moved about 30 feet toward
Greenland during the first half of this century.
This tilting of the earth has had an observable effect on sea level, he said. A
study of ten tide gauges in operation for the
past century, has also shown sea level changes
due to the 14 month vIObble. Furthermore, he
reported, the records of eclipses in Babylonian times indicate that melting of the world's
ice has slowed the earth's rotation. (New
York TIMES, Aug. 1, 1960, Credit Dorothy
Lefler, Cincinnati, Ohio).

"I've never seen anything like it and I
probably wouldn't say anything about it now
if others hadn't seen it too," said Deputy
Bill Gonzale s . (Cm~ARD!!! ---Ed. Note.)
Gonzales described The Things as flying in
a loose formation, glowing a brilliant red
and white.
"They were dipping and diving and moving
at simply unbelievable speed," he said. "And
the really strange part---they didn't make a
sound. "
Gonzales, along with fellow deputy A. D.
Perry, had staked out a roadblock for two
gunmen who robbed the Chester Bank of America
branch yesterday of $16,500.
They saw no bandits, only those weird objects flitting about the sky. Perry said he
had no theories about the Things, noting
cryptically: "This is something over our
heads." (NATURALLY J l ! J ---Ed. Note.)
In Saturday's sighting of the phenomena,
Highway Patrolman Stanley Scott described The
Thing as "big as an airliner and shaped like
a football."
Gonzales and Perry said they were too far
from the objects to describe any definite
shape, although Perry, with some reluctance,
said he believed they were "saucer-like."
Another deputy at the Tehama county Sheriff's office said no written reports were
filed on the incident, "although it looks
like we may have to start a file." (San Francisco CHRONICAL, Aug. 18, 1960, Credit John
A. Swanson, Dunsmuir, Calif.)

Our scientists are not the only ones who
are watching the physical and the scientific
changes taking place on this planet. From
outer space t he watch is maintained. The
following from the San Francisco Chronicle is
a follow up to the Red Bluff, California reports of Page one in this issue.
SAUCERS THERE AGAIN - SEEN BY 20
RED BLUFF, Calif. Aug . 15---The Return of
the Thing, or Things , strange objects that
provoke questions without answer, was the
talk of Tehama county today.
They made a repeat performance last night
i n the sky over Mineral, on the west side of
Lassen National Park. This is 30 miles east
of where three highway patrolmen reported
similar sightings Saturday night.
Viewing the eerie gyrations of The Thing
this time was a lip-chewing audie nce of at
least 20 persons, each grateful for the pres ence of the others to substantiate his story.
These included thre e Tehama County Sheriff's deputies waiting out a roadblock.

And the clippings continue to come in to
S.P.A.C.E. headquarters. This one was carried in large headlines on the front page of
the Chicago DAILY NEi'TS:

***********

*** *** *** *

SIGHT JYIYSTERY "STAR" IN SKY OVER CITY
Experts See It Clearly --- Adler Official
Describes Object
Chicago, Aug . 27, 1960---Three expert
astronomical observers ---including the Director of the Adler Planetarium, spotted an unidentified flying object (UFO) in the skies
over Chicago Friday night.
Robert Johnson, the director, revealed the
sighting Saturday.
"I have no explanation for it," Johnson
said.
Johnson said he has Iialways been dreading
the day when I Hou1d spot a UFO. II
IINone of the 29 artificial satellites of
the United States or Russia should have be en
over Chicago at that time.
"Besides this, it Has in orbit opposite
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the rotation of the earth---and all our satellites are launched with the earth's rotation. They need that extra speed to escape
the atmosphere."
Johnson said the object, with a faint reddish cast and moving faster than Echo I, was
sighted about 9 p.m. Friday.
"We had about 200 persons at the planetarium at the time to observe the passage of
Echo I. Then I sighted this object -- it was
moving from east to west, in direction opposing Echo's flight, at about 50 degrees above
the horizon.
"Distrusting my eyes, I had a chance to
check it with a pair of binoculars. These
have seven magnification and large apertures
to admit more light in nighttime.
"It was not a sharp point of light, like
one of the stars in the field through which
it was passing.
"One of my aides, while waiting for Echo I,
was showing the planet Jupiter to the public
and I asked him to check my observation.
"He got a glimpse of i t before it faded
from view in the lights over the Loop.
"Just then another staff member came running to me and asked i f I had seen the object".
Johnson said that the planetarium got nine
calls the night before, asking if such an object had been sighted in the skies.
"We had not seen it, but they gave the
srune general description that we've had.
"It was seen from Bensonville, Ind., to
the greater Chicago area, according to our
reports.
"And no natural bodies, in addition to the
satellites, should have been in the heavens
then."
So far, Johnson said, no other observatories, to his knowledge have reported viewing the UFO.
"'He watched for it again later, when Echo I
was supposed to pass, but it didn't appear.
"We'll be watching for it again tonight.
Again Johnson stressed that he had no theory
concerning what it could be.
"It's unlikely it's a U.S. or Russian satellite. It doesn't seem possible it can be a
natural body. I just can't account for it,"
(Chicago DAILY NEWS, Sat. Aug. 27, 1960 --Credit Paul W. Hrunmer, Chicago, Illinois.)

**********

The above is one of the best sightings by
a professional astronomer in a long time.
Add to that the 200 additional observers, and
this one incident alone should be sufficient
to serve as proof that we are being observed
by some type of extra-terrestrial entity.
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Sufficient it would be, i f this civilization
and its leaders and scientists were not so
mixed up, in so many directions. How stupid
they must think we areJ!! II

**********

vJhile the Chicago Adler Planetarium report
is one of the best witnessed of this current
cycle, the report that folloVls is one of the
most important in some ways to your Editor.
In Holly Hill, a suburb of Daytona Beach,
Florida is a woman who has claimed for the
past several years to be in mental contact
with visitors from other planets. Via a mental beam which she claims is placed upon her,
the space entities speak through her physical
body while she is in a semi-comatose state,
or a sort of hypnotic trance.
A regular session is held each Monday
night at 1531 Center st. in Holly Hill, Fla. ,
during which time usually 5 or 6 different
beings speak using Enid Bradys vocal cords as
their instrument. Your Editor has heard many
of the tapes made of these Monday ,n ight sessions, and has used excerpts from these tapes
on his 2 hour Saturday night Radio Show,
SPACE STATION, over WMIE radio, a Miami
Station.
On August 22nd on a short vacation trip my
family and myself were in Daytona Beach for
the regular Monday night meeting. We listened, and watched in person for one hour as
Enid continued from one personality to another, with voice, pitch, and inflections,
etc., changing with each personality. We
found no evidence what-so-ever that this was
in any '\;Jay not on the level.
In the past we have been amazed as to the
accuracy of the information, and the fulfillment of whatever had been pred5_0ted d'J.ri~g
these meetings.
On August 22nd, this statement was made.
"We wil1 be over your land areas in ever increasing numbers in the next two or three of
your months. \~atch for a new type of craft
that will be seen especially in the dryer
areas of your planet. This will be a new
type of craft, which will rotate very rapidly.
This will be the most conspicuous feature of
this craft, due to its somewhat different
method of propulsion. It will glow red in
the lower atmosphere, but when it reaches
10,000 feet or higher will look white. This
craft is from the planet Pluto.
"This will not be believed by many of your
scientists of your world, as they do not believe that it could be possible for life to
exist on this planet. However, contrary to
their beliefs, there is life of one kind or
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another existing on every land area of the
Universe. II
Following our short vacation, we returned
to Miami, & found. following newsclipping from
the Cleveland PLAIN DEALER, of Sunday, Aug.
28, 1960. The clipping was sent in by
Nicholas Nestor, one of our correspondants
in Cleveland, Ohio.
Read and draw your own conclusions, coincidence or (?).
WOMAN, BOYS, SPY IISAUCERS II OVER AKRON
AKRON, OHIO---An East Liberty woman and
three boys reported yesterday they had seen
two unidentified flying objects over Akron.
She is Mrs. William Mars, 36, of 716 Southwood Drive.
Despite her apt name for sighting heavenly
objects, Mrs. Mars said she always thought
other persons who reported flying saucers
were making things up.
IIBut I saw them, II she said. "I never sat.)"
anything like it before but it must be true.
The boys saw it, too. II
She described them as round, shiny, metal
objects which came out of the southeast and
disappeared in three minutes in the northwest.
She said they rotated as they moved in a
straight path.
The centers were thicker than the edges,
she said. She got a good look at only one of
the objects and saw the second one only when
the first tipped on its side and veered off
to the northwest.
She said she was out checking the garden
of her son, Billie, 10. Her younger son
Donnie 7, cried, III'That' s that up there? II
She then saw the object and at first thought
it was a space capsule or Echo I and then rememberEd the satellites were not visible in the
daytime.
Billy said the object looked like a spinning record with the funnel through the hole.
A neighbor boy, Kenneth Loutzenheizer, 7, was
\-lith them and also saw the objects.
Mrs. Mars reported the sight to George
Popowich, acting director of the UFO Research
Committee here.
Popowich questioned Mrs. Mars and the boys
and then announced that Mrs. Mars had sighted
genuine UFOs. (Cleveland PLAIN DEALER, Aug.
28, 1960, Credit Nicholas Nestor, Cleveland,
Ohio. )
As you will note, the prediction of this
new type of craft during this cycle, was predicted by Enid Brady, on Monday night, Aug.
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22nd, the verifying report of a craft of this
same description was made 5 days later, on
August 27th. \lIhile many will not accept the
method through which the information was received, they cannot but be amazed with the
accuracy of the prediction. But to the
skeptic, there is always this out, lilt was
just a conc idence 1 II
For those interested, the information obtained through these Monday night contact
sessions, is prepared and mimeographed by
this group, and are published monthly, and
can be obtained by writing to GOLDEN ERA
LETTERS, 1531 Center st., Holly Hill, Fla.
Expenses to maintain their mailing is secured
by voluntary contributions from those or. the
mailing list. If interested, write in for
copies.

**********

By far the most perplexing mystery of the
month comes from Picton, Ontario, CANADA.
HUNDREDS IN SEARCH FOR MIKE HELFERTY, 14 POSITIVE CLUES ARE FEW
PICTON~ Ontario, Aug. 3, 1960---0ne of the
most intensive searches ever conducted in
Prince Edward County has been under way since
Saturday evening when Michael Helferty, 14,
of Picton failed to return to the home of his
parents, Mr. & Mrs. D. J. Helferty, Picton.
The boy left home to go to Outlet beach and
was last seen on Lake Street, seeking a lift,
about 2 p.m.
Planes, scouts and soldiers searched and
scoured the 250 acre park and district area.
That Michael fully intended gOing to the
beach was evident. Also he had fully intended to go with his family later for a \veiner
roast and water skiing.
IIHe wouldn't have missed it for the vJorld li
they said.
Those who know the boy Hell, say he is not
the type to run away from home.
Police are appealing to anyone who might
have seen the boy, on Saturday, or afterwards
to provide any possible leads and to help
continue the search until something is found.
(Condensed from a much longer article in the
Picton Gazette, 8/3/60)

*

*********

MISSING BOY FOUND SAFE AND SOUND--UNABLE TO RECALL WHAT HAPPENED
PICTON, Ontario---August 5, 1960 --Michael Helferty, missing since 2 :00 0 "clock
Saturday afternoon is safe and well.
He was discovered on Picton-Bloomfield
highway, about 6:30 Thursday morning, walking
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tOHards his home, less than a mile distant.
He was seen by Roy vTilliams and Bob
Powell. They brought the boy to his home
for a joyful reunion with his parents, who
with other relatives and friends had experienced great anxiety for five days, during
which hundreds of people participated in widespread searches for him.
No evidence of physical harm or suffering
was noted. The boy has no recollection of
anything after he walked to Lake Street to
hitch-hike to Outlet Beach. He still had
the 50¢ that he took with him Saturday.
~1embers of the family checked the area
where the boy was found. He had told them
he woke up in the grass off the highway because he was cold, and started to walk home.
He thought it was Sunday, and that he must
have fallen -asleep • .
He had no recollection of what had transpired during the five days. The place where
he had slept was found.
His father said Michael did not appear
as if he had been outdoors during all the
period he was missing. He was not dirty or
hungry, he was not suffering from exposure
or sunburn, and his clothes were not wet from
the night dew.
There were no bruises or scratches on the
boy r s body. His appearance and actions 'oJere
normal.
"I don tt knm-i why the men picked me up and
brought me home -- I was nearly there,"
~1ichael told his father.
He was amazed when
he was shown the headline and his picture in
The Gazette, and heard radio reports of his
return, and wondered what all the excitement
was about. The five days were a blankJ
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Nichael could recall walking towards Lake
Street and thinking he was foolish to be going to the beach alone--but from then on
remembers nothing. He does not recall accepting a ride or even going to the beach.
(Picton, Ontario GAZETTE, Aug. 5, 1960,
Credit Harry Jackson, Syracuse, N.Y., MarkAge Associate.)
NOTE: For a parallel case, refer back to the
April 1959 S.P.A.C.E. and article entitled
SOLDIER SEES FLASH--UNCONSCIOUS 24 HOURS and
draw your own conclusions ••• VERY INTERESTINGJ
TRUTH IS STRANGER THAN FICTION
ENID BRADY MIANI VISIT
Enid Brady, ESP sensitive of Holly Hill,
Florida will be arriving in Miami on
September 24th for 3 public appearances:
11:00 p.m. Saturday Night, Sept. 24th
Guest on SPACE STATION, VlMIE,
1140 kc, for 2 hours.
3:00 p.m. Sunday, Sept. 25th at the
Alcazar Hotel - Personal
background, how she works,
general purpose behind the
contacts, Question & Answer
period.
8:00 p.m. Sunday Evening -- Trance
lecture "lith possible mental
space contacts.
Donation $1.00 minimum.

The Air Force says that it has no PHYSICAL EVIDENCE (physical meaning 'something you can touch') that such things even
exist. In the words of Capt. Edward J. Ruppert, retired, who served three years at Wright Field, Dayton, Ohio. as Chief Investigator for Project Bluebook WHAT CONSTITUTES PROOF?? - Does a UFO have to land at the River Entrance to the Pentagon,
near the Joint Chiefs of Staff offices? Or is it proof enough when a ground Radar Station detects a UFO, sends a Jet up to intercept
it, the pilot sees it, and locks on with his Radar, only to have the UFO streak away at a phenomenal rate of speed? Which is PROOF?
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The cycle of UFO activity continues to increase, as predicted from many sources. Can
it be the large scale demonstrations that all
of us have been awaiting? Hill there be
many landings and contact claims such as took
place in November of 1957, at the last large
scale demonstrations ? Time alone shall tell,
as bigger and better sighting reports are
reaching S.P.A.C.E. headquarters with each
trip of the mailman.
But let us start at the beginning, with
an answer to a letter from one of our sub~
scribers to Senator and Vice Presidential
candidate Lyndon B. Johnson. The letter was
llr itten to Mr. & Mrs. Lloyd Ochsner of
Syracuse, New York:
Mr. & Mrs. Ochsner:
Thank you very much for your recent letter
concerning the subject of Unidentified Flying
Objects.
As Chairman of the Senate Preparedness
Investigating COliuuittee, I have received
numerous inquiries on this subject from con~
scientious American citizens.
As a result of the interest shown, I have
directed the staff of the Sub-Co~nittee to
maintain a continuous surviellance over this
problem. I am sure you will appreciate the
fact t hat this is an area of considerable
controversy in the interpretation of what was
seei'l by responsible persons Hlio have vlitness~
ed sic;h tings on these aerial phenomena. TIeasonable and objective persons have reached
differing conclusions as to the origin, nature
and significance of these phe nome na.
Let me assure you that this mat ter is
receiving careful attention, and I appreciate
ver'y much your having talcen the trouble to
acquaint me with your views on this difficult
!Sv,bject.
SiGned// / LYNDOH B. JOH NSON
United states Senator

Bulletin No.

L/,6

Note: Senator J~hnson's letter on this matter during this crucial t~ne of his political
campaign for the Vice Presidency is extremely
important. It shows an openness and willingness to face the facts in spite of the political pressure that it could bring to bear.
From sources close to S.P.A.C.E. headquarters, that in the past have been extremely accurate, we have the prediction that the
UFO problem will become a political issue,
"prior to the November elections ". vJe can
only hope that this prediction will materialize. ltJhat better way to inform everyone of
the facts than mass demonstrations by the
spacecraft themselves, plus its becoming a
political football at this time. By the
time November rolls around, the entire country could accept the truth of outer space
visitation and exploration.

**********

So noV! on with the reports of the UFO's
and other items of the strange and the unusual.
DISC JOCKEY SIGHTS DISC OVER !llIAMI
r1iami, Fla. - Sept. 11th - On Sunday evening, at 9:00 p.m., a bright gloiving object
was seen to cross the northern slcy, to the
north of Miami.
It was seen by "Cracker Jim': Brooker,
popular country music disc jockey, and also
by Mrs. Broolcer. "Cracker Jim" is with station \'fMIE} the
same radio station over which your Editor has
his 2-hour Saturday night program of the
,strange and the Unusual.
The bright UFO lJastraveling from the NN'd
to the NE I at a speed that Jim ;:,ays 1Jould
make Echo I look slow. After trave ling most
of the i-my acro ss t ile s l<y' , it tt!rned uv ;aICt
and disappeared vel'tical ly "mel out or f,iCht .
Color Has Vlhite, an( t he to ;:al vieHir;g time
was less than 5 minutes.
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has never been satisfactorily explained:

Mr. Brooker has seen Echo I on several
occasions and says that this was definitely
not Echo I.

HINTHROP HOMES HIT BY MYSTERIOUS BLIGHT
VTINTHROP, f1ass., Sept. 1, 1760--- A mysterious blight that scarred outside paint
with ugly blue and brown splotches struck
eight homes during the night on Shirley st.,
iVinthrop.
Residents of the Yirrell Beach homes re~
ported the assault on their house paint was
accompanied by a nauseating odor that left
many feeling ill.
Town officials have asked the state Dept.
of Public Health to send a chemist to determine the source of the blight.
The affected homes are located betv.Teen
815 and 843 Shirley st. In that section the
ocean is 150 feet from the front of the homes
and the bay only 25 feet from their rear.
(Boston TRAVELER, Sept. 1, 1960, Credit
Philip Moshcovitz, Chestnut Hill, Mass.)

***********

"MONSTER" LEAVES FOUR SPEECHLESS
Portland, Ind., Sept. [~, 1960 ---A squareshaped "monster" emerged from Hollow Blod:
Lake near Portland, Ind., screaming---but
the four persons who saw it Here speechl ess.
The three young men and a woman, who were
fishing in the lake, hopped in their car and
raced three blocks to a restaurant to call
police. When the officers arr ived , two of
the witnesses Here too frightened to talk.
The other tHO described the monster as
having hairy gray shoulders, a squarish glob
of a body, and being about lithe size of an
auto or a small elephant. II The four had been
fishing for catfish in the lake at the north
end of the community of 7,500 people.
A feH minutes after midnight the monster
came up out of the water. The witnesses- Carl Gierhart, 20, a bowling alley manager;
Robert Thompson, 22, a saw mill worker;
1:i11iam Hicks, 21 and his wife, Linda, 19--later said the creature made a souhd like a
v.Toman or child screaming.
Police sped to the scene and searched but
all they found were flashlights the quartet
had left behind when they fled in terror.
Ray Burl<:, Portland rnayor, said he believed
the monster was nothing more than a 50-pound
dead calf that was later found in the lake .
Gierhart retaliated that he was "positive II
the dead calf was not the monster which scared
hlln and his friends.
Taking no chances , city officials banned
S\vllroners and fishermen from the lake. (GRIT-Credit Henry T. Davis , --Benhami - I(y -.- , -and- i 'll's .
Violet Berger, Taylor, Michigan.)

***********

FOUR STATES SEE WISTERY SKY FLASH
TEXARKANA , Texas (AP) --Hhat some- observers
described as an enormous bright flash in the
slcy was seen early Wednesday in northeast
Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas and Louisiana.
A Texarkana policeman said he was picking
up his newspaper on his front lawn at 4-: 40
a.m. when the flash occured. He said the
light was bright enough for him to see words
of his nevTspaper in the pre-dawn darkness.
The Texarkana civil defense said the flash
was seen in Texas at Marshall, Dallas and
Texarkana; at Arkadelphia, Ark., Monroe, La.
and Oklahoma City.
The strange light seemed to be moving
easttvard. (The Los Ange le s EXAI'-1INER, Sept.
15, 1960, Credit Lel-a B. Jehnson.)

**********

GRUMMAN FIU1S MYSTERY SPHERE
*
*
*
* ********
A
mysterious
reddish object circling the
9UESTION: And what was it that killed the
earth
has
been
photographed
by a tracking
calf????????
camera
of
the
Grumman
Aviation
Engineering
Old timers to S.P.A.C.E. will recall my
Corp.,
:1.n
Bethpage.
theory concerning space people dropping off
Grumman said the photograph Has taken by
for various test purposes some of their lower
a
special
tracking crew which has been on
type bipeds to stay in our atmosphere for a
watch.
short period of time to then be picked up
The flying objec t appears to be about a
once again, to test them in an earth habitat
I
tenth
the size of the Echo 1 balloon satelAlso possibly to wake some of us sleeping earthJ."
lite
and
trave ling about twice as fast.
lings" 1hese odcmon ster-type reports always
1
Sightings
from mnateur astronomers and other s
seem to pop up during cycles of UFO activity-received throughout the United
have
been
a,1d only during those periods. Just as the
States.
fo llowing mystery has happened in the past and I

I
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Robert I. Johnson , director of the Adler
Planetarium, is compilin~ data on the obj ect.
He says it doesn 1t appear to be an artificial
sate llite or a meteor .
An added t ouch of the unusual is the east
t o "\Vest traj ect ory of the object. Satellites
launched by the U.S. and the Soviet Union
have followed the opposit e -crajectory--west
to east --to take advantage of extra speed
prov ided by the earth's rotation. (Long
Island DAILY PRESS, Sept. 1, 1960, Credit F.
J. Greve, Brooklyn, N.Y.)

***********

NOTE:--Also take note of what Grumman
Aviation did not say , 1,oJhic11 is most conspic ~. o us by its absenc e .
But of course, that
would be telling too much!
It would be physically impossible for a
present day satellite to trave l at a speed
of double that of Echo I--AND STILL REMAIN IN
ORBIT. That means a speed of 32,000 mph .
This ~-Jould be beyond lJescape velocity", and
Hould automatically speed outward andavmy
from the earth, for its fonmrd rr.otion ~wuld
be greater than the gravi tational pull of the
earth , and could do r,othing but talee off for
outer space.
HOVlever this "unknownllstays in orbit at
32,000 mph in a retrograde dire ction from
that of the conventional satellite. Just as
'if to say to the earth scientists, IIHOld ARE
YOU GOING TO EXPLAIN THIS ONE AWAY? ??? II

*** ******* *

SAUCERS GIVE ltJAY TO FLYING TRIANGLE
LOS ANGELES (AP) --A police officer says
:1e SRl-J a flying triangle Thursday morning.
That's right -- triangle, not saucer.
Desk Officer Don Anderson at the vJes t Los
Angeles station said a ,-roman called at· 7: 30
a.m. to report she saw a flying .s_aucer hover,:,.
ing above 300 to 400 feet about the Douglas
Aircraft plant in Santa Monica. Several
others called about it.
Officer Anderson went outside and saw it
too. "It was a triangular-shaped dark object II
he reported. "At 7:L~0 a.m. it vms traveling
ina northeasterly direction at about 1000
feet at a slow rat e of speed. II
The officer estimated that it might have
. been about 10 feet across. He theorized it
mi ght have been an experimental craft or even
a runaway kite with a balloon inside it.
A spokesman for the Douglas plant said men
in control towers on either side of the airport saw nothing resembling the reported
objec t.
li1;Je make nothing fitting this description"
he said "although a small weather balloon

about two feet in diameter is r eleased each
morning about that time. II (Credit Hinston
Hughes, of Miami, Florida.)

**********

NOTE: Vlhile the triangular shaped saucer is
a rarity, they have been seen in the past on
a number of occasions.

****** * ** *

RED GHOST LIGHT SEEN NEAR TOHN
It's not a spook exactly that is causing
a commotion near the ghost town of Bragg ,
Texas. It's a "ghost light Ii that shines at
night along a dirt lane south of tOHn.
A red ball of fire has been reported off
and on for 50 years, Recently excitement
over the light has increased.
Those who think. the light is supernatural
say it is caused either by (1) the lantern
of a railroad svTitchman killed near there , or
(2) the light of a "fire-pan deer hunter"
lost in the area approximately 50 years ago.
Others have more rational explanations.
A botanist said the light is caused by IIswamp
gas ll • To which the spook believers reply:
vJhy is it seen in only one concentrated area?
Some say the light is a reflection of car
lights from a highway seven miles RImy. But
the fact that it was seen a half century ago
refutes that theory--as car lights weren1t
that bright then. (GRIT, Sept. II, 1960).
'.

***********

In the:'Miami DAILY NEvI,S of Sept. 16, was
carried a report of the firing of an Atlas
Missile at Cape Can!'?-veral at L/.: L~8 a.m. on the
morning · of the 16th. The ever cautious NEVIS
carried this followup at t0e end~of the Atlas
firing report.
GHOST RIDER IN THE sr(Y
Earlier in .the .. morning-- at about 4. 0 ,clock--the Air Traffic Control center in
Jacksonville received a flood of reports
that a brilliant white light had dropped
from the sky, apparently near BrunsvTick, Ga.
Airline pilots allover the Southeast,
including one in a plane south of Miami, said
they saw the light.
However, the first news reports of the light
carried over Radio, were much more definit e
and descriptive, and seeIT.cd to take the light
out of the meteor catagory. The radio report
was phoned in to S.P.A.C.E. headquarters by
Bernard J. Donnelly, of Miami Beach.

***********

By far the most spectacular report of the
month was reported on the same date as the
Jaclcsonville incident, and took place over
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L w eity of Caracas, Venezuela.
And the day previous, a 8:1Jj1\ 181' report
_v c~ tl11emstad, Curacao, an island in the
,'et:-,srlands Antilles, about 50 miles north
of the coast of Venezuela.
The following reports come from our corres'ol1dant in Curacao, Mr. a, Vi. 11 . lCalis:
' ~ t about 8:00 p.m. on September 15th I
r.t~l"soi1ally observed a light greenish light,
crav elling north at about 1000 km. per hour.
The light was absolutely noiseless. \'T hen
J f i rs t spotted the UFO it had already travelled along half of the sky. It had a round
:::ilape Hith a tail. The UFO travelled in a
~!.o l'izontal direction along the sky through
the co n stel~.ation Andromeda.
'Ihe se sightings Here report ed ~YJ hundreds
of people i n Curacao, also by seva rh l ships
and planes. Reports of sightings were also
rece ive d from Trinidad.
~.P.A.C.E.

--- -

.. .
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'Ihis Has fonoHed the folloHing day by a
spectacular exh ibition over the city of
Caracas. The following is the report as
carried in the DAILY JOURNAL of Venezuela:
THEY ALL SAH I'r THIS TIME
CARACAS, Venezuela; Sept. 17, 1960---A
~::t range lurllinous flying object Has reported
ye sterday over Caracas, Tachira, Puerto Rico
and Jacksonville.
In Caracas, hundreds of persons called
DGHSp aper offices for information. They had
:::,een the object on Viednesday and again yesterd a~T morning.
It had flo~m silently in the sIdes over
Caracas to lose itself in space behind the
Avila f.'1 ountains.
A few minutes before this a similar lighted object Has seen maneuvering over the
Capanara River !lear the Colwnbian border.
Almost simultaneously, the luminous object
was seen flying at fantastic speed over the
city of Tachira. It was also reported as
almost grazing the mountains and follotving
the contours of the hills around El Vigia
and Coloncito.
Some two minutes later, the pilot and
passengers on a plane near Puerto Cabello
reported that a luminous disc·-like object
crossed the route in which the plane was
traveling.
According to the reports, the object in
itself was round and as large as a full moon
and brilliantly lwninous. It seemed to be
carrying three or four colored lights separated from the main body.
It left a slightly luminous trail which
vanished immediately, was completely silent

----

and fleH at supersonic speed at relatively
low altitude over the City of Caracas.
A study of the various reports received
and the description of the many witnesses indicate that:
(1) It was not a plane, a rocket, guided
missile, artificial satellite, meteorite or other astronomical body.
(2) It was not an optical illusion, mirage,
luminous bug, luminous cloud, or the
result of mental derangement.
(3) It was not the re sult of any f ireHorks
display as suggested by a local daily
newspaper,
(4) All the information received Hith respect to the object indicates that it
Has some sort of manufactured apparatus
Hhich either emitted light or was in
itself luminous, and that it appeared
over the Capanara River and the plains
of Abure, maneuvered over the City of
Tachira and the surrounding regions,
flew near a plane in flight approachin~
Puerto Cabello and later crossed at
supersonic speed over the City of
Caracas.
The description of the luminous apparatus
seen by so many people over such a Hide expanse of territory fits exactly that of the
Unidentified Flying Object, which for so many
:~lears has mystified orthodox science and occupied the attention of the Air Forces of
nine world governments. (The Venezuela DAILY
JOURNAL, Sept. 17,1960, Credit G.H.H. I\:alis,
of Willemstad, Curacao.)

***********

Mr. Kalis also sent along this report of a
blazing object sighted over the Carribean on
July 11th. From its altitude and direction
it Hould have been impossible for H to have
been a missile from Cape Canaveral. The fol10~'Jing are excerpts from the DAILY JOURNAL
story:
FIREY ROCKET REPORTED OVER CARIBBEAN SKIES
CARACAS, July 12, 1960---A blazing object
was seen in the skies over the El Caribe
Litoral on Sunday morning by an American observer and ex-pilot, James \\/alker. Mr.
vIalker is a sales director for the Lockheed
Aircraft Corporation. He called the Daily
Journal to report his observation. The object was also seen by his wife, Betty Sue.
The Walkers Here sitting on their balcony
Hhen at 1:24 a.m. they saH the rocket streak
across the sky. It was flying at an estimated altitude of 5000 to 7000 feet. The night
was clear and there lias a full moon.
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The object was greenish in color, and its
head was clearly visible. Its nose looked
like a gas cylinder, and just behind the nose
there appeared to be an exhaust stack. Trailing behind the rocket was 100 feet of flame.
It was flying level, but appeared to climb
and then level off again. It was going about
10 times the speed of an airplane, and was
visible for a period of 5 to 10 seconds.
'The direction of the rocket, its location
l-JaS between El Caribe and Playa Azul, was
East-South-East. This direction did not
seem to indicate that it was coming from
Cape Canaveral. H01-1eVer, there was no way
of telling its origin.
Mr. Walker, who lives in El Caribe, was
a pilot for Pan American Airways for 22 years.
He vras also chief- pilot of the airline from
1942 to 1944. He is now South American Sales
Director for the Lockheed firm.
The DAILY JOURNAL learnt yesterday that
the object had been reported by several other
observers. (DAILY JOURNAL, Caracas, Venezuela, July 12, 1960, Credit G.W.W. Kalis,
Willemstad, Curacao.)

**

******

** *

The morning following the low level flight
over Caracas and surrounding areas a landing
story came out of North Bakersfield, Calif.
MOTORIST vJITNESSES LANDING OF IISAUCER II
BAKERSFIELD, Calif.--Monday, Sept. 19--Chico Morales, of North Bakersfield says he
saw an aircraft which for vrant of a better
word, we will call a IIflying saucer ll , early
on Saturday morning about five miles south of
Granite Station a half mile off the Glennville Road.
Let him tell it:
III am not a drinking man nor am I crazy.
I wasn't going to tell anybody ~ about ~ thisbB
cause I don't want to wind up in Modesto
(state hospital for the insane) 1 but 11m going to tell the paper and you can do with it
whatever you want.
IIIlm a mechanic. I was working on trucks
up at Isabella until late at night Friday.
I started to drive back home along the Glennville Road, but I got so sleepy I thought lId
better stop for a while.
"I pulled off the road below Granite Station and fell asleep. A little after 4 a.m.
I woke up. I looked at the sky, just sort of
stretching, and then I saw this big disk SlOl{ly settling down to earth.
I:It was still darlc, but this disk was
glol{ing. There was no noise, just a hissing
sound. Everything was real quiet. This big
disk settled to the ground about a half mile

off the road, then it went up again.
"I sat in the car for awhile. I had never
believed in flying saucers or anything like
that. After a while I went back to sleep
again.
III woke up again at 5: 30 and sml this same
disk, I guess it was the same one, coming
back down in the same place. I heard this
same hissing sound, no loud noise or roar.
After a bit, it went back up in the air.
lilt was 50 or 75 feet across. I knOl{
this: It wasn't something that belonged
here. The government says there aren't any
flying saucers, but I know what I smr.
(Credit Mrs. C.A.P. of Bakersfield, Calif.)
NOTE: Notice the fear of the man. He was
afraid to end up in the Illodesto Hospital for
the insane. The reason is that Bakersfield,
California was the home of Rhinehodt Schmidt
vIho was kept in a mental institution in Hastings~ebraska, for his witnessing a spacecraft landing, etc.
Tis a sad commentary on the plight of a
citizen of a FREE COUNTRY, to have to be in
fear of his personal safety and freedom from
his fellovI countrymen. Particularly so, 'Hhen
his only crime is to have been in the vrrong
place at the right time. Is it any Honder
they do not land more-Qften????

***********

By far the strangest story to arrive at
S.P.A.C.E. headquarters is the following from
the 'I'latertown TUlliS, of Hatertown, New York.
The dateline is June 22, but since it is so
unusual we will print it in spite of its being several months old.
IIGHOST" FRIGHTENS OCCUPANTS OF CARS
ALONG LONELY ROAD
Apparition on Per-chLake Highway Follows Two
Cars---Sheriff's Deputies Investigate.
WATERTOVJN, N. Y. --JJ.me 22, 1960--TvIO frightened WatertOlm girls sent sheriff's deputies on a ghost hunt today after they reported being pursued by a ghostly apparition
on a lonely road north of the city.
rllary Thereul t, 16, and Lea Benway, 14,
said a hooded figure in white appeared Tuesday night on the Perch Lake road and follo,{ed
their car as it traveled at speeds over 50
miles an hour.
"Eight people saw it happen, II the girls
told skeptical authorities.
Sgt. Irving P. Angel, sheriff's patrol,
said the report seemed IIfantastic II, but he
conceded that the girls really appeared
"frightened II.
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.._----would be questioned in an attempt to gat her
Kore det ail s on the strange appearance .
(Hatertown TUlliS , June 22 , 1960, Credit
Dorothy R. Brilmner , Three I-IDe Bay , H. Y. )
..•. .

The girls, vJho trembled visibly as t heyso ld their strange story, said they i-ranted to
I'cp Oi' t the ghostly appearance before someone
'cts ':hurt".
According to the girls , they were riding
.!..i l a car operated by Pfc. Marvin Nash, 21, of
Camp Drum . 'Ihey said another soldier, Arnold
Black, was also in the car.
In a second car, they reported, VJas Pfc.
~d\-Jard Stephens, 19, of Camp Drum , and two
otheJ.' girls and a boy whose full names they
'_! l d not knoH.
The Thereult girl said that she and Pfc.
~j te phens had previously seen the apparition,
cHO)l" three weeks ago, and on Tuesday night
,1Lo. challeneged their six friends to join them
in a ghost hunt.
Their story of the hunt is as follows:
It was about 11:15 p.m. and the two
cars Here headed southwest on the Perch Lake
Road traveling at 25 to 30 miles per hour.
'The car driven by Private Nash was in the l ead .
'The mysterious figure sudde nly appeared at
tIle ro~dside as they were about a half mile
from the Bradley Street Road.
'The occupants of the second car saw it
first and flashed the car headlights in warning as the two cars picked up speed.
The apparition appeared to be a hooded
figure in white with no face and three long
fingernails in place of a hand on One of it s
arms. It made no noise.
'The Tereult girl said it reminded her of
a vJOman wearing a long white nightgown, but
that it moved like someone in an old fashioned movie.
Keeping pace VJith the cars, nOw traveling
50 miles an hour or more, the ghostly figure
moved betvleen the two cars and appeared transparent in the headlights of the car ope rated
by Private Stephens. It seemed to be trying
to force the cars off t he road, the girls
continued.
The Benway girl said it also grabbed the
side of the car. As suddenly as it appeared,
the figure disappeared as the two cars reached the Bradley street road.
This was the story told this morning to
Sergeant Angel at the sheriff's office.
"You don't believe us, do you?" the gir ls
asked after telling of the half mile chase .
The sergeant assured them that the department would investigate the report and att empt
to find what had frighte ned them.
He suggested that someone had possibly
used a movie projector to cast an image on
the darl{ roadway.
Sergeant Angel said the other witnesses

_-- _

***********

Ed. ](ote: Of course to have a Sgt. "Ange l " ,
involved in the i nvestigat ion, makes the
perfect punch line for th is story. HOVJever ,
his suggestion that someone 1das using a pro jector to' beam this image along the highlIaY ,
doesn't hold too much water. After al~, the
"thing" was suppos ed to be moving along at
a 50 mile per hour clip.
What I want to know is, "Who was ca!T·y ing
the movie screen?"
In checking with one of my contact s 1'1fho
is more or less an expert On the realm of the
highe r vibrations, we find that it may very
well be that as the earth and it s i nhabitants
move forward into a higher evolution, and
into increased vibrations more and more of
the inhabitants of other realms Hill bec ome
visible to the human senses. Take it for
whatever it is worth, but it appears t;1at vle
must expand our thinking and our awareness
of all things both visible and invisible, as
we go farther and farther into this ne'\-! era ,
or New Age.

* * *VlHAT
* * *JETS?
*****
TWO . "EXPLOSIONS If REPORTED OVER FLINT
FLINT, Michigan, Sept. 26, 1960 --'1\To
"explosions" which \vere heard in various
parts of the City shortly before noon today
were believed by police to be sonic booms.
caused by jet planes.
At least two homeowners reported windovn.'.
broken by the noises, which triggered seve:C8J
calls to the police switchboard. The control
tower at Bishop Airport said, however, that
it has no jet traffic logg ed here today.
The FLINT JOURNAL, Sept. 26, 1960

* Mysterious
* * * * * *Lights
****
Seen Over Colorado
(from New York World Telegram Sept. 29, 1960, N.Y.C.)
Denver, Sept. 29 - A.P.--An unidentified
object flashing red, white and green lights
high over S. VI. Colorado , vIaS reported last
night by Federal Aviation Agency offices ip
3 cities. Reports came from Grand Junction
and Eagle, Colorado and Farmington, New
Mexico.
At Eagle, instruments estimated the object
was 37 miles above tbe earth. The object
appeared to hover for about 30 minutes, then

. ..__....
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Boved off to the southvJest. THO pilot.s 0;1e flying a Frontier Airlines plane, the
other a military jet - reportedly spotted
the object .
The FAA at Grand Junction said the object
appeared to be spherical, and enclosing a
square object.
(Credit Al ~ auff, N.Y.C., an Associate of
nark-Age )

************
SECOND HUNK OF ICE FALLS FROM CLEAR
SKY IN GEORG IA
CARNESVILLE, Ga., Oct. [1- --(AP) --For the
second time in a year a hunk of ice has
fallen from a clear sky into a field in northeast Georgia.
Two farmers and a truck driver reported
they sm<l a 50-pound piece of ice plummet into a field at 5:10 p.m. Sunday. 1he sky was
blue and there Here no airplanes in sight
at the time, they said.
Ted Overman, 28 year old truck driver
from Chamblee near Atlanta, said the ice
"sounded like a jet plane coming straight
down".
He said he looked out the window of his
vehicle and "saw this blob falling about
100 yards away . Ivhen it hit, it splintered
and made a hole about 10 inches deep and as
big as a 50 gallon oil barrel. II
Overman said the ice looked like a big
icicle and that it was in crystal form.
THO Franklin County farmers, iVillie Kirk
and E. H. Norris, also said they saw the ice
fa ll. It fell in a cultivated field owned
by Hoke 1;Jright. Last Oct. 29th a chunk of
ice about the same size fell on a farm at
Bartin, about 12 miles north of Carnesville.
1I1e U. S. Air Force and the vleather Bureau
said after an investigation that the ice came
from a leaJc in a jet airliner l s water system.
1he 'Vlater froze and fell to earth. (Miami
HERALD, October 4, 1960 ).
ED . NOTE: I can see it all nowJ 'The AF
explained away last year's ice as coming
from a jet plane in flight. So so m~body up
there decided to drop another chunk, one year
later, in approximate l y the same section of
Ge orgia, as if to say , "Now l et ' s see you
exp lain m<lay this one •
Also could be that it was dropped intentionally in the same locality one ye ar later
to emphas ize the last year 's mystery , and to
l et the pOHers that be in the Air Force lcnow
that they canlt get mmy Hith this type of
e:~p lanatio n .
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Also, have you ever seen the icicles that
form as the snOH melts from a building, and
just as soon as a brisk wind comes up, the
icicles snap and break off . It only takes
a 25 or 30 mph wind to do this.
Now vIe are asked seriously by the Air
Force to acc ept the explanation that an
icicle can form on a jet plane t raveling at
500 to 600 miles per hourS And remain there
long enough to accumulate 50 pounds of ice!
HO HUMl1l

***********

In the Miami Daily NEHS, each Sunday is
carried one page of news of 100 years ago.
Entitled the AfiIERICAN CENTURY, it is written
by Norman Shavin and Mike Edwards of the
ATLANTA JOUR NAL-CONSrUTUTION. Under the
dateline of Sunday, September 30, 1960 i s
carried the following item:
ROUND OBJECTS SEEN IN SKY
NEBRASKA CI1Y, Nebraska Territory--Three
bright round object s were seen moving south
through the sky 15 minutes before sundown
Monday.
They were reported by Mr. Joel Draper and
a friend. Mr. Draper, perhaps to dispel any
notion that they were natural formations,
said there were no clouds or vapors in the
sky in that direction at the time. (Miami
Daily NEvIS, October 2, 1960).
NOTE: The Miami Daily NEi'TS has more courage
in printing 1860 reports than they do the
reports of 1960J Maybe that comes under the
department of EDITORIAL PROGRESS.

***********

The following is an interesting report
from the country of Portugal, one from which
we get very little UFO news of any kind.
This one involves a landing report and a
sensitive dog who did not 'L<lant to stick
around to test the "vibrations " .
FLYING SAUCER IN ALGARVE, PORTUGAL
June 12, 1960---It was seen by Mr. Carlos
Sabino, who with fear watched its evolutions
VIhile hidden behind a bush .
"\ilould the r·lartians (if by chance they
exist) have chosen the Algarve, for the
landing place for one of their trips?"
This is the question asked by an inhabitant of the parochial of Algoz in the
council of Salves, Mr . Carlos Sabino, a
tailor by profession.
The case viaS inves tigated by our
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correspondant in the village. It has been
much talked about, but little explained.
Mr. Sabino went to Algoz to attend television, which he is accustomed to do.
As he is single and young, 25 years old,
he did not care about the hours in talking
with his friends, and when he looked at his
watch, it Has already 3:30 a.m.
Accompanied by his dog, that is known by
the name of IIFilipe II, he started walking down
the road, which was illuminated by the light
of a full moon.
It was in the place designated as Perras,
a little distance from the village, that he
saw what in principle he supposed to be a
motor car.
Soon he was alarmed, however, by the intense luminousity that came from the object,
one IiFlying Saucer ll , and he ducked behind a
busn, observIng, terrifieCl, the movements of
a half a dozen small men around the apparatus.
IIFilipe II the mastiff, escaped quickly,
being filled with fear of what he saw.
Minutes after, the strange object flew up
vertically, disappearing rapidly. Mr. Carlos
Sabino, took advantage of the opportunity to
run rapidly back to his home. However, about
15 meters from his home, he was again surprised by the appearing of the flying vehicle,
that was trying to focus the ground with an
intense jet of light, and soon after it disappeared, to return no more.
This is the story that is being spoken of
in the quiet parochial of Algoz. It is
known that Mr. Sabino is a serious person,
honest and a friend of the truth. He told at
daHn of the strange incident. His fear of
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his meeting with the II Mart ian II engine was
real, and was witnessed by many people.
(Diario de Noticias, June 12, 1960---0redit
Mr. Carlos R. da Silva of Lisbon, Portugal,
received through the Vancouver Area Flying
Saucer Olub, Vancouver, Canada.)

***********

ED. NOTE: The tempo of activity increases
with each passing week. These excellent reports come in from overseas, but very few of
these foreign reports ever see the light of
day in the Orthodox American Press.
OONSPIRAOY OF SILENOE---How much longer
will it continue?????????????

**********
THE YEBFEOT CI:IBISTr.w..s GIFT
Once again it is that time of the year
to start thinking of what will be your
Ohristmas Gift to many of your friends.
Nothing could be more appreciated by a
space-minded friend than a year1s subscription to S.P.A.O.E.
Those who have done this in past years
have found it helped solve many gift problems. Recipients have invariably thanked
the donor and your editor many times.
Send $3.00 with your name as donor and
name of the person to receive the gift
subscription. A card will be enclosed
listing you as the donor of the gift. You
can give this gift to one, a half dozen,
or a dozen of your friends. They will all
thank you for it.

The Air Force says that it has no PHYSICAL EVIDENCE (physical meaning 'something you can touch') that such things even
exist. In the words of Capt. Edward J. Ruppelt, retired, who served three years at Wright Field, Dayton, Ohio, as Chief Investi··
gator for Project Bluebook WHAT CONSTITUTES PROOF?? - Does a UFO have to land at the River Entrance to the Pentagon,
near the Joint Chiefs of Staff offices? Or is it proof enough when a ground Radar Station detects a UFO, sends a Jet up to intercept
it, the pilot sees it, and locks on with his Radar, only to have the UFO streak away at a phenomenal rate of speed? Which is PROOF?
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THE TEMPO INCREASES
The month of October saw an ever increasing number of UFO reports coming in from subscribers, and from contemporary UFO publications as well. Newspapers, at least some of
them, seem to be carrying more and more of
the local reports.
However, the wire services seem to carry
just enough to keep interest alive with the
general public, but not to let the situation
get out of control.
Many newspapers are taking an agressive
stand regarding the official policy. The
following story in the San Fernando, Calif.
SUN, early in the current cycle seems to be
indicative of this undercurrent of disagreement.
DON'T BE ALARMED IF ONE FALLS ON YOUR
HEAD ---- IT DOESN'T EXIST
by Bob Tangeman
Now some people in the Valley have added
their reports to the mounting stack of evidence for the existence of "flying saucers 11,
or as officially designated, "unidentified
fly ing 0 b j e c t s. "
. And I imagine the Air Force, as usual,
Hill come up with an official explanation
which says nothing and explains less.
The Air Force policy regarding UFO's has
changed weekly, but the general attitude
seems to remain the same, which is, what the
people don't know won't hurt them.
I submit that this i::> an unacceptable
pose for the Government of the United states
to assume before its people, people who are
not as stupid as the policy makers seem to
believe.
It would require volumes to present the
case for the existence of flying saucers.
These volwnes exist and are available to
those interested enough to seek them out.
And the evidence heavily supports the notion
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that these objects are interplanetary vehicles.
Such possibilities do not concern everybody. Some have made up their minds about
the universe and they don't want to be bothered by facts.
The facts are that professional and technical people in practically every field have
testified to the reality of "things" in the
heavens which can't be explained away by
calling them weather balloons, the planet
Venus, hoaxes, Russian secret weapons, or
mass delusions.
Added to their testimony are the thousands
of sightings reported by Just People, but
people who know what they see and have the
courage to tell about it.
For example:
Mrs. Jerry Coffelt of Sun V~11ey and four
members of her family observed '" two red and
green objects maneuvering in the sky over
Hansen Dam one night last week.
"I've alvmys been a skeptic when it comes
to things like this,ll she told me, llbut now
I don't know what to think. 11
She added with a sigh, "I'm just grateful
that other people saw them too,"
The objects at first looked like stars I
but then they came closer speeding up and
down and around each other for L~5 fantastic
minutes before streaking over the Sylmar
mountains.
111 don't know what they were, 11 said Mrs.
Coffelt, "but whatever they were, they were
up there and they were real, and they were
doing things no airplane ever did,"
You can be sure of one thing: If the Air.
Force bothers to investigate this case, its
official explanation will be an insult not
only to the Coffelt family, but to the intelligence of Americans everywhere. Hhich means
you, dear reader. (San Fernando, Calif. SUN,
Aug. 7, 1960, credit Gloria Lee. Cosmon
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EVIDENCE OF SAUCER LANDING IN ENGLAND
A farmer named Bill Edwards was wal}cing
through his pasture fields one day early last
June, when he came across imprints in the
ground which formed two concentric circles,
the outer one approximately 23 feet in diameter, and the inner one 16 feet across.
The width of the imprints was 4 inches,
and the grass at the edge of them showed indications of having been burned. The depth
of the imprints was about one inch, leading
to the almost inescapable conclusion that
they were caused by some heavy circular object which had landed recently in the field.
The ground was very hard, as there had been
no rain recently, and this fact added to the
evidence that the object which landed must
have been very heavy indeed. The field in
question is about a half mile from the nearest road, and no vehicle could have reached
the spot without there being some sign of
its approach through other fields -- but
there were no such signs.
Edwards had been to the same spot only two
days previously, and according to him there
were definitely no circles visible then. The
day previous to the discovery of the mysterious circles, Edwards and some helpers were
working in a nearby field. They noticed nothing unusual that day, nor did any other
local resident report anything unusual.

******

NEAR-LANDING IN FRANCE
One of the closest sightings in a long
time occurred last August 5th between the
towns of Moulee and Lille in France. A man
named Daniel Huot and his wife, were driving
home from a visit with relatives, when a
bright round object suddenly blocked the
highway in front of them.
It was the color "of the setting sunil and
was only about 10 feet above the ground when
first seen. The UFO then moved to one side
of the highway and let the car pass, but it
continued to follow Huot and his frightened
wife for half a mile, at a distance of about
100 feet from the car. The object made no
noise and gave off no smoke. It was about
15 feet high and 10 feet wide, and brightly
lighted on the bottom, whereas the upper part

was darker and somewhat indistinct.
Mrs. Huot claimed to have seen a human
form within the strange machine, but she was
unable to give details. The incident occurred late at night, and there were no other
witnesses.
(Ed. Note -- this is reminiscent of the
cases where UFO's chased cars on lonely roads
in the interior of Brazil, several years ago)

* .;(- * * *
CLOSE SIGHTING IN A COLORADO CA~~ON
On August 12th a Boulder, Colorado truck
driver named Ray Hawks reported a strange
experience he had had on the previous afternoon.
While operating a tractor alone in a canyon a fe\v miles from Boulder, he heard what
sounded like an explosion in the air.
A UFO then dropped out of a cloud, to a
pOint about 400 or 500 feet from the ground
and 600 yards from him.
It hovered in one place for 15 minutes.
Hawks said that the craft was 45 to 50 feet
in diameter and 10 to 15 f eet thick. It had
no markings. There was a sort of velvety
appearance to it, with a silver sheen, yet
it did not shine like aluminum.
About two feet from the outer edge, were
five observable metal plates, one of which
was sending out bluish smoke of some kind.
There was an all-pervading noise, like the
thrumming of a generator out of phase. While
the craft was hovering nearby, the starter
and other electrical equipment on the tractor
would not work. After the UFO finally rose
and disappeared into the clouds, the tractor
again operated as usual. (Credit JIM MOSELY,
SAUCER NEltJS, P. O. Box 163, Ft. Lee, N. J.)

~IGHT

*****

SIGHT FLYING DISK OVER MARIN
SAN RAFAEL, Calif. Sept. 21, 1960-- Eight
persons -- six of them youngsters -- declared
they smV' a myst erious flying disk dart across
the skies above Marin County yesterday.
A group of five Greenbrae boys, described
by one of the parents as serious-minded and
not inclined to flights of fancy, said they
saw the object whip through the sky as they
watched the partial eclipse of the sun shortly after 4 p.m.
Ros s Murphy, 10, of 75 Eliseo Drive, described the object as gleaming silver and

s.p.A.e.E. is edited and published monthly by Norbert F. Gariety, 267 Alhambra Circle, Coral
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oval-shaped on top. He said it sped from
over San Rafael tOl,mrd Mount Tamalpais and
d :i.sappeared in about 20 seconds. 'Ihe object
seellled to emit rays, Ross said. The sight ..
ing Has confirmed by his four companions.
Three hours later, at 7:45 p.m. a San
Anselmo family satl a briGht round object zigzagg ing across the sky from NVl to SEe
Julius Galliani and his son Lowell, were
Hatering their lawn at 80 Lincoln Avenue
i-lhen they observed the disk weaving through
the sky. Mrs. Claire Galliani was called
from the house.
I I I t vm s bigger and brighter than Echo I
s at ellite II , 1\1rs. Gallian i said. " I t took
almos t a minute to cross the sky. II
'rhey said it didn1t fly in a straight line
l i ke other s at e llite s , but instead bounc ed
fr om s ide to s ide . (San Rafael, Calif. HIDEP;~NDENT JOURNAL--eredit Gloria Lee, Cosmon
HE; s earch Found., Box 55, Palo s Verde s Estates,
California. )
rWSTERY SUB NOH HUNTED OFF HAHAII
HONOLULU (AP) -- A mysterious underwater
object which the Pacific Anti-Submarine
Force Conunander said "is a long way from
known submarine bas e s II dreH a SHift search
Saturday by a U.S. aircraft carrier and
four destroyers betHeen HaHaii and the
mainland .
The 40,000-ton attaclc carrier Kear sarge I
carrying three squadrons of anti-submarine
warfare plane s, ru shed into the search on such
u sudden emerg ency basis from Long Beach Friday that it left some crewmen in port.
Vic e Adm. J. 3. Thach, Pacific Anti-Sub~
marine Force cOllu11ander, said the object "is
a long way from known submarine bases and is
i n an area und er my command, and I Hant to
k noH Hhat it is. II
The Navy maintained a considerable hu shhu sh atmosphere.
Thach said the Navy may not announc e if
and when the ]Cearsarge makes contact. He
indicated there might not be any furth e r information on the operation.
'Ihach said the report ed location, "does
not particularly indicate the object has nuc l ear capabilities. II (Los Angele s EXAMINER,
Oct. 16, 1960 -- credit Lela B. Johnson,
Torrance, California.)
NOTE: For those neH subscribers to
S.P.A.C.E., who may Honder why He use this
type of an item, a word of explanation. From
reports crossing this desk, over the years,
He have come to t;-w conclusion that many of

the mystery und ervmter object s are no :, s ub~
marines at all.
You '1ill remember the fiasco QVer t},s t 1i')
"unlmowns II that vlere so thoroughly ~_ )t n e c' l 3'
in the Gulfo Nev.vo off the coast of I~r ~~ cnt :[ ,-t
last year. Hot>.' the Arg entinian Navy 1 :. 8.(.~C
the bold announcement that the II [" U bfj f; 'H:~H;
trapped and it was impossibl e for them to
escape, yet had a r ed face days l at l'= l' , 1';}C n
there vIaS no trace at all of the UnbWi1i1 ::; ;
who had sOf.lehOH or othe r eluded t he (' Ve l'
watchful eye of the radar over t be one an~i_
only narrow es cap e rout e .
UFO's have been se en in the pa s t t u en-cf.:T
the ocean Haters and di sappe ar, 8. nc~ have 8.1 ~ _:
been report ed leaving t he oce an vrat e n: a;15
disappearing up into spac e .
He come to the only conclu s i on that S C (~~;: 2·
to fit all the parts of the puz zl e , on t il(;
Gulfo Neuvo ca s e, and that i s that. the t lil knowns did e scape , under cover of darkness ,
while the battlevrag ons He re guarding the
only exit (wat e r exit t hat i s ), TIley di s appeared silently--under cove r of darkne ss -and they disappeared "Up".
iHTH STRING A'l"I'AClIED
JET ON A BALLOONl)OGULE
CHICAGO, Oct. 18, 1 9 bo-\UPI)'---~-P=-a-s s e n2,e rs
abOBl'd a Ne,l Yo:dc-to-Chicag o j et fliGht Got
a good look at an unidentified flying ollje cc
(UFO) as they flew over Ohio near Toledo yes terday.
Capt. Lorne V. Petrie, commande r of the
707 Superj e t, maneuver ed hi s craft so pass engers could watch the UFO which was r eported
at an altitude of about 11,000 feet.
Petrie e ven toolc pictures of the ob j ect.
On landing at Ohicago1 s O'Hare International
Airport, the film Has ru shed to the Air
National Guard, Hhlch developed the neg atives
and confirmed the sighting of an object.
'Ihe craft I authoritie s said, Has a ueather
balloon, believed released in the Detroit
area. (DetrOit NEUS I Oct. 19, 1960 -- Credit
Mrs. Violet Berger, Taylor, rUchigan).
~STERY

V

NOTE: We might add he r e that we lcnow and
have intervieHed for t hi s bulletin and for
radio usag e, many airline pilots. And we do
not feel that any of them Hould take photographs of a weather balloon that was near
enough to show up on the film of any ordinary
camera, maneuver his 707 so that the passengers Houlc1 get a better vievJ, ruSh the film
to the Air National Guar d for proces s ing -if it i-Jere only an ordi nary weathe r balloon.
But of course VIe cannot expe ct the
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authorities to call it anything else, can
we????
*******************************************
* Give a year's subscription to S.P.A.C.E.*
* for Christmas ••• 12 issues - $3.00
*
* The perfect gift for the UFO fan on
*
* your shopping list.
*
*******************************************
UFO SURVEILLANCE LINK WITH SPACE
The Office of the Secretary of the Air
Force has made two important admissions about
UFO's, in a private "policy letter" to all
AF commanders.
1. The AF maintains a "continuous surveillance of the atmosphere near Earth for
UFO's."
2. The AF's interest in space surveillance
is related to this constant alert for UFO's.
The policy letter from Secretary Dudley
Sharp's office, dated Aug. 15, 1960, was
signed by Major Gen. Arno Luehman.
As in the UFO surveillance, the space watch
is on a round-the-clock basis, the policy
letter stated. Tracking of both known and
unidentified space objects is carried out by
the National Space Surveillance Control Center, aided by "a selected scientific group
under the supervision of the Air Force."
NOTE: The above Air Force "policy letter"
wasr:evealed in the October, 1960, NICAP Bulletin. (1536 Connecticut Ave., W.D.C.-Major
Keyhoe, Director & Editor).
Old time UFO fans in the Miami area, will
remember the above General Arno Leuhman, as
the man who was vacationing about three years
ago cn'Miami Beach.
He was interviewed by a Miami Daily NEWS
reporter at that time. One of the inevitable
questions he was asked was about the existance of "FLYING SAUCERS". He made a big
joke of it, and inferred that these were only
figments of the imagination.
At that time your Editor wrote him a letter challenging his remar,ks, challenging him
to a public debate on the UFO subject, via TV,
Radio, or in a public hall of his own choosing. Copies of the letter were sent to both
local newspapers. The Miami Daily NEWS printed the letter and the challenge.
However, the General, as was to be expected
remained silent, failed to acknowledge the
letter, and did not answer the newspaper followup with any of his own. HO--HUMJ1IJ
****.:.*
LITTLE MEN IN MOZAMBIQUE
The Portuge ;:; News Agency "Lusitania"
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published a report on the 7th of April, which "
told of the explosion of a saucer near
Baira.
As the story goes, residents of Baira on
the beach of Mozambique, saw a round orange
object emitting a glow as it flew across the
sky.
The mysterious craft landed, and seconds
later four little men emerged and ran into
the woods. Then the craft exploded with a
large concussion. No further information
was forthcoming except that the object, while
in flight, made a loud whistling noise, and
the whole incident was observed by hundreds
of residents. (Credit A.P.R.O., Coral Lorenzen, 4407 E. Linden, Tucson, Arizona).
NOTE: One can only let the imagination
roam after reading a report such as this one.
As you well know, any Irishman from the "Old
Sod" 'Hill swear by all the holy saints, that
the stories of the Leprechaun are not just
f .:>lklore.
Suppose back in earlier days some of the
exploring "wee people" had been stranded
here due to a mishap with their spacecraft.
Or suppose worse still---they had been
deliberately exiled here as some form of punishment imposed upon them by their society.
Could they then, not have continued to carry
on the race in the forests of Ireland, hiding frol'1 the GIANTS, wHh whom they occasionally came into contact. Endowed with perhaps
an abundance of the ESP factor, they may have
only allowed those to approach near enough
to observe them, of the GIANTS who were more
kindly than their fellow countrymen. Better
stop here, the imagination seems to be working overtime I
* * * * * * * * * *
FLYING SAUCERS HUSHED UP
MANCHESTER, England---Peter Lawless, 31
year old travelling salesman told the Aetherius Society in London yesterday that the Air
Ministry has admitted unofficially the existence of flying saucers from other planets.
He said that after seeing many saucers
he called on the Ministry with the society's
chairman, Mr. George King.
A senior official told them the Ministry
knew about the flying saucers. Aircraft had
tailed some, but lost them owing to their
fantastic speed.
The Ministry wanted to release their information, but bad been stopped by the
politicians, the official added,
A Ministry spokesman said: "I cannot confirm this rather surprising story." (Credit
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.-----------~----------------------~--------~--~~~~------~--~~~~~----~~----

nrs. Jack Leigh of England, via .Mrs. John A.
Stocker, st. Petersburg, Fla. Clipping from
a Manchester, England newspaper\~)
**********
DINOSAUR TRACKS REPORTED ~Y REDS
MOSCOl-J, Oct. 22 (AP) -- ;povjLet scientists
have discovered footprintspe19nging to the
giant dinosaurs which roamed the earth
200 ,OOQ ,000 years ago I TasS' reported today.
The footprints, described as tne only such
tracks in the world, were located in sand~
stone on the upper reaches of the Zeravshan
f\iver in Soviet Asia.
The Soviet news agency said scientists
believe it will now be possible to find the
burial place of these prehistoric monsters.
(New York MIRROR, Oct. 23, 1960 - Credit
G!Ladys Fusaro, Huntington, New YO,r k.)

V

·*1~**·:r*-*·:<*',f

UFO'S ARE REPORTED IN DEL NORTE
CRESCENT CITY, Del Norte Co., Calif.-(AP)Six unidentified flying objects, three of ~hem
traveling in the same direction, were reported seen here Sunday night by 13 persons, including a federal aviation agency employee.
First spotted by a 16 year old boy, the objects were described by FAA employee Fred
Goulden as being "faster, lower and brighter"
than Echo, A~ller;ica.:1 s communications satellite.
Boulden said three were flying southeast
and two of them southwest. The sixth he
said, moved erratically across the sky.
Sightings of the obj eets was reported to
the Air Defense COlTunand, \lIashington, D. C.
(Sacramento BEE, Nov. 1, 1960---Credit Ken
Hedberg, Florin, California.)
**,'i-f.-*** *-:;-*
From ~lest Hollywood, Florida we have been
receiving a series of reports of a lone UFO
seen by Fletcher King of that city. Seems
whatever this object is, it seems to be more
interested in the Everglades area than it
does in t.he Gold Coast. vIe quote from Mr.
King 's letter:
"Though I usually see this UFO in the
middle or latter part of the evening, or even
early morning, this last Sighting Has at
6: 30 p.m. It was observed off and on until
7:30, when its light faded out and was seen
no more.
"Contrary to many reports of people seeing
UFOs with a very bright light from them, this
one had only moderate brightness, sometimes
. only a' dull red I rather than the white light
usually seen.
I~h ene ver the light is a dull red or
orange color, the light pattern seems to be
ellipsoidal, rather than in rays like a star.

I

"I think now the pilot of the craft is
"getting a little bolder than he had previously been, coming closer to us here, still he
was not near enough to get any idea of the
size of his craft, or even its general shape.
It is definitely not a star. II
UFO'S ACTIVE AGAIN OVER CARACAS SKIES
CARACAS, Venezue1a--Nov. 3, 1960--0nce
again numerous citizens of Caracas have reported the presence in the skies over the
city of unidentified luminous objects which
execute "\IIe ird maneuvers" in the area over
the eastern sector of the city some nights
ago.
Some time last month, a strange luminous
cigar shaped artiface was seen flying over
almost all of the states of Venezuela, and
hundreds of Caracas residents had the opportunity of witneSSing its passage over the
city. All witnesses were in agreement that
the object seen by them was not a plane, not
a rocket, not an astronomical body, not a
meteorological balloon, and definitely not
any mirage, hallucination, falling ice cry s tals, luminous clouds, lurainous bug s, or
migratory.birds. Yet they all agreed that
it was · s'ome sort·.!)f manufactured apparatus,
either luminous in itself, or emitti'ng a
strange bluish light, and was evidently under
intellige nt control.
All during the month of May, 1960, the
neighboring Republic of Brazil was seething
with reports of "1uminous aerial craft" of
unknown origin that were seen night aft er
night and day after day over one particular
region of that country.
The luminous craft were described as being
"cigar-shaped II or disk-like, emitting a
peculiar lumino s ity and maneuvered freely
over numerous towns and villages in the
states of Ceara, Rio Grande do Norte, Pernambuco, Paraiba, Bahia, Piaui, and Maranhao.
Yet no information of these sightings were
carried by the International News vJires.
In the same month of IfJay, variou s astronomers of the Palma Majorca Observatory r e ported seeing a "mysterious triangular shaped
object~ maneuvering over the region.
The
astronpmers said that the object appeared to
be spinning around its own axis without deviating from its path and had the apparent
size of the full moon •
In July, a luminous disk-like device was
seen hovering close to the ground over a
slag dump near Leete , HYOlning, USA. In the
same month, a huninous Il globe II was seen
crossing the skies over Los Angeles leaving
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a greenish trail in its wake.
Similar unidentified "luminous aerial
devices II were seen either hovering or maneu~
vering ' in the skies over st. Louis, Mo.,
r.1ontesano, Tennessee, Auckland, Ohio and
Kanakee, between June and July of this year.
The Portuguese press carried a report to the
effect that, after a glowing disk-like object had "exploded" in the air, an orange,
lighted device was seen to land near Baira,
Mozambique, and four small creatures emerged
from the craft and entered the woods. (See
report earlier in this issue -- Ed Note.)
This was witnessed by hundreds of people
but no information was released as to results of any investigations made.
A few months ago, quite a number of workers
and residents of the new urban development
of "paraiso del Tuy" in Venezuela reported
that for two consecutive days, and at the
same hour (10:30 a.m.) they had seen three
luminous disks flying over some nearby hills,
and four Italian engineers saw where one of
the luminous disks actually descended to
either land or hover close to the ground
over some gamelote grass just within a few
hundred meters distance from where they were
working on a construction project.
After the disk ascended and disappeared
in the distance the engineers were surprised
to see that the tall gamelote grass was sort
of ironed out flat in a circular area of some
90 feet in diameter and the writer of this
report saw, and examined for himself the
strange track left in the gamelote grass by
the UFO.
Due to the nature of these recent reports
and others sent us by many reliable witnesses
in the interior of the Venezuelan Republic
there can be no doubt that something strange
has been going on in our midst for some time
now. It also becomes evident that the whole
matter of these UFOIS can no longer be ignored, but must be accorded the intelligent
attention it merits. (Venezuelan DAILY
JOURNAL, Nov. 3rd, 1960, Credit G.l!J.W.Kalis,
\1illemstad, CURACAO, Netherlands Antilles.)
***1<****1<*
Isn't it encouraging to see a J.arge Daily
Newspaper in Venezuela carry such a well
documented story of the visitation of alien
craft to our planet. Many Editors in this
country could take a lesson, and awaken
their sleepy gray-matter, and go and do likewise.
**-J<'****-X-**
Readers in the Miami area -- patronize
these business places for your Christmas
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shopping. They keep alive, the free flow of
UFO and other allied information over SPACE
STATION, W~nE, 1140 kc., Sat. nights from
11:00 p.m. to 1:00 a.m.
1.

Dee & Bill Book Shop
221 NE 1st Ave.
Miami, Florida

2.

Gables Letter Service
158 Valencia Ave.
Coral Gables, Florida

3.

Sallye1s Natural Foods
129 SE 1st Ave.
Miami, Florida

L~.

New York Electronics Supply Co.
505 N~ Miami Avenue
Miami, Florida

5.

w.

6.

Mace Harris Appliance Center
249 Alhambra Circle
Coral Gables, Florida

7.

LeMan Studio (Photography)
267 Alhambra Circle
Coral Gables, Florida

L. Mill~r & Son Contractors
2920 N. Miami Ave.
Miami I Florida

***~r*'*****

FISHERMAN SEES UFO OVER ATLANTIC
MIAMI, Sunday morning, Oct. 23, 1960,
2:00 a.m.
Elton Hodges of Miami, was out night fishing in the Gulf Stream, off ~Uami Beach,
when he saw a bright glowing object out over
the Atlantic, moving at an extremely fast
rate of speed - traveling from SW to NE,
just the opposite direction it would have
been traveling, had it been a guided missile.
It looked as if it had a very bright exhaust behind it. Suddenly the exhaust went
out, and the bright object in front continued on. Then from the bright object there
appeared two great curved arcs of light,
coming out behind the light, which lool{ed
just like the graceful sweep of the tail of
a tropical fish.
This type of phenomena has been reported
a number of times in the ~Uami area, but has
never been properly explained.
****.:<*****
Ed. Note---From time to time we carry
articles on Space Theology) written by
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various religions and schools of thought. (
'The reason for this is that we feel that
thIs problem of the extra-terrestrial is and
should be, ,just as much.t~e concern of the
religions and the religlous leaders of the
vJOrld as it should be...tof the Political
leaders.
.
Another such article has come to our at~
tention, and we are going to quote excerpts
from it here. It· was carried in the October
issue of COLUMBIA, the official publication
of the Knights of Columbus.
I have been able to obtain 50 copies of
this ~ublication, and for those who want
this issue with the article complete, send
me your request---along with some stamps for
postage, and I will send them out as long as
they last, on a first come, first served
basis. And here are the excerpts from the
article:
THE THEOLOGY OF OUTER SPACE
by John P. Kleinz
An ancient question is being asl{ed with
mo re urgency noi1\' Do th~ ,stars .and planets
He are now exploring sust~hn.· . ~nte.lligent
beings? And what are our chanc'e~" of : ·C5mmu~i ...
eating with them in the Space Age that opens
before us?
Scientists--and theologians--are having
some sober second thoughts about these questions, which they once tended to dismiss
quickly from their minds. The scientists
are serious now in their search for evidence
of intelligent beings beyond the earth. Theologians are grappling again, with new int erest, with the problems SUGh beings would
raise about their relation to such Catholic
doctrines as Incarnation and Redemption and
Original Sin.
Only a dozen years ago, most American
scientists were inclined to belittle, in the
"flying saucer ll days, the implication that
there were intelligent creatures who might
be directing them toward .our earth. NOH,
they listen in dead earnest to the new speculations about life on other planets. And,
in Green Bank, l'lest Virginia, radio astronomers have begun a long range effort to determine whether there is some rational pattern produced by intelligent creatures within
the disorder of noises whi~h come to us from
the neighborhood of certain nearby stars.
Scientists in a dozel''l. different fields, using
new electronic tools, are now engaged in a
systematic search for other life, including
intelligent life, in outer space.
The most complete theological treatise
~Afending the possibility, and, ind eed , the
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8ctual existence , of rational beings beyond
the earth was first published, in 1884, by
Father Jo seph Pohle, a well known German
scholar. His book, IIThe ~ Galaxies and Their
Inhabitants 11 Hent rapidly.through several
editions. Father Pohle's thought moved from
a statement of the possibility of such creatures to an opinion that it was appropriate
that God should have created them, and concluded at the end that they must exist.
His reasons were sun~arized in a recent
artic Ie by Father Angelo Perego, S. J. liThe
universe had to be populated beyond the earth
in order ~bear witness to the glorious
works of God, to demonstrate that God's
creativity is not restricted to a single composition of soul and matter, and to counterbalance the failure of the human rac e . II
Father Pohle may be correct in his opinion
but it is still only an opinion. There is
nothing in the sources of Catholic Faith,
Scripture and the tradition of the Church,
to force Catholics to believe that the other
Horlds are inhabHed by intelligent beings.
vTe do know that angels exist, but the discussion does not conC'8rn them. Until ri!'an
can land an interplanetary roeleet on I'Jars,
the existence of extra-terrestrial beings
will remain God's secret.
The profe s sor of theology at the University of Munich, Dr. Michael Schmaus, holds
that there is nothing in Catholic teachings
to deny the possibility. If they do exist,
Christ would be their head (st. Paul said He
Has head of the universe) but not nec essarily
their Redeemer. If they needed a Red3 eme r
after their Ilorig inal sin ll , it could be that
Redemption through Christ IIcould be preached
to them by some messenger of the faith without Christ making any vis ible appearance among them. But it ,i s also possible that God
did not give these creatures any supernatural
goal ••• II
These remarks were reported in TIME magazine after a flurry of speculation through
Europe, in 1955, caused by some II sightings 11
of flying saucers. The question was asked
at that time whether the Church should be
preparing to send missionaries to outer
space. A professor of theology at a Catholic
academy in Paderborn, Germany, thought not:
11 1n principle we must say that the Christian
order of redemption was realiz ed by God for
this world ••• Only we who are descended from
Adam are born in original sin, and God became
man to redeem us ••• His church and His sacraments are not valid for other planets. II
The dean of American Catholic theologians,
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Father Francis Connell, C.S.S.R., recently
retired from Catholic University, saw no difficulty in admitting the possibility of
rational life in outer space. After one of
the many alleged sightings of lIunidentified
flying objects ,II he told the newspaper reporters: IIRevelation, the common teaching
of the Fathers, tradition, the solemn pronouncements of the Popes -- none of these say
there cannot be life other than on earth. II
Father Connell said that theologians could
imagine a variety of states in which such
beings could exist, natural or supernatural,
fallen in sin or not, redeemed or not.
In February, 1960, NEvlSHEEK interviewed
Father Domenico Grasso, S.J., professor of
pastoral theology at the great Jesuit Gregorian University in Rome. He agreed with
most modern theologians who have discusBed
the subject that, if races exist beyond our
own , they must be created by God, but that,
s inc e no astronauts have contact ed them, we
must as sume that they live on a different
pl ane of Providence and that therefore they
are outside "the ordained area of the Church II.
Although Father Grasso agrees with his
J esuit colleague, Father Antonio Messineo,
contr ibuting editor of CIVILTA CATOLICA, that
\Je should adopt a IIwait and see II attitude on
the question of our eventual missionary
activities in outer space, he is sure that
t here will be Catholic priests in space.
And so the discussion goes on---and the
t heologians try to penetrate more deeply into the mysteries of God. By the very nature
of their science, they are forced to continue their search. Now that the experts
predict manned flights to Mars in the future

the speculation will increase.
In our present uncertain state of knowledge about these highly speculative matters
the best swnmary for today would seem to be
that which Father Angelo Perego put at the
end of an article in 1958:
IIHence, while not requiring men in outer
space, theology admits the possibility and
would admire the reality. Indeed, it finds
appropriate reasons why there should be untold billions of them flung across the whole
universe in various states of nature. II
Inevitably, the theologian who searches
into space will require the poet.s creative
imagination. It will be best, therefore,
to let the poets have the last word. It was
Agnes Meynell who voiced the secret hopes
of today1s theologians ip. some lines of her
CHRIST IN THE UNIVERSE:
••• in the eternities
Doubtless we shall compare together, hear
A million alien gospels, in what guise
He trod the Pleiades, the Lyre, the Bear.
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The Air Force says that it has no PHYSICAL EVIDENCE (physical meaning 'something you can touch') that such things even
exist. In the words of Capt. Edward J. Ruppelt, retired, who served three years at Wright Field, Dayton, Ohio, as Chief Investi··
gator for Project Bluebook WHAT CONSTITUTES PROOF ?? - Does a UFO have to land at the Ri ver Entrance to the Pentagon,
neat ,the Joint Chiefs of Staff offices? Or is it proof enough when a ground Radar Station detects a UFO, sends a J et up to intercept
it, the pilot sees it, and locks on with his Ra dar, only to have the UFO streak away at a phenomenal rate of speed ? Which is PROOF?
J,(\~!
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As we stop to pause, and wish all on our
mailing list a most SINCERE GREETIi~G for a
HAPPY AND JOYOUS HOLIDAY SEASON, we find it
hard to believe that 4 years of UFO pu~lic
research has passed into the hands of Fath€ I'

_

T~e.

Some will feel that we are no close l '
s.o lution than we were four years ago . l\. ·l'~i)r, "
ally, I feel that we have made much prc:r,r: ;;:8 .
And much of the progress has been the i ucHrec t
result of the many selfless and thick-skinned
leaders of the UFO research movement. 'Ilrue
many have fallen by the wayside, but others
have sprung up to take their places in the
ranks.
In spite of the divergence of opinions
still, in the field, this one quality stands
'out. The courage to brave the storm of official disdain, that the masses have a right to
know what is gOing on in their skies. That
this is not the privilege of only a limited
minority. As one writer so aptly puts it, officialdom has not been able to place a
"curtain" over the skies.
The interplanetary "visitors" drop in, make
themselves known, monitor the. going~'(., on at
Cape Canaveral, etc., and the ,pow.e rs ' that be,
just can't do much about it. ,And Cape Canaveral isn't the only spot under obserwtion.
Reports just ~eem to break from all points of
the compass. Take this daytime sighting on
Sept. 30th over Vancouver Island, in British
Columbia, Canada:
I.

~

VANCOUV,ER ISLAND SIGHTINGS .;
Eleven people reported the unknown objects.
Report is made by the Va~couver .A:r:ea Flying
Saucer Club.
, Here are the statements of four pf the
vrftnesses:
I
GAYNOR WILSON, . 14 years of age J was riding
, her horse on the Hilson prop,erty--"lwas riding up the field and I could hear , this humming
noise. I did not think much of it at first

as I thought it was a truck on the road. Then
I noticed all the sheep bunched up in a corner and they looked frightened. I noticed
my dog had al so left me.
"I was going to get off the horse when
this , obje ct came over me. It was a sort of
ye +.low-o range color J and had a high-pitched
hum . tt seemed to hover right over me for
about a minut e . The horse vlaS frightened, he
s,t arted to shake and ,reared. '.rhen the object
went off · into ,tbe sky, and I went home to
teil mother and ' father about it.
I "They all came' out to see it J and it staye~ up there in the sky ~nd went around in
circles for quite a long time. Everybody,
all my family saw it and we wondered what it
was."
MRS. WILSON, Gaynor's mother said, "When
she came home we rushed out and we could see
these circular discs passing each other in
the Northeast. They were circular, white and
luminous, and we also heard the sound, which
was a high-pitched noise. They stayed there
for a long time, as far as I could make out. II
MR. WILSON: IIGaynor rushep. home and
everyone got outside. She didn't say what
she '~had seen, she just came home frightened.
I heard this commotion, nobody said what was
there. 'Ihen I looked in the sky and two
discs were gOing round, making big circles,
they came round toge ther, then one single,
then one above the other, then slde by side.
-They looked to me the same color right
through. It l ooked like the color of fire.
VIe looked at t hem for some time. 'There
was a plane i¥l the sky to the south of us. It
looked very slo\o1. I thought I had better
ring some of my friends. I rang up Mr.
Howarth, I did not tell him what was there.
I just told him to look into the sky; I also
tried to get another friend, but couldn't ge t
through.
They were there until about 7:30 p.m. II
MRS. HOIt.JARTH: IIAf t er Mr . 1:iilson 's call,
,~" ,
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we all went outside, my husband, and two older children. We looked around but did not
see anything then. lIe vlent inside, but the
children stayed outside. Just afterwards, I
. went outside to hang the washing out, and
there was a shriek from the two children. Up
in the sky, we then saw this round disk which
was traveling very fast. It was very high.
'.'Ie saw it for a matter of about 20 seconds."
(Credit VANCOUVER AREA FLYING SAUCER CLUB,
P.O. Box 720, Station A, Vancouver, B.C.,
CANADA. )

*******

BRITONS SEE "SOMETHING" FROM ABOVE
'.lARMINSTER, England ( UPI) --British Army
Capt. M. J. Massey-Beresford said last night
he had seen a brilliant white object in the
sky which could have been a "satellite coming
in to land."
He said four other persons including two
sentries saw the object, which was so bright
it blinded him temporarily. He said it remained stationary a few seconds, then traveled
north, trailing sparks.
A local girl, Jean Williams, described it
as looking "like a giant sun."
"It could have been a shooting star, but
it was pure white instead of the normal yellow
color," Massey-Beresford said.
"It might have been an aircraft blowing up
or, ridiculous as it seems perhaps a satellite
coming in to land." (Credit Miami NEWS,
Nov. 12, 1960.)
NOTE: Ridiculous as it seems, this Capt.
may be telling the truth, as near as possible,
as the official investigators know it. Of
course, I am not referring to "our own" satellite, and neither is the captain. He knows
that our own satellites have not yet reached
this stage of perfection.
However, there are "other" satellites
ceing tracked that are not of our manufacture.
Like the one tracked by the Adler Planetarium
in Chicago. GOing the oPPosite direction of
our satellites, and at twice the speed.
So if this UFO was especially large, the
Captain may have been telling the press the
complete truth, and if the public misinterprets the information given them, it isn't the
fault of the military.
ALL HITHHT A LIFE SPAN
Not long ago the e;reat-aunt of an Alabama
fam ily vIaS moved from the family plantation
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to a Montgomery home with indoor plumbing.
She stamped her can and said she wouldnlt
sleep under the same roof as the outhouse.
Now the appliance industry of this country
announces that before 1965 weill have ultrasonic shower bat hs .•• that means no water,
just sound waves sloshing out the dirt which
really is just atoms and molecules, and won't
you be the very one to say, you won't live in
the same house 1t1ith an "atom bomb"?
NOTE: Cannot help but remember here, that
only about 5 years ago, one George Adamski,
wrote in his book, "INSIDE THE SPACE SHIPS",
that this was how the space folks did their
cleaning, with ultrasonic vibrations.
There was much snickering and disbelief
five years ago, but today this is in the process of becoming a reality. Oh, Hell, maybe
George had another accidental hit again. This
we can say for George, he has had a lot of
these.

*******

SNOWMAN STILL ELUDES HILLARY
KATMANDU, Nepal, Oct. 29 (AP) - Sir Edmund
Hillary I s search for the Abom:l.nable Snowman
has ended with nothing more substantial than
Sighting footprints in the snow.
Official sources said today Sir Edmund has
left Rolwaling Valley of the Himalayas and
is heading for the nearby Thangboche monastery area, where he and others of his scientific expedition will spend the winter in a
hut at about 19,500 feet, testing the effects
of altitude.
Informants said that Hillary discovered
advanced proof of the existence of the Abominable Snowman, but the party was disappointed at not capturing or at least photographing
the legendary beast. (New York MIRROR, Oct.
30, 1960, Credit Gladys ~usaro, Huntington,
New York) .
YOU'LL HEAR VOICES OUT OF THE PASTIl
In 1973, you will be able to dial a few
simple codes and listen to the voice of any
person who ever lived, since the very beginning of time!
This new invention, to be called Frozen
Sound, will be based on amazing findings being made at this very moment in connection
with our outer space research activities.
It will be discovered that every word ever
spoken on the face of the earth is still
traveling somewhere in outer space, through
the medium of far-reaching sound waves.

~ .P.A.C. E . is edited and published monthly by Norbert F. Gariety, 267 Alhambra Circle, Coral
Gables, Fla. Subscription rate is $3.00 per year. ~iail in any interesti11~ neHs-clippings of
UVO reports, or other interesting items for future issues of S.P.A.C.E.
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s ounos of a par·ticular year Hill be able to
be fCl~ncl .
A r e L i_n::.n8 device, sOi:;ethinc; like the Have
band 0.L' y our l'ad~.o, Hill narrOH this area c1.lnm
to tbe exact day, hour and n inu te that you
Hj_sh to recall.
Still another de vice Hill correlate thes e
sound s Hith their Se oGloapl1i e a re a oi' ori[; i 11
on ~ artl1. This \rill be so accll rat e ti1at the
Fro ze n Sound ;'! l\1chine can 111mll :1.n 11 o.n~r vo ic e
that originated at any prede te r';\1necl :.: lace
~: arth, at a.ny time since Adam s)) ol,e the first

0",

;· ~ or c1 .

Yes, it H11l be found t hat tile sounds
creat ed by the human voic. e a ct llally Ij.ve fo1'·:: ye1'. Our cruel words, e.r.cJ O'llr kind words
never die.
The r e Hill be many Den and \·ro ;nen Hho Hill
curse Frozen E>ound, for it Hi ll bring them
'(- Le gravest cause for regret 1 History books
wi ll have to be rewritten when it is found
t ;'!at many of the so~called great leaders Here
not as great as they seemed!
Remember this prediction, for you will live
i~o see the da;>il
(CRISHELL columil in the
['A'l'lOj'TAL ET'V\UIRER, Nov. 13, 1960, Credit J.
do,: ley Yeaton, and Janet Rex of Miami.)
NOTE: 'Ihe Scriptures say referring to the
tinal days of this Age that "nothing shall be
("ldden I; . 'fhis invention \-Jould certainly tal,e
c are of this, Houldn't it?
JINXED SHIL' DISAP PEARS \"lITH 3 SAILORS ABOARD
'T"ORoiiT6(CP) --A ':POronto ne1Vspaper says
three !IlilOr5 from Hamil ton are aboard the
stern section of a derelict freighter lost in
the Atlantic Ocean.
A Hi;nllton datelined story says the hu1le
of the African ~~ueen was beinc; tO~'led from the
United States to Amsterdam vlhen the tug i'i elan1e Fail" left to pick up fuel. When it returned, the freighter had vanished.
'l11e nev1l3paper says tHO of the seamen are
identified as firstmate James Devereaux and
,T 3me s Murphy.
'[ he African (.:ueen s plit in two during a
~torM off New Jersey two years ago.
Its creH
Oi 47 was rescued by helicopter and the aft
s~ c t io n of the vessel was later salvag ed.
0.-

.--- - - - -.----

Th e ne1d s ~xl.per sa~< L , e ; m ll ~ di:' c.~)~.· ear2: c;.
abOtlt 300 l'1Ues f ro ,"'; I;o 112nrJ. . ( F"te::i,c:cov: ;,
?XMnm:m , Oct. 1, 1960, Cre d it Gene D u ~) lH n O'
tier, Toronto, Canada),
U!·fIDENTIFIED FLYI:}G OBJLCTS ARE HEPOWl":m
nr DEL FOHTE

CRESCEN'T C·~crl'Y· . Der1TorTe -C(.i:---A·P- ~~ {:~-lii;T·:
dentified fly ing objects, t hree of thelil
traveling in the same dire ctio n , were re port"
ed seen h ere Sunday ni ght by 13 ':J ersons, 2-.0.cl~ing a_fed~ral ~'y}~~cJ.-_~_l_~KeEcy__ e · 'l"lj l~ye~.•
First spott ed by a l b y e a r' old bo} " the objects were described by YAA enployee Fred
Boulden as being "fast e l', 101·rer a 11(1 brighter l !
than Echo, America's c o ~nunicatioDs s atellite.
Boulden s aid t hre e wer e f l y ins southeast
and tHO of them soutin-res t. 'l'he s i xth , :1e
said, moved e rrati c all~r ac r oss the sl c~,r .
Sightin[( of th e ot .iec ts Ha s re '~) Cl ;:' t c d to
)che airci.e fei1Se-co:nmand I t'!a shingtoli'; -1)-:-C:
TSacramento BEE, Noveilibe r l-;-I~rbo-)~--- --·-· S'IHANGE RED STREAI( IN SKY IS PUZZLE
TO MlDERSON PEOPLE
A-N'-D=ER"'-SO"""l-i-,-S~'h-a-s....,t-a-· Co, --:::p;- strange' l:ed
streak in the sky east of Andel'son, see n
early today by several persons, has caused
puzzled comment h ere.
Policernan 'Thomas Lahey said he I,ratched it
for several minutes about L~ a.m. and the
streak, Hh1ch did not r;1 0ve, appeared to be
several miles Hide and long.
Police Radioman Jack Burke said he also
savJ the phenomenon and reported he Hill watch
again tonight to see i f he can talce a picture
of it. (Sacramento BEE, Nov. 24, 1960 I Cr'edit
Ken Hedberg, Florin, Calif.)
SCIENCE NOTES: OTHER LIFE
ELEr!JENTS OF-f,-IFEDr. George Wald, Professor of Biology at
Harvard University, told the meeting of the
American Philosophical SOCiety at Philadelphia last wee.k that any life existing a.nywhere else in the universe is 1i\cely to be
the same a.s life on earth. It seems probable
11e said> that living organisms everyHhere
J:lUSt be constructed primarily from the same
four elements: carbon, oxygen, nitrogen and
hydrogeni not because of their abundance, but
because only these elements have appropriate
properties. It is doubtful, he added, that
"life can ever arise apart from Hater, or go
far vlithout oxygen. Nor can life probably
thrive anywhere without access to radiation,
speci.L'ically in the I'l ave-length range of 300"
1,100 microns (thousands of mlllir,!eters)

:: •..• A.LJ.J.:;.
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which excHes molecules electronically, and
so activates photochemical reactions."
GLOlJ IN SKY LAID rro TIHOS. BALLOON OR FOIL
(AP) - Jas it tin foil (chafi) o~ a balloon,
or Tiros II, or just phenomena from mother
nature up in the skies?
A glow in the slcy over a vast midwest and
eastern area of the nation excited people not
long after dawn yesterday.
Hours later, even after a U.S. Air Force
inquiry, there was no unanimous opinion on
uhat caused some people to see a light "bigger
than the moon" and seemingly trailing smoke
or a comet-IDee tail.
Some said it might have been a rocket, a
flying saucer or a satellite, as far as they
could tell.
Tin Foil Is Cited
The air control center OTDetroit r~etro
politan Airport said flatly the mysterious
light was caused by dropping tin foil (chaff)
in a radar jamming exercise carried out at
high altitude by jet aircraft.
'Ihis, hit by rays of the rising sun, could
have explained what rUchiganders and citizens
of neighbor states saw between approximately
6: 15 and 6:30 a.m. (EST).
':!estward at Colorado Springs, Colo., the
North American Air Defense Command said undoubtedly a big weather balloon set up about
1;. a.lil. (EST) over Sioux Falls, S. D. had been
sighted. II
l(eith iluir, chief of the ('.ontrol center at
Detroit Metropolitan Airport, said there was
no question that chaff dropping from 25,000
feet caused the Michigan area sightings. The
Detroit weather bureau backed him up.
I~t that time it was still dark on the
ground," I'.juir said, "but at the high · altitude
where the chaff was dropped the sun's rays
Here hitting it and causing a reflection
Hhich lasted for some time because of the slow
rate of fall. II
The cainera-equipped balloon, which soared
to 112,000 feet at 6 a.m., is the UniverSity
of Michigan weather research project cooperating with Tiros II.

Balloon Visible From Ground
Of clear plastic, the balloon fs· visible
lrom the ground even at a height of more than
20 rn il 8~, a university source said.
HOHever, this same authority said it
(;o l,1d il't possibly have been seen in the Mich< .a;: area at ti le hour of the s\~y glo\-! sightClear VieHing Here
nr. A. L. Jones~~1 of t he Standard Oil

lJ~l:\::!IIU~.L·,

.L/~~__

Co. 's Warrensville Heights Research Laboratory, said both the Tiros satellite, launched
from Cape Canaveral, Florida and the balloon
launched in South Dakota could have been
seen here. A mysterious sky object was seen
over Ohio early yesterday and last night.
(Cleveland PLAIN DEALER, Nov. 24, 1960,
Credit Nicholas Nester, Cleveland, Ohio and
many others).
DID A COMET HIT THE EARTH?
SOVIET SAYS YES
NEW YORK--A Soviet inquiry has concluded
that between June 30 and July 1, 1900, there
was no night in large areas of the earth because, at that time, this planet was colliding with a comet.
This view is the result of a study that
followed suggestions in Soviet quarters that
the mysterious explosion that shook the world
at that time was the impact of an atomicpowered space ship.
Although this suggestion has now been rejected by most of the Soviet scientific community, similarities have been found between
the side-effects of the blast and those accompanying the high-altitude hydrogen bombs
fired in 1958.
.

* * *

The 1908 explosion occurred in a remote
part of Siberia. It has long interested
scientists for, although it leveled a square
mile of forest and was felt around the world,
it left no crater or no trace of itself.
An expedition visited the site last year
and reported that it was considerably more
radio active than the territory around it.
Dr. Vassily G. Feserucov, chairman of the
conunittee on meteorites of the Academy of
Sciences of the . USSR dismisses the notion of
an atomic explosion as Ilungrounded and fantastic. II
He believes the head of the comet, a
II small" one, consisted of dust and frozen gas
in one or more extremely dense clouds several
miles in diameter. (Detroit FREE PRESS, Nov.
21, 1960; Credit Mrs. Violet Berger, Taylor,
Michigan) •
1"ITHO'S AT THE DOOR?
SPOOK UP, PLEASE
Believe in Spooks?
A Coral Gables woman does, and today a
Gables policeman agrees with her.
A spook - or something invisible - has
been knocking on the doors of the home of
Mrs. Sonja Olsen, of 1529 IgnaciO, for a
i;lonth.
She I s been ans'\'l ering the knocles I but

December i960
• nobody's ever there.
So she asked for police assistance.
Officer Charl~s Skalaski rpsponded and hid
in the house. Sure 'enough, the knocking began.
Each time he raced to the door, there'd be
nobody there. He even watched from outside.
The knocking continued - but still nobody was
there.
Skalaski gave uP. But the spook hasn't •••
(Miami NEWS, Dec. 9, 1960.)
OCEAN'S FLOOR HAS 'SLIPPED'
NEW YORK (AP) - SCie-ntists have just found
a fascinating new mystery of the ocean deeps:
The ocean floor of California has slipped '
600 miles east and west along a great earthquake or fracture line extending out to sea. '
The sea floor north of this line has marched westward farther out into the Pacific.
'The floor just south has moved east, close t,.,
shore.
Points which ~nce were opposite one another now are 600 miles apart.
Perhaps this giant march produced titanic
earthquakes at some unknown time in the past.
Discovery of the great slip shows that
similar movements of the earth's crust might
have occurred to shi~t all the earth's con,itinents.
The .continents may once have been one huge
land mass. TheY's~pana~ed and drifted apart,
dividing the earth's ancient wate Fs into the
present oceans.
'The sea floor movements, which presumably
occurred millions of years ogo, were discovered by Victor Vacquier and Associates of the
Scripps Institution of Oceanography, La Jolla,
Calif. They found, in fact, three separate
slippages.
The 600 mile slip took place along a line
r unning out to sea from Cape Mendocino,
California.
Farther south, off Monterey, the ocean
bottom has slipped 170 miles along another
fracture line.
Off Point Conceptinn, still farther south,
the floor has slipped by 80 miles, but in the
opposite direction. Here, rocks on the north
side of the line have moved east, or toward
the coast.
Instruments showed curious variations in
the magnetic field of the sea floor. It indicated there were great wedges of rock
20 mile s wide and 100 mile slang. 'The
wedges varied in magnetic strength, one being high~ the next lower, the next high again.

S.P.A.C.E. Pcge Fi ve
'The surprising disc overy was ti'l ati vledges
north of the line f itted with wedges "Th ich
now are 600 mile s cl oser to the coast.
It also in~icates a drifting of the crust
of the earth beneath the sea, ,.D r. Roger
Revelle, Scripps director, cOOllllented. The
full meaning of tt),e marching crust still is
being studied.
.

,

GHOST HITCHES RIDES
NAHA, OKI NAWA - (UPI) - Taxi driVers here
are growing r eIuctant to go out on late night
calls because of the "nightwalker of Nago",
a girl ghost who they say hitches rides on
the road to the U.S. Marines} Camp Sch\-1ab.
One driver said an unidentified Marine
passenger ~~lcomed the girl ~nto the cab in
which he \raiS riding only to, have her vanish
from his side. The Marine was last seen
crossing hims elf as he hurried into camp.
Three cab drivers who claim to have seen
the phantom hit chhiker d~scribe her as a
woman from 20 to ·30 years bId, wearing black
slacks . and having short-cropped hair.
sli~ always ..appears at the same pOint on
the mountain road leading from Camp Schwab
to the fishing village of Nago.
Yosh~o Htga, the first driver to report
seeing the ghost, said she flagged him down
and said" "Please take me to Nago," When t he
cab neared t.wn, he turned around to ask
exactlY ,where she wanted to go, only to find
that ' she had vanished.
Anoth~'r driver, Katsu Yamashiro, was tak' ing an O~nawan wiman from Nago to Henoko.
\'1hen I,they approached "ghost corner", his passenger called out, llLook cut J There I s a
woman ahead of , You on the road!lI But Yamas~iro could se~ no one.
On the return trip, however, he did see
a ,Homan standing beside the road. She flagged him down and got in but when he turned
to speak to her a few minutes later she was
gone.
A third driver, Sofuku Gahaha, repo r t ed
the ghost girl's encounter with the Marine.
****i~':~*

UFO SEEN AGAIN
Unidentified flying objects were spotted
over Cincinnati last night.
Roland Daum, 7057 La Boiteaux Ave., Nort h
College Hill, reported a round , bright object
moving north to south about 6:30 p.m. He
said he watched it for two minutes.
An 'hour later, William Arend, 7007 Rowan
Hill Dr., Mariemont, spotted a glowing obj~ c0
streaking swiftly in the opposite dire c tio~.
Leonard Stringfield, president of a g r ':')1) p
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- cO~PUing - -d~ta-o:10i~lllid~i1t~1;I;-J_- {lying . obj-ects-:~I---tEe~T failed to develop technical abilities -:sald he bel:Leves the IH~ll"6s al"e from lntel',Ear1ih: Hnunmm. \\)e11 , pleased to meet you,
anY1"ay. "\'Je' d sort of thought you might
planetiar-y vehic1e~. (Cincinnati POST 8= TIffiES
STAR, Nov. 24, 19bO; Credit Dorothy Lefler,
not be quite up to us .•• you know. Perhaps
Cincinnati, Ohio).
you could ansuer a feH questions for us?
0), .:(- ~, .;(- " 0), -l(Tau Ceti: Glad to.
UFO SEEN FROM FLORIDA 'l'URNPIEE
Earth: ltiell, He' ve got quite a few problems
seen-coming up f:rom the southon hand here. Nhat have you done about
A UFO
eastern horizon at approximately 8:15 P.M.
war?
Tuesday, November 29, 1960. It was spotted
Tau Ceti: War? What is it?
from the 'rurnpike going into 1'Jest Palm Beach
Earth: You know, when one nation gets into
from Miami, somewhere between Lake lvorth and
a fight with another and they kill off
1'Jest Palm Beach. At first, it appeared as
each other's populations?
though it Here the liharvest" moon, reddish
Tau Ceti: Boy, are you sick! Just a moment
orange in color partially hidden by the
please ••• Our Time Story Guardian says
clouds.
there is a reference to that sort of thing
However, upon folloHing it, it gained speed
far back in our Time story but it I S very
vague and no one here really knows anything
and altitude, -heading northwesterly and changeO. in color to yellow and then to vlhite. As
about it. The Hhole idea sounds pretty
it Has directly overhead, i t seemed to have
foolish.
sparks fly from its tail and then it seemed
Earth: Hell, do you all live at peace? And
to gain greater acceleration and travel unt1l
how do you keep it that way?
I could no longer see it. I witnessed this
Tau Ceti: Our five billion inhabitants are
Hith my brother.
all busy and happy, i f that is what you
'Ihe turnpike attendant also at Jupiter
mean. We know of no other way to live.
spotted it as he corroborated our story.
Is there another way?
(Credit Ruth Terry 3theridge, Hialeah, Fla.)
Earth: Why, yes. Our way. Don't you
*******
struggle to get each other's possessions
IT MAY BE OVER OUR HEADS IN SPACE
and dominate each other?
By B. A. Tobin
Tau Ceti: We cannot quite understand this
NEWS ITEM: "Green Bank, 'v./. Va.: Dr.
concept. We give to each other and help
Frank Drake and vIm. Waltman are putting the
each other. How else would anyone be
final touches to their monitoring equipment
happy?
for Project Ozma, the search for life in
Earth: Well, let it go. How about populaspace. They will listen in for wave radiation; are you crowded there?
tion from the stars Tau Ceti and Epsilon
Tau Ceti: The population remains the same.
Eridani, in hopes that some pattern of transIt has always been thus. How could there
mission indicating an attempt by living creabe any change?
tures to communicate with earth may de detectEarth: Why, thru births and deaths.
ed."
Tau Ceti: Births? Deaths?
Earth: Hello, hello. Anybody out there;
Earth: Of course. If there are more births
any intelligent beings listening in?
than deaths your population increases, and
Tau Cet1: We receive you loud and clear.
vice versa.
Glad you made it.
Tau Ceti: We know nothing of such things.
:Sarth: Hey, there's really somebody out
There are no births, no deaths. 'vJe live
there. Hi, Tau Ceti. 'Ihis is Earth.
and have always lived.
How are you? WeIll be glad to help you
Earth: But how about disease, sickness?
in any way we can. But what did you
Don't you suffer from these?
Tau Ceti: A moment please ••• The Time story
mean, glad we made it?
Tau Ceti: l/ e' ve been waiting for three milGuardian finds n. mention of these things
lion years for you to attain the ability
in the records. But there is an old legto communicate with us.
end that they existed before our story
Larth: Oh, er ••• well, you see, we've been
really began. It must have been before
delayed. You know how it is.
we entered upon the Higher Plane, about
Tau Ceti: Yes, indeed. We thought those
four million years ago.
dinosaurs would never pa::.s along and give
Earth: How about injuries? Don't your
you a chance to progress. We had hopes
bodies become injured?
for your ants and bees for a while, but
Tau Cett: Our bodies are very resistant to
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• harmful influences. But if necessary a body
is placed in the trancreatorvac and inN
stantly restored.
~ arth:
What sort of power do you have to
perform work?
Tau Ceti: Why, power from the magnetic field,
naturally. VIhat else?
Earth: No coal, no steam, no hydro, no oil,
no gas?
Tau Ceti: My dear fellowJ
Earth: How about nuclear power?
Tau Ceti: A messy toy. Why bother with it
Earth: How about foreign aid and that sort
of thing? You know, help fOI' the starving
and underprivileged?
Tau Ceti: . All individuals here have all they
need and wish. We live only to improve
ourselves and enjcly each other.
Earth: How about ang-er'j , tension., mental
illness, g~ed, politiifS" delinquents •••
Tau Ceti: YoU; seem fObE!:de'al'ing with concepts of Hh~ch w~ kn~w 'nothing. EverYN
,thing you m~ntion. a~~'9use":s. .su~b 'unpleasant
image.:;: Har'" st!>uggle; crowding, death,
~,~e~ ~{e , starvation, an@. POH all these
other immature thoughts, Apparently it
is a little too early for us to be communicating with you. A few million years
more, perhaps, eh? But don't call us,
we'll call you. Over and out.
(Credit Gene Duplantier N Saucers, Satellites
& Science - Toronto, Canada.)

* * ** ** *

Amazonian World Forecast
MR. MAN, YOU'RE DOOMED!
LONDON - (AP) - The British Medical Association's magazine -said Thursday the time may
come when a race of superHomen will rule a
manless world.
IIIt could happen", warn'ed Tne Family
Doctor, i,monthly magazine published and
edited by physicians.
,
IIBiologically speaking; there is no real
, need for such a large number of males , ~n the
population as we have today" Ii 'wrote A; ' J.
Burton, a biology researcher.
,.
He quoted a 1946 Nobel Prize winner, Dr.
Hermann J. Muller, as saying that sperm could
be taken from geniuses, frozen for 20 years
and then administered to carefully selected
females to produce a race of supermen,
Dr. Muller is a geneticist on the faculty of
Indiana University.
"Dr. Muller ,," said the article, IItalks of
a race of supermen, but may it not be more
probably a' race of superwomen?
I~ll that would be required in such a
scientifically planned society would be a few

selected males to keep up the stocks of the
frozen sperm in the sperm banks.
"The world could be ruled by a race of
Amazonian women, of whom only the fittest individuals Hould be allowed to reproduce •••
IINo doubt in the :course of the evolution
of the new Amazon society, males would be
finally dispensed Hit~,the Amazons (like the
aphids) bring forth their young without benefit of fertilization. '~ And all such children
would be daughters.".
*. * ol(~ ,* * * *
COULD IT HAVE BEEN SANTA CLAUS
ON A .PRACTICE RUN?
A large, mysterious'light was sighted
hovering high in ~ttle heavens over the E~,y
area shortly after, ~' 6 a. m. y,esterday by a
Martinez policeman.
It appeared to be drifting northward, said
patrolman DBvf,dKristick, and turned slowly
from white "«,0 ' red, green, then back to white.
Uncertain whether the mysterious light was
a~ satel1it;~,. , traffic signal, or a wandering
Christmas ,tree decorated by a Rus.sian man in
sp~ce, ~ristick rushed back to police headquarters to sound the alarm.
No, he wasn't seeing things, a fellow
police officer and a radio dispatcher assured
him, after watching the light's gyrations for
nearly 45 minutes.
Kristick then spent the rest of his watch
playing space detective, but neither the Air
Force I the Federal Aviat ion Agency or' the
United States Heather Bureau were able to
shed any light on the origin of Kristick's
myst'e:rlous heavenly glow. (San Franclsc'o
EXAMINER, Dec. 8, 1960; Credit E. J. Kerr,
San Francisco, Calif.)
:
* ,x -.):'***
'.

This issue is unavoidably late in reaching
you this month. This was due to the fact
that DeO€mber is a very busy month for your
Editor /tn his business (photography) and
the livelihood must of necessity come first.
S.P.A;C.E., of course, is a sideline, and
as all who publish such information find out,
it does not put any bread on the table, but
many times needs to be supported out of the
pocket.
Thanks to the many of you Hho sent such
lovely Christmas cards. They are very much
appreciated.
Since it is impossible to greet each of
you intl~~idual1Y, I take this way of wlshiag' ,
each of 'yOu success and happiness in the'
coming new year Of 1961.
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ARCTIC ONCE TROPICAL/ISLANDS YIELD
FOSSIL EVIDENCE IN STUDY BY DARTMOUTH
(Special to the New York Times)
HANOVER 1 N. H., Oct. 22 - Dartmouth College geologists have found evidence that the
North American Arctic had a climate that was
tropical t. warm until perhaps 50,000,000
years ago.
They based their findings on fossils unc~vered last summer in the Canadian Arctic
i slands.
The geologists, led by Prof. Andrew H.
McNair, mapped subsurface structure and
brought back fossils for the Arctio paleontological collection of the college.
Geologic maps of some 5, 000,000 acres of
Prince of Wales, Bathurst, hllef Ringnes and
Alound Rlnenes Islands were made during the
summer. The Hark Has part of a study several
oil companies are making to evaluate the
petroleum possibilities of North America1s
largest untested oil ~rovl r, c e.
Detailed s tud i es of large , dome-shaped
structures on :~.: ll E:f and Amund Ringnes islands
provided tie'S'l d,) ta em 1-,01-1 ce l'ta.ill ge ological
formations orig.l.l1e.l;,: r"i , ,i' l ' J ff,SS Or ["lcl'lair said.
Some o f the sf~:''' I)e~:;F' t:~; !l:r , ' V ~') t. ) b(-; s l li1l. J.m ·
t'J one s on t h ~ '.re~ . ["s - ], l i:in iC"ln 8 ::iu!f Go a ;::t. and
oth ers to t hc~f: i i~ \:(:8 i-i,i ..J.Ll l e J~a3t . ( jfC-o\'
Y)rk TUjE3 , Oct. ;;',) , :1 S16, , ; ':1 (:.iJ'. 'c .:' )r ) i:; } ~y
1e f le r , Cinc il-ii13 i;j, (,;J.i 0 ) •
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THE PHANTOf'.1 BATTLE OF EDGEHI1L
On October 23, 1642, in \'Janrickshire
County, England, the bloody battle of Edgehill was fought -- it was the first encounter
between supporters of the King and Parliament in the English Civil Har that brought
Cromwell to power. ~~ore than 4,000 good men
were killed and the contest was indecisive.
Ever since that day reports have come i n
that Ilghost armies II periodically renewed the
fighting. The reports started only two
months later, when a party of shephe r ds
passing the site reported they saw the whole
battle reenacted.
lilt lasted several hours and they could
clearly see the faces of the soldiers and
hear their cries ,'I says the Rev. John Denin.::.; :
an Anglican clergyman and ghost-hunter.
Since then, many persons have reported
Hitnessing the reenactment.
Now the Rev. lVlr. Dening is hop ing to
r ecord the whol e t hing with tape reco rders ,
cameras, polic e dogs and II ~ syc h1 c ally
sensitive ll pe r sons . (FATE , Februar-y , 1961).
ROCEET EXPERT DR . viERIHIER VON BHAUN ,
sugg est i ng that one i ncent i ve f or ~ a n l s con quering space i s pOiJu lat ion [; roHt h : I'he.il
i1as lea rned to live and multipl y so proi'tc j.ently t hat i f he lceeDs it up f or another
:jOO years , he vlo n 't have a plac e to sleel.""

